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“Don't think of the PAST… for it’s gone,
Don’t think of the FUTURE… as it is yet to come,
Think of the PRESENT… that’s where you are.”



VISION

To educate young minds and foster 

ethical, social and moral values 

through holistic learning to bloom 

into responsible global citizens

MISSION
Strive relentlessly and vigorously to realise the vision by making the best use of quality infrastructure, resources and experienced, talented and committed faculty.
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TIME… this four letter word is more powerful than anything else in this world. There is a time to be happy, there is 
a time to be sad, there is a time to rise and there is a time to fall. There may be a time when your dreams turn into 
reality and there may be times when you celebrate your successes and achievements.

Well… these achievements are mirrored in VIHAAN, the annual school magazine which encapsulates the 
spectacular journey of 5 years of the school- a milestone in the annals of DSE. The theme of the magazine is 
‘Mystery of Time’- a perpetual manifestation.

Our school publication ‘VIHAAN’ is a connoisseur’s copy including highlights of the lustrum (a period of 5 
years - journey from 2012 to 2017) as one of the main stories related to TIME.

Dear Readers... Lustrum reminiscences will remind you of the delightful memories in the years to come. It goes 
like this…

On June 14th  2012
DSE Attapur rang the first bell

With the completion of FIVE years of glory and fame
The School strived hard to achieve a good place and name

Most of the time, there were thriving moments
Celebrating the success that became memorable events.

There were occasions where hard work bore fruit
Which made everyone praise and salute.

‘Knowledge is Power’ is the Motto of the School
And we Deesians serve together without breaking a rule.

DSE proudly says, “I have colourful gems in my crown,
Diamond, Sapphire,  Emerald  and many more all around

My wings spread from scholastic to co scholastic
And I, always see that I grow drastically fantastic”.

A MESSAGE TO OUR DEESIANS
Your daily routine schedule such as school works, home tasks, hours of sleep, waking 
time, exercise, eating and so on should be well planned and organized according to the 
time. You should understand the value of time and use it accordingly in constructive 
manner so that you can be blessed with time not destroyed with time.

Every care has been taken to make this edition expressive, effective and educative.

We regret in case of any errors that might have crept in inadvertently.

Happy Reading!
M. Lakshmi Gowri

Headmistress & Chief Editor

FROM THE BOARD ROOM

EDITORIAL BOARD

M. LAKSHMI GOWRI - Chief Editor
MALATHI RAMAKRISHNA - English
SIJI ALEXANDER - English
RENUKA GUPTA - Hindi
HEMWANTI PATWAL - Sanskrit
VIJAYA RANI - Telugu
SMITA GOUD - Grades I & II
SWAPNA CHAITANYA - Pre Primary
VEENA JANJIRALA - Technical Support
PEDDIRAJU GUDALA - Photography
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We the students of the Editorial Board
Believe that Pen is mightier than a sword

Throughout our journey, we learnt to work together
And being attentive Student Editors

The techniques we learnt during these sessions…
And editing the articles of students’ expressions…

The snapshots of different occasions…
All …you can locate in our VIHAAN…our wonderful creation. 

STUDENT EDITORS’ ODE
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MESSAGE

In this global world, competitiveness is derived from knowledge, skills and innovations of the work 

force, learning and training. The education system plays a crucial role in the growth of the country 

in every sphere.

Over a span of five years, DSE Attapur  has emerged as one of the leading and fast-growing institutions 

in the twin cities. This laudable achievement is both a time for thanks-giving and pledging to face 

new challenges, get motivated and move forward to grab the opportunities to develop the overall 

personality of a child.

DSE deserves appreciation for giving a good education with many activities. The school is also dedicated 

to impart valuable and qualitative education. It also accords utmost importance to discipline and cordial 

atmosphere and for this, parents have been a great support to the escalation of this institution.

With respect to the theme, ‘Mystery of Time,’ I would like to share with all the readers that a proper use 

of time means the right use of an opportunity. As a very popular saying goes – ‘A Stitch in Time Saves 

Nine’, opportunities in life are few and far between, so is time precious and limited. Those of you, who 

miss an opportunity or waste time, have to regret all your life. This implies that you must be punctual, 

disciplined and regular in your work-schedule.

 I convey my good wishes to everyone associated with the school and the publication of the annual 

school magazine ‘Vihaan’.

P. MADHUSUDHAN RAO
Chairman
DSE Group of Institutions

Opportunities in life are few and 
far between, so is time precious 
and limited. Those of you who 
miss an opportunity or waste 
time, have to repent all your life. 
This implies that you must be 
punctual, disciplined and regular 
in your work-schedule.
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MESSAGE

I am glad to take this opportunity to reach you with my thoughts for our school annual magazine, 
VIHAAN. As we complete another successful year of service, what comes to my mind is, how ‘Time is 
synonymous to life’ and how well ‘Time Management’ improves each aspect of our lives. 

Time Management is not only about managing time but to move with time. We are stepping into an era 
where we are representing ourselves as global citizens with the right education, good training and niche 
skill set. This is the holistic development of a child which is best possible by prudent Time Management. 

Above all, the scholastic and non-scholastic activities bring joy in a child’s heart to live, participate, 
progress and grow. At DSE, our focus is to keep this joy kindled and I call upon every parent to ensure 
this happiness to be kept alive. 

This year’s magazine is all about staying abreast of matters with TIME. The students have done 
exceptionally well in creating and delivering the same. I thank and appreciate the efforts of the teachers 
at school and teachers at home (parents) for encouraging and supporting the children in contributing 
to the school magazine.

My best wishes to the entire DSE Family for achieving 5 years of success. My heartiest congratulations 
to the Editorial Board for bringing out yet another edition of the school annual magazine ‘VIHAAN.’

Ms. SHILPA RAVI
Vice Chairperson

DSE Group of Institutions

Time Management is not only 
about managing time but to move 
with time. We are stepping into 
an era where we are representing 
ourselves as global citizens with 
the right education, good training 
and niche skill set.
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MESSAGE

I am highly elated to note that the school has completed 5 years. Right from its inception to now, 

our Institution has marched forward to spread the light of education and pave the path of academic 

excellence for every student. Students are encouraged to take advantage of the many resources 

available to them- their teachers, the library, the computer lab, and the smart classes. We strongly believe 

in the importance of the Management, teachers and parents working together and communicating 

freely and frequently. 

Shaping young, impressionable minds is one of life’s biggest challenges. At DSE, we aim to empower our 

students to grow as individuals with strong open discerning minds with an international perspective, 

preparing them to make a mark in the Global village.

A Message to all the Readers… It is foolishness to think that we can make up for the lost time .There 

are no tomorrows and yesterdays. It is ‘today’ which is important. Time is very powerful. It has more 

power than the mightiest of monarchs. For they come and go, but time remains forever, without an end 

or a beginning. Hence, manage your time well to achieve your goals.

I congratulate the entire editorial board who have worked diligently for the successful launch of this 

edition ‘VIHAAN’ with the theme ‘Mystery of Time’.

All the best!

K. M. RAMA DEVI
Secretary
DSE Group of Institutions

There are no tomorrows and 
yesterdays. It is ‘today’ which 
is important. Time is very 
powerful. It has more power 
than the mightiest of monarchs. 
For they come and go, but time 
remains forever, without an end 
or a beginning.
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MESSAGE

The 5 year success story of DSE is incredible.  The school has always believed in exploring and 

experiencing the joy of life that has an implausible and profound impact on the personality 

development of every student - these being the most impressionable years in the annals of DSE.

Anything one has experienced during these years stays forever. For educators, these years have provided 

a window of opportunity that were seized to tap and hone the vast human potential that exists in 

students. Keeping this in mind, we are striving to develop a cutting edge plan to raise the quality of 

programmes and activities catering to the formative years in a students’ life. We also sow seeds of 

virtues and values along with academics, which will enable them to grow as self-reliant individuals. It 

is believed that if the parents and teachers work in tandem, the holistic growth of a child is inevitable. 

When it comes to further achievement or personality development, I strongly believe in the adage “A 

person who is an expert at managing time effectively is always a step ahead of every other person.” At 

DSE, we make students aware of the time management which is important to achieve success in any 

field of work. 

In my personal opinion, if we take adequate measures to teach these young students patience and 

tackle difficult tasks in a given space of time, they can develop their productivity and efficiency in no 

time.

Hearty congratulations to the Editorial Team for launching the annual school magazine ‘VIHAAN’ and 

my best wishes to the entire DSE family.

B. SHASHIKALA
Academic Director

DSE Group of Institutions

A person who is an expert at 
managing time effectively is 
always a step ahead of every 
other person.
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MESSAGE

Time is free, but it is priceless. You cannot own it, but you can use it. You cannot keep it, but 

you can spend it. Once you have lost it you can never get it back. This is a great mystery of time.

At the outset, I congratulate the DSE family for successful completion of 5 fruitful years. As we 

are ready to set our foot in the 6th year of functioning, it gives me immense pleasure to share 

with you that Delhi school of Excellence has been ranked the 2nd Best School in the  South Zone 

by the Times School Ranking 2017. 

Today, the role of a school is not only to pursue academic excellence but also to motivate and empower 

its students to be lifelong learners, critical thinkers, and productive members of an ever-changing global 

society. More than half a decade back, DSE had pledged to transform education with good technology. 

This institution was also created with an objective to providing an outstanding 360 degree education in 

character building, leadership, extra and co-curricular activities as well as academics along with a very 

strong, dedicated and capable team of educators who became the driving force in the growth of the school.

The 5 year journey that is laced beautifully with triumphs would not have been possible without our 

parents. I thank our dear parents, in all humility for their generosity in time, talents and resources. I owe 

my gratitude to them for constantly supporting us in every step we take and reposing their confidence 

in us. 

Life and TIME are the best teachers. Life teaches us to make good use of time and time teaches us the 

value of life. Time is that invisible thing which can change a person’s life entirely. A person who respects 

the value of time can get the desired success in his or her life and if not, the desired result will not be 

achieved. 

I congratulate the school editorial board for bringing out the 3rd edition of the school magazine 

“VIHAAN” with “Mystery of Time” as its theme. 

RESHMI
Administrator

Life and time are the best 
teachers. Life teaches us to 
make good use of time and time 
teaches us the value of life.
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MESSAGE

It gives me immense pleasure to pen a few lines for the school magazine VIHAAN for the academic 

year 2017-18. The theme chosen for the magazine is ‘MYSTERY OF TIME.’ All of us have heard the 

common, yet powerful saying “Time and Tide Wait for None” which means time never waits for 

anyone. We should spend our time meaningfully in order to achieve our goal. 

Every moment is a new chance in our life. We should never let go off such precious moments and 

make full use of them. It is heartening to know that DSE has completed 5 years of existence. I am really 

delighted by the growth and development that the school has witnessed and the good reputation it 

has earned for itself. 

DSE has been giving due importance to co-curricular activities along with academic excellence. I 

feel confident to state that these activities go a long way in fine-tuning the students’ interpersonal 

relationship skills, which are so essential in the present day world for the real success of the individuals, 

and for the creation of a better, happier and more peaceful society.

I take this opportunity to thank the management, parents, staff, students and well wishers for their 

whole hearted support in the smooth running of the institution.  Looking forward to your continued 

cooperation in the years ahead.

Yours in the cause of education.

AUGUSTINE THOMAS
Principal

Every moment is a new 
chance in our life. We should 
never let go off such precious 
moments and make full use 
of them.
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Delhi School of Excellence, Attapur was founded in the year 2012. From a modest beginning, 
the school enjoys a position of eminence among the city schools today. The school has a 

strength of over 1300 students and nearly 100 teaching and non teaching staff members.

The year 2017 has been a pivotal year to one and all at DSE Attapur. It is an important 
milestone as it has completed 5 glorious years of excellence and service in the field of education. 
In view of this, we have special pages for you to appreciate the teachers who have served the 
school since its inception. Hats off to the entire team and wish to see many more in the future!

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

From then to now...

GENESIS OF DSE
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2016-17

YESTERYEARS OF DSE
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A TRIBUTE TO TEACHERS!

“5 YEARS ARE OVER,
WE SHALL KEEP FLYING HIGHER,

THERE IS MORE TO BE DONE,
WE WILL DO IT AS WE ARE ALL ONE.”

Proud to be Deesians!

A DEESIAN FOREVER …

Oh my my!

How time flew by

Just by the wink of an eye,

DSE grew from a tiny sapling to a tree so high.

Five fantastic, exhilarating, successful years

Imbibed in us wonderful skills by teachers,

Activities of yoga, art and sport

Teachers with Excellent rapport

Refined us into classy beings

Memories and feelings,

Will never fade into oblivion

And always remain at heart... a Deesian.

Gayatri  Vikram

Grade VII

Malathi Ramakrishna, HOD - S.Sc Dept.

K. Bhagyavathi - Admin Dept.

Ayesha Siddiqua - Science Dept.

Ayesha Nasreen - English Dept.

Augustine Thomas - Principal

Hemwanti Patwal - Hindi Dept.

Farzana Khan - PP Coodinator
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CONGRATULATIONS...

Manisha Singh, HOD - Hindi Dept. Padmavathi - IT Head

Vandana Singh - Art Dept. Vijaya Bharathi Patheti - Telugu Dept.

Sumeera - Pre Primary Umme Salma - Pre Primary

Renuka Gupta - Hindi Dept. N. Sridevi - Admin Dept.

Peddi Raju - Admin Dept. Ramgopal - Admin Dept.
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Reminiscing my experiences 
at DSE opens the floodgates 
of sweet and sour nostalgic 
memories. My journey at DSE 
started with its inception in 
2012 and I must say that it 
has been the most engaging 
and memorable one. I 
have amassed a wealth of 
invaluable experiences that 
have served to create an 

identity which I consider is the culmination of years of search 
to excel as a teacher. The journey so far has been eventful 
– with moments of exhilarating highs and dampening lows; 
times of obscurity and clarity; self- doubt and confidence; 
vexation and satisfaction, but altogether an enriching and 
rewarding experience.  During these five years I have been 
able to impact lives, ignite that “spark”, been the recipient 
of unconditional love from both my students as well as 
colleagues, celebrate milestones and have a smile the entire 
day. These memories are the treasures of a lifetime which 
will remain forever etched fondly in my mind.

5 long years….. 
something that 
I could never 

imagine. There is a 
lot of development 
seen in DSE but the 
faculty has almost 

remained the same. 
That’s all due to the 
continuous support 
of the Management 

to the staff.

DSE had a humble 
beginning with 650 

students in 2012. Now, 
it has around 1300 

students, 75- teachers, 
15 administrative 

staff and 35 support 
staff. Within five 
years, the school 

took a successful turn 
towards excellence 
in every aspect with 
the support of the 

Management.

It’s a very 
emotional 

moment for me. 
I still remember 
everything from 
the start which 

is amazing 
recollecting the 
past memories. 

This year is a 
milestone in DSE 
as it signifies its 
completion of 
5 years. It is a 

time to look back 
and thank every 
person who has 
contributed to 

the success of our 
school.

Malathi Ramakrishna

Ayesha Nasreen Ayesha Siddiqua Sheetal Rathi Sumeera Tajmul

Manisha Singh

Vijaya Bharathi

THOUGHTS, SMILES AND MEMORIES
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I spent 5 awesome years of my life at DSE and when I look back, I feel very happy 
and satisfied. I had a lot of fun and cherished all the memories with my friends 
and teachers. Whatever the school has taught me has shaped me as a person 
and has been very useful in my life. Three things which I feel have made my 
schooling memorable are friends, academics and cultural activities. DSE has not 
only given me an insight of my strengths and likes but also the confidence to 
pursue what I want. I feel very proud to have studied in such a reputed school.

SHRIYA

“ITS HARD TO 
BELIEVE THAT 
THE JOURNEY 
HAS COME TO 
AN END BUT 
MY BONDING 
CONTINUES AS 
AN ALUMNI.”

This journey 
of 5 years has been an incredible one. Every teacher 
at DSE has taught me many valuable lessons. I still 
remember all my good times- the love, the laughter, 
helping one another through hard times and most 
of all, the fun we had enjoyed during the lunch hour. 
Each and every moment was a memorable one. So, 
thank you DSE for a remarkable 5 year friendship 
and support throughout my stay.

SIMRAN

Life is all about learning something new and 
innovative and yes …school is the best place 
to learn that. It is amazing how I survived 
that dreaded first day at school. After walking 
around like a lost puppy for two hours, I finally 
found my classroom. It is always a struggle to 
make new friends especially when friendship 
groups have already been established. It took 
me a while to make new friends. When we talk 
about teachers, school wouldn’t be a school 
without our teachers, of course, we had our 
favourites usually the ones who let us get away 
with everything! 

At DSE, I have not only learnt the lessons 
of the text book but lessons of life.  Given an 
opportunity, I have shown my sincere gratitude 
through my words to all my beloved teachers and 
my well-wishers. These are the memories which 
have to be cherished and remembered forever. 
These 5 years of journey at DSE is unforgettable.  
Every year, I got transformed into a new version 
of mine in this glorious institution ...from a shy 
girl to a really confident and bold being. With 
this confidence in me, I was elected the sports 
captain and I did my best I also appreciate 
the great academic and sportive atmosphere 
which is built at DSE. Passing out from such an 
institution ensures my success in the future. I 
feel proud to be a Deesian.

RAVEENA

It was a memorable 
experience of 5 
years at DSE. Each 
day and each 
minute was very 
precious for me. 
The classroom 
fun was the best 
reminiscence to me.

The trips and excursions were the best parts 
of the years spent. The school programmes and 
competitions were always a great enjoyment for 
me. I have no words because DSE gave me many 
opportunities to move out and play with a great 
sense of sportsmanship. I have gained confidence, 
responsibility, leadership and many more values of 
my life. 

I thank everyone for being so supportive and 
encouraging me all through my journey. 

S. B PRAVALLIKA

MEMORABLE MOMENTS @ DSE  BY THE STUDENTS OF GRADE X
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It has been a long journey- a journey with immense and 
significant times. Being a part of this institution since its 
inception has truly been an exciting phase of my life… both 
sweet and bitter moments.

5 years may not seem a grand scheme of things but surely a 
lot can happen in this period of time. Right from the beginning, 
the school has been an elated place for me; no doubt there 
were uncomfortable, embarrassing and dejected situations but 
all of these added up in finding amidst me a more courageous 
and confident person.  All this was possible with the teachers’ 
support, their dedication and hard work for providing me with the best schooling and guidance.  

Nourishing us throughout this important stage of life, teaching us the difference between good and 
bad, showing us the important aspects of life as we grew cannot be forgotten. The time passed by in 
a blink of an eye, and what a player time it was! Speeches and competitions, winning and losing, love 
and hate… all these have been a part of this path containing highs and lows. Trips and picnics carried 
cluster of memories we have all had. Annual events and Children’s Day celebrations were all unlimited 
amount of fun. 

From being a confused 10 year old kid to now graduating as the Head Boy of the school, the 
changes have been incredible and hard to believe. Developing from a single building to three raised 
structures and many more in the future, lucky are we to have been a part of this prestigious institution. 
Will the memories or friendships last long? One never knows, but the experience and values learnt 
within the four walls will stay evergreen! 

AIMAAN AHMED

I remember 
my first day 
quite perfectly  
...the final 
touches of 
the building 
were yet to be 
done!!

It was always 
a tough task 
when people 
asked... 

• Which school do you study in??

• Delhi School.....

• Oh!!! Delhi Public School I know, I know.....

• No… no…no …Delhi School of Excellence....

• Okay! Okay! We have not heard about it...."

And just like that years passed by and the time came 
when people asked:

• "Which school are you studying in??

• Delhi Public....

• Wow! Delhi School of Excellence. ‘’That’s good.”

I always wondered how my future would be studying 

at DSE...

We joined like coward cats but now the school has 
changed us into roaring lions!!!

As and when we kept on graduating, our confidence 
got higher and higher!!

Sometimes the same substitutions were irritating but 
they all benefitted us some way or the other!

We saw many developments as time passed by. The 
growth has been tremendous and improvements year 
by year have been incredible!!

And we can proudly say, “We are Deesians and we 
belong to the best school of our city!!

Many talented teachers worked and joined hands to 
strengthen the foundation but the main pillars  are yet 
standing erect with dedication and confidence till this 
day and we do  expect to carry on this journey at DSE 
forever!!! 

Thank you … management, teachers, staff and students 
for your support and we hope that this journey 
continues and our juniors take the name of DSE higher 
and higher!

NISHCHIT
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RECALLING THE TIME SPENT @DSE

When I first joined 
Delhi School of 

Excellence, I wasn't sure 
what to expect. I figured 
it would be just another 
building that has rooms 
filled with benches and 
a board that would get 
filled with facts and 
figures every day. For 
the first time, the word 

'teachers' began to take its whole form. Besides 
teaching us literally, they taught us about life. 
They taught us how to take a stand for ourselves, 
how to treat people and most importantly how to 
believe in ourselves. 

DSE is not just a school, it is an experience. It 
wasn't just a place, it was my home. And it wasn't 
just a span of 3 years; it is something that will last 
a lifetime. 

MAARIYAH ARSHEEN
2014-15 BATCH

The 3 memorable years spent in 
DSE were the most informative, 

happiest, thoughtful, altering, 
molding, powerful and accepting 
years of my life. Meeting the people, 
I can always look up to, from all 
the 'Terrifically Talented Teachers' 
(THEME TEACHERS' DAY 2013) to the 
most reliable friends. Never having 
the need to be a junior for 3 years 
was a thrilling experience and finding amazing friends in 
our juniors was a completely different joy. The most exciting 
and awaited event of the year was the 'Annual Day'. The pre-
event practices, the run-through of the programmess and 
the beautiful open-air auditoriums were all very exciting. 
DSE provided me with great exposure to the 'real world' 
where we interacted with differently-able people at the 
Ashray Akruti Foundation and destitute women at Kasturba 
Gandhi National Memorial Trust. Being genuinely inclined 
towards Social Sciences as a subject, these experiences have 
tremendously impacted me that it is suffice to say that this 
was one of the reasons for me to take up law as a career. 

Thanks to this amazing place which was more of a home, 
to mould me into a better person and all the teachers who 
have deeply impacted my life. Thank you!

APOORVA CHOWHAN, 2014-15 BATCH

DSE has given 
me so much 

that I run out of 
words to express 
my feelings. I have 
had an amazing 
time spent in 
this home. DSE 
itself is a wonder 
which spreads 
knowledge in 

the form of art. I, as an ex-student of this 
institution and one who has studied here 
since its inception can unfold the pages 
of this journey like no other can. The 
faculty in DSE has always been a guide to 
me. Apart from making me believe that 
I could achieve my goals, it has helped 
me build up my courage, spirit, etiquette 
and most of all, achievements in all fields. 
Today, the potential in me which everyone 
acknowledges was once recognized by 
them. ‘With every flap of wing, I soar high. 
I rise and look above, there I fly’. I am 
proud to be a Deesian. Long live DSE!

SOOFIYA AFZAL
2016-17 BATCH

Time is free, but it’s priceless.
You can’t own it, but you can use it.

You can’t keep it, but you can spend it.
But once you have lost it, you can never get it 

back.

In June 2012, I stepped into 
DSE as a confused student, 
with average knowledge and 
lots of doubts about life. And 
today I see myself as a strong, 
independent and responsible 
young citizen with my eyes 
full of zeal and a heart with 
courage to fulfill what I want. 
This describes my journey in 
DSE.

There were dreams in my eyes and there was pride 
for my responsibility. But in the end my ultimate goal 
was to say ‘good bye’ to the school with a 10/10 CGPA 
in my hand and I was able to realize my dream. Long 

live DSE!

MINNU SURESH, 2015-16 BATCH
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At the outset, we would wish to 
begin on a happy note. DSE has 
completed 5 years. How do you feel 
about its successful beginning and 
its journey till now?

As Confucius quoted “A journey 

of a thousand miles begins with a 

single step”. With a goal of holistic 

education, the year 2012 marked 

the establishment of DSE Group 

of Institutions by a visionary 

educationist, Sri. Madhusudhan 

Rao. I feel elated and proud that 

today DSE has emerged as one of 

the finest educational destinations 

in the twin cities. There were no 

apprehensions about the success of 

the institution but we didn’t expect 

it in such a short time. The credit 

for this goes to a very supportive 

management and a set of dedicated 

teachers who are the pillars of this 

institution.

‘Commitment towards students of 
DSE is given top priority’. What 
challenges have you faced as the 
Principal?

‘Success is the sum of small 

efforts, repeated day in and out.’ 

I think the major challenge that 

I had faced was to provide good 

educators to the students, but the 

challenge wasn’t that tough as 

the management at DSE gives top 

priority in hiring good faculty and 

believes in providing them the best 

facilities. Another challenge was to 

deal with the tech savvy children. 

To facilitate this, we have equipped 

each class with a digital support to 

make learning interesting and be 

abreast with the changing times. 

Educators at DSE never dream of 

success, they work for it.

Do you support students getting 
used to the latest techno-gadgets? 
What do you suggest to such 
students?

As I mentioned earlier, we have 

provided digital support in all the 

classes. To answer your question 

.. ‘No’, I am not against the idea of 

students getting used to the latest 

techno-gadgets as long as it is used 

in a constructive manner. As a father 

of two children, I believe that children 

should update themselves with the 

latest technological developments. 

Unfortunately, we rarely see it being 

used for a good purpose and for this, 

I would suggest that parents and 

elders be role models and use it only 

for the purpose for which it is meant, 

in front of the children. At home 

encouraging reading habits and 

promoting art and music will occupy 

their curious minds and they will be 

less restless which will channelize 

their energy in a proper way.

What ails the present education 
system? Is the present curriculum 
in tune with the needs of the 
changing society? Please give 
your opinion about the challenges 
of future education system that 
you foresee. 

‘Education is not filling of a pail 

but the lighting of a fire.’ Theoretical 

knowledge should complement 

practical knowledge for a better 

understanding. Skill based education 

A CHAT WITH THE PRINCIPAL, AUGUSTINE THOMAS
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is still a far cry for students. Life Skills 

education in a subtle but austere 

manner needs to be given a good 

thought. Our future challenge is 

knowledge and wisdom going hand 

in hand. As Dalai Lama said, “When 

educating the minds of our youth, 

we must not forget to educate their 

hearts.” Children get distracted 

very soon. Today, in spite of many 

resources of learning, the IQ level 

still remains a question mark. As 

educators, it is important to connect 

their emotional and social quotient.

Classroom activities must promote 
curiosity and encourage creativity. 
What instructional method/s would 
you recommend to teachers of DSE 
to make learning an experience for 
students? 

Wisdom begins with wonder.  The 

unique feature of our teachers is that 

they exuberate in their creativity and 

have an eagerness to create imprints. 

Interactive classrooms, field trips, 

and competitions pave the way for a 

child’s overall development and this 

is where I feel the teachers have to 

prove their mettle.

How would you assess a teacher at 
the end of the academic year?

The life of a teacher begins the 

day you realize that you are a learner. 

To enhance a teacher’s skill, they are 

sent to various workshops, so that 

they are up to date with the latest in 

the field. They receive inputs from the 

Heads of the Departments, Associate 

Teachers and Coordinators for 

productive teaching. A lot of support 

is obtained from the Academic 

Director too. Importance is also 

given to the feedback forms given 

by the parents after close scrutiny. 

There are regular observation classes 

to check the performances of the 

teachers and measures are initiated 

for further improvement.

When you have an important 
decision to make, how do you 
make it?

We, at DSE believe in team work. 

Our Chairman, Vice-Chairperson, 

Secretary, Academic Director, 

Administrator, Headmistress and 

myself, the Principal form a core team 

and all important decisions are taken 

in coordination with this core team. 

At a lower level it is also discussed 

with the Coordinators and HODs.

Where do you see DSE ten years 
from now?

(Smiles…) The interesting thing 

about this question is some of the 

students have already visualized 

it and expressed it through the 

window of this magazine. At present 

we have three blocks and 43 sections 

with strength of 1300 students. 

We were recently acknowledged 

as the second best school in the 

South Zone and I personally see it 

emerging as one of the top schools 

in the state itself. I see it growing up 

with a better infrastructure, better 

facilities than we are ably providing 

now and also imparting education 

to many more thousands.

Tell us about some of your 
favourite songs, books, movies 
and television shows. How do you 
spend your leisure time?

Music is a therapy. It is a tonic 

for the soul. I listen to light music 

and also hum to the tune as it 

relaxes me. I catch up with the 

latest updates of the NEWS on the 

television.  I read any book that I 

lay my hand on and I enjoy reading 

all types of books. The genre of 

the book doesn’t bother me and I 

advise the younger generation to 

spend some time reading books. 

I believe in spending quality time 

with my family as I do in school.  

Could you please suggest a few 
ways as to how our Deesians can 
manage time to achieve their 
goals and what would be your final 
message to the students of DSE?

Mark Twain said, “The secret of 

getting ahead is getting started. The 

secret of getting started is breaking 

your complex overwhelming tasks 

into small manageable tasks, and 

starting on the first one.”

The first thing I would like to 

advocate is to be sincere to yourself 

and others and be exceptional in 

the perfect mobilization of time. 

Our existence is bound by time and 

without the legitimate exercise of 

time one cannot expect miracles 

in the future. Being regular and 

systematic in your approach toward 

learning, carves the growth ladder. 

Along with it, one should be able to 

choose the right road and develop 

good character and behaviour. 

Planning makes it easier to achieve 

goals. By disciplining your efforts, 

learning can be fun and easy. 

Preparing timetables can help in 

using time effectively and can also 

boost up your self-confidence. 

Students - Thank you Sir...

Principal - You are most welcome!

I wish all the DSE learners a 

great future and success in their 

endeavours.

God Bless!!!
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ACADEMIC PIVOTS 

COORDINATORS

HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS

Augustine Thomas 
Grades IX & X

Malathi Ramakrishna
Grades III & IV

P. Vijaya Rani
Telugu

M. Lakshmi Gowri 
English

Manisha Singh
Hindi

Palle Praveen
Math

MVS Padmavathi
IT Head

Tabassum Sultana
Science

Shivani Wadhwa
Student Counsellor

Malathi Ramakrishna
Social Science

M. Lakshmi Gowri
 Grades VII & VIII

Vandana Srivastava
Grades I & II

Siji Alexander
Grades V & VI

Farzana Khan
Pre Primary
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AIDE-DE-CAMP

ADMIN DEPARTMENT

Ram Gopal

K. Bhagyavathi

Vetri Selvi

N. Sridevi

Naveen G.

T. Sowjanya

S. Rekha

Sunita Janet

Padmini P.

G. Peddi Raju

David Srinivas

G. Venkatesh
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HALL OF FAME

DSE congratulates 
APOORVA : 2014 - 15 batch

Ms. Ambika Kalyani was awarded the 
Best District Teacher by SOF

HATS OFF!

Ayesha Siddiqua - 
Dept. of Science 

The Zonal winner of Class Edge 
Classroom Championship-3 and 
qualified for the ZONAL Level 

from the Southern Region.

Principal being felicitated with 
Excellence Award by TOI for 

participating in the Largest Indian 
Quiz on Champion Quotient

Times School 
Rankings 2017

The school has secured the 
Second Position in the South 

Zone

Well done!!!

Shubha Tanaya, Grade IX won a 
Scholarship of Rs. 5,000 (cheque) and a 
Medal of Excellence in the International 

Sports Knowledge Olympiad (Zonal Rank-I) 
organised by SOF 2016-17

Teachers receiving the Platinum Award for the 
extraordinary contribution towards cohesive 

e-waste movement and successful completion of 
Karo Sambhav School Programme.

The Mother Teresa Award instituted by IDF being 
received for the third consecutive year.
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MESSAGES BY THE JUDGES WHO JUDGED VARIOUS 
INTER HOUSE COMPETITIONS

Time is the most 
important parameter of 
human life. Without time, 
life would be a chaos. Its 
importance cannot be 
negated, particularly in 
the life of students. It is 
imperative that children 
are taught discipline and organization with regard 
to time at an early age. Habits formed at this age 
have a lasting effect. Hence, a child should be taught 
everything early in life: “A time for everything, and 
everything in time. Take care of your minutes and 
hours will take care of themselves”.

Rekha Mulchandani
Director, Business Development for TruHap website

The most remarkable 
feature of TIME is its 
preciousness. Its value is 
profound and its power 
is immeasurable.  Its 
potential is something 
which we cannot calculate. 
A minute is enough to 

win a victory. A second is enough to make a difference 
between success and failure, achievement and regret, 
life and death. A millisecond can change your destiny 
from becoming a somebody to being a nobody and 
getting lost in the crowd of below average. 

Dear students… Utilize every moment in learning, 
creating, sharing and growing. Respect time, for it 
means you are valuing your presence.

Priya Satpathy
Managing Director of Touchstone Transmedia

Time in totality is seen as 
three separate elements: 
past, present and future. 
One cannot deny the 
significance of any of 
these. The past defines 
how the present and 
future are going to turn out to be. There is a set 
time for everything and intermissions hinder us from 
achieving our goals. One should be ready for the 
space ‘now’ or life may not give us another chance.  
Future mirrors our past and present and hence 
messing up with any of the time period influences 
life. Hence... Dear readers, do the work that has been 
given today... do not postpone. 

Sirisha
Freelancer in hosting, singing and dubbing

Tempus fugit or Time 
flies and remember that 
you are the pilot of your 
time. A student who is an 
expert at managing time 
effectively is always a 
step ahead of every other 
student in the class room. 

They can speed up their work and can enjoy more 
leisure activities in life. Some of the world’s most 
successful people are experts in managing time and 
time management is the sole key to success.  

Prof. Archana Thakur
Soft Skill Trainer, Dept. of English, ICBM College

Time management is all 
about priority. If you are not 
clear about it, you end up 
wasting your ‘right time’. 
Procrastinating one’s work 
is the biggest crime one 
does to oneself. Motivating 
yourself from time to time 

for greater productivity and not settle for the mediocre 
is the tonic for success. One needs to recreate oneself 
from time to time not just for accomplishments but to 
make life interesting. Rediscover yourself from time to 
time and be in tune with time. This is the mantra of life.

Prajwala Vikram
Home Maker

Time and Practice are 
the two analogies that 
determine students’ ability 
to enhance their skills in all 
aspects.  There is no reason 
to panic if children do not 
learn their lessons right 
away. At times, children 
may need frequent inputs, deliberate practice or a time-
stretch to prove themselves. However, this time-limit has 
to be monitored  or life might just slip away.

Amritha Thakur
Soft Skill Coach, Oppiminen & Kehitys, 

Learning & Development Centre
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TÊTE-À-TÊTE WITH THE PROJECT COORDINATOR (INDIAN 
DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION), MR. SANJAY RAM

…Working ceaselessly for a noble cause

How long have you been in this 
field of work and what drew you 
to this field ?
I have been in this field for the past 
six years and such a social work 
was never in my plan. Earlier I was 
in a corporate in a good position. 
I was connected to Dr. Narayan 
Iyer , CEO , IDF on LinkedIn and we 
used to  exchange and discuss on 
various social problems. But then, I 
initiated and organized a couple of 
programmes for IDF as a volunteer 
in Hyderabad and in due course of 
time I realized that this is what I was 
meant to do. Several experiences 
have stimulated my attraction to 
the field of social work.

Who has been your role model/s 
or whom do you admire?
Strong, passionate social workers 
who have a deep sense of social 
justice, take pride in their work 
and “walk the talk” are important 
role models. People influence you 
and knowing the life stories of the 
following, a  few of them have been 
an inspiration to me.  
• Dr. A R K Pillai. Founder President 

IDF (Humanist and Social 
Scientist)

• Dr. H. Sudarshan social worker 
and tribal rights activist

• Dr. B Narayan Iyer, CEO, IDF

What has been your greatest 
accomplishment?
Social Work isn't really about 
great accomplishments. It's about 
assessing need and helping people, 
making small improvements, 
building on strengths, making 
positive changes one step at a time 
or it's about stepping in when people 
go through terrible situations and 
you try to bring a positive change. 
This is not a profession where at 
the end of the project everyone 
appreciates or congratulates you 

but you move on to the next step, 
and keep going.

However, there were a few 
positive outcomes… 

Education support to a lot 
of young children through Bal 
Gurukuls where in there are a lot of 
success stories of children going for 
higher education, preserving a girl’s 
health and dignity through Project 
Hygiene 12 (PH12), providing 
nutritional support to Leprosy/ 
TB patients, helping patients in 
government hospital to have 
access to free blood for treatment 
by conducting numerous camps. I 
don’t see them as accomplishments 
but as positive outcomes for the 
children and patients.   

What is your opinion about the 
younger generation as a target 
group for your area of work?
Younger generation volunteering 
to participate in social work is a 
genuine and a humble act. Being a 
citizen of the society, we all should 
participate in the process of its 
growth and improvement and 
doing the same with the intention 
of bringing a change at large and 
without thinking of the return is a 
precious decision.  The youth needs 
to be encouraged at the foundation 
level where they have to look and 
deal at the issues that the people are 
facing. They have a lot of stamina, 
intelligence and courage and can 
very easily understand, sympathize 

and implement some solutions 
and also provide voluntary help 
and support to the people and the 
society. At schools and colleges, it 
should become mandatory for the 
students to get involved in at least 
one social working programme or 
to get associated with any of the 
NGOs. Same goes with the parents 
that they should encourage their 
children to volunteer in the social 
and community development 
programmes.

What does success mean to you?
Success to me is the ability to do 
what I am passionate about, in a way 
that is meaningful to me and making 
a difference in the lives of others.

How do you balance your work 
and personal life?
Finding work life balance is a challenge 
in social work as it is demanding . But 
still I try to balance it by :  Managing 
time properly, set priorities, regular 
exercise, avoid procrastinations  and 
making good use of time with family 
/ friends when away from work.

What gives you the greatest 
satisfaction?
I get great satisfaction when I am 
able to provide a tangible, positive 
and measurable outcome to a social 
problem, right from understanding 
the problem, work out through 
the possible solutions and finally 
implement the best solution.

What do you hope to 
accomplish as a social worker?
Contributing to society in a positive 
way,  spreading joy and happiness.

What message would you like 
to give to our students?
Manage TIME efficiently, study well, 
play outdoor sports, engage in 
community service, have empathy – 
Be a Goodwill Ambassador.

Mr. Sanjay Ram receiving a cheque  
of Rupees 3,00,000 from the  School 

Head Boy and Head Girl
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Dear Parents….

School isn’t the only place where kids learn to be resourceful and independent. What is being taught 
at home is even more important. Every child is unique and special. It may be challenging, but the most 
important thing you can do is schedule ‘TIME’ for your ward.

Just ponder upon whether you are taking the steps to raise your child into a responsible and confident 
one so as to face the challenges of the society.

• Please take TIME to talk, play, tell bed time stories and engage your child by showing educational 
puzzles as every Mother is the first teacher who can teach innumerable things. 

• Please take TIME to teach your children to be independent in all aspects. Quite often, you might have 
noticed your child doing things on his/her own. Appreciate them! 

• Please take TIME to teach your children to express themselves. Teach them to speak honestly to people 
and stick by their principles in all they do. This is perhaps the highest morality you can instill.

Hence, dear parents… spend quality time with your children and see how they grow independently and 
confidently in the future.

Farzana Khan
Pre-Primary Coordinator

PRE PRIMARY

We, the little ones of the Pre Primary

Enjoy wonderful Field trips and Picnics

We have fun all the time

And learn through activities with a smile

Every day, we learn a story or a rhyme

With ABC’s, 123’s and also learn to dine

Flip through the pages of the Pre Primary

And know our fun, frolic and activities.

OUR VISION
TO FOSTER 

HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT 
OF A CHILD AND EXPLORE 

THE DOORS OF KNOWLEDGE 
THROUGH HANDS-ON 

EXPERIENCE
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PARTNERS IN PROGRESS

An ‘Orientation’ for the parents of the Pre Primary was organised in the school premises. The aim 
of this programme was to familiarize the parents with the curriculum, rules and regulations of 

the school, teaching methodologies and the evaluation pattern.

HUES OF EMOTIONS

RAZMATAZZ -
A FAMILY 
BONANZA

The programme started 
with a prayer followed 

by a Ramp Walk where the 
mothers participated actively 
and presented themselves 
gracefully. The participants 
were adjudged on the basis 
of their confidence level and 
smartness. The winners were 
given the titles of Ms. Diligent, 
Ms. Smartie and Ms. Elegant.
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EVERLASTING IMPRINTS

YOUNG ONES GET GRADUATED

PPII A PP II B PP II C
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SEA WONDERS
Protectors of the Reef

Way down deep into the blue sea
You can see starfish, octopus and dolphins in

the ocean of DSE
All the creatures were excited to meet us with glee

To celebrate with us merrily and joyfully

‘Sea Wonders’, a cultural programme was held on 6th January, 2018 
when different sea creatures came alive through wonderful moves and 

actions

OUR CONCEPTS ON DISPLAY...
Self Evaluation Day
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Understanding the meaning of Christmas

Diwali - The Festival of Lights

Eid- A Festival of Caring & Sharing

FESTIVITIES COME TO THE FORE
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Reaffirming the spirits of Independence

Raksha bandhan – A Symbol of Bond of Protection
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A CONCERT OF COLOURS

Green Day

Red Day

Yellow Day
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The Pre Primary aims to nurture each child’s potential, through love, care and encouragement. The early years 
have a crucial influence on their later development and learning. Early childhood foundation makes a great 
difference to the future achievements of children. Whether our children become self-motivated learners 
and face the world with confidence depends to a great extent on the stimulation, guidance and nurturing 
they receive early in life. Hence, special moments are celebrated to build the confidence of learners.

A FRESH START –      
A NEW DAY – A NEW 
MONTH – A NEW YEAR

A s the summer ends and the weather 
turns, it is a good time to start 

something new. One such beginning is the 
beginning of the new academic session. 
As the students entered the school 
premises, their bright faces revealed 
exhilaration, hope and contentment. The 
teachers too welcomed their wards with 
warmth and expectations.

WELCOME FRESHERS!

A fter just coming out of the laps of their Mothers, the 
tiny ones make their way into a new environment- 

an environment of friends, Mother Teachers and playful 
learning. The initial hesitations turn into eager-wait for the 
activities in school. The inquisitiveness cannot be missed..

On 30th June 2017, the Pre Primary wing gave an 
official welcome by organizing a Freshers’ Day for the new 
blooming buds.

SCHOOL IS COOL
Little ones enjoying the essence of summer

SPECIAL MOMENTS
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FIELD TRIPS

The joy of learning beyond classroom walls

Bhavani Nursery
Dream Valley

Biscuit Factory
Nehru Zoological Park
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A JOYFUL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Theme-based competitions are held every month to build confidence in learners.

Brain Teaser Solo Dance

Story Time

Colouring

Handwriting

Sports & Games

What I Would Be...

Little Taste Makers

Nimble Fingers

Rhythmic Recital
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ACTIVITIES TO BREAK THE MONOTONY

English

MathLanguage EVS

Picture Talk

Musical Game
Counting Skills

Healthy Food

Sorting out Activity

Palm Printing Making a Fruit Chat Sandwich Making

Jig-saw PuzzleFeeding the Monster 
with Letters

Vocabulary Check Word Formation
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CREATIVE OUTFLOW

Atulya - PPII A Bhavit - PPII B Bushra Fatima - Nursery A

Haniya - PPII C

Md. Abdul Mannan - Nursery A

Sharanya - PPI B

Hansini - PPII B

Parth Goel - PPII A

Shiva Saveer - PPIIC

Manan Jain - PPI B

Rishit Reddy - PPI C

Vihaan Agarwal - PPI B
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ENRICHING EXPERIENCES

"Without continual growth and progress, such words as improvement, achievement, 
and success have no meaning.

- Benjamin Franklin

A few views on the workshop conducted by Ms. Sonal Andrew, Counselling Psychologist on ‘Classroom Management’. 
The workshop focused on –

• understanding about the psychological needs of a child   • creative art and craft activities
• how to develop a child’s fine and gross motor skills  • classroom management
• how to stay positive in both personal and professional life

“The one-day workshop was 
beneficial, thought- provoking 
and emotionally charged.  Thank 
you for renewing my spirit and 
having faith in me to do what is 
best for the kids!”
Farzana Khan, PP Coordinator

“Thanks for a fab workshop…I 
left the place with the feeling of 
getting even more creative”

Sheetal Rathi, HRT- PPII

“This workshop helped me in 
understanding more about 
psychological needs of a child.”

Harminder, HRT-PP I

“Thanks for the training. Really… 
really …worth it. Immediately 
applicable too.”

Rajani Sinha, HRT-PP I

“A really excellent and inspiring 
day. A great mix of talking and 
playing.”

Sumeera, HRT-PP I

“It was even better than I 
imagined. I can’t wait to teach 
my students everything I learned 
in just a few hours. Thanks!”

Salma, HRT-PP I

“Genuinely one of the best 
workshops I’ve attended…. I 
felt connected throughout the 
session.”

Meera, HRT-PPII

“This entire day was one of the 
best I’ve ever spent. Ms. Sonal’s 
talk was inspiring, informative 
and her method of delivery was 
so easy to receive.”

Ashwini Sane, HRT-PPII

“I really enjoyed this workshop 
for many reasons. The most 
interesting activity was making 
inexpensive teaching aids from 
used materials.” 

Swapna, HRT- NURSERY

Workshop on ‘Classroom 
Management’ by Ms. Sonal Andrew

Workshop on ‘Early Childhood Association’ 
conducted at   Oakridge International School

Workshop on ‘Early Childhood Education 
conducted at Chirec International School
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GRADES I & II

TIME IS THE MOST VALUABLE COIN 
IN ONE’S LIFE

                
Education plays an important role in enabling a 
person to face a real life situation with adequate 
knowledge. School is a temple of learning and at 
DSE, we are making our best effort to give quality 
education to our students.

 Innocence, joy, fervour, vitality and unlimited 
creative urge devoid of all worry are the main 
characteristics of childhood which should be 
properly channelized. It has been our endeavour 
to cater to an activity oriented curriculum in which 
every student is able to blossom into a complete 
and well balanced individual, both physically and 
mentally. 

Our students are exposed to a variety of 
activities, playway methods, stage presentations, 
competitions etc. thus fulfilling the idea of learning 
through seeing and doing. This not only helps them 
to gain confidence but also to acquire qualities of 
discipline, sense of belongingness, responsibility 
and oneness, giving each child full scope to develop 

existing talents and learn a host of new ones. We 
also intend to promote in every child a positive self-
esteem, encourage independence, develop skills 
of concentration and more importantly inculcate 
moral values through our daily interaction.

At DSE, we believe that inculcating the value of 
TIME in students should begin early. This goes a 
long way in helping them to be successful in their 
personal as well as professional lives. Such students 
are less prone to stress and anxiety, which is proven 
to be the number one cause of various health issues. 
The various techniques adopted help the students 
to be self-disciplined and focused individuals. I am 
sure with this kind of foundation, the students are 
going to become confident individuals who will 
make their parents, school and the nation proud.

Please remember that... Time is the most 
valuable coin in your life. You and you alone will 
determine how that coin can be spent. Be careful 
that you do not let other people spend it for you.

Vandana Srivastava
Coordinator 

A level up from the tots
But still very small
For the first time, 

exams we’re fought
Many things we have 

learnt over all
Flip through the pages 

of Grades I and II
You will wonder 
whatever we do.

OUR VISION
To embrace learning, 

achieve students 
personal best and 

build their emotional, 
social and physical 

well-being.
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I t is imperative that parents, teachers, and students develop together a plan to ensure 
a good beginning. An ‘Orientation’ was organised to familiarize the parents with the 

curriculum, rules and regulations of the school, teaching methodologies and the evaluation 
pattern .

POSITIVE PARENTING
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“We might be different but we are one as Indians”

S tudents of Grade I celebrated ‘Cultural Carnival’ to foster an understanding that the entire 
humanity is one family irrespective of geographical, racial or linguistic barriers.

CULTURAL CARNIVAL - A MÉLANGE OF JOY AND REVERENCE

Incredible India

Beautiful Kashmir

Royal Rajasthan

Goan Baila

Popular Punjab

Traditional Telangana

Mast Maharashtra
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ENDLESS APPRECIATION
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“If you want your children to be intelligent, read them fairy tales. If you want them to 
be more intelligent, read them more fairy tales.”

The entire Conference Hall  was transformed into a Fairy Tale Kingdom on 31st October, 2017 
as the students of Grade II clad themselves in capes and crowns to celebrate ‘Haven O 

Fairies’ which showcased everything fantasy and magical. Pirates, Princesses, Witches, Wizards 
and many more made an appearance on this magical day.

‘HAVEN O FAIRIES’- A MAGICAL WORLD

Disney Fairies

Snow White & The Seven Dwarfs Cinderella

Indian Fairies The Farmer Princess
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UNDER A FESTIVE ROOF

Remembering Chacha Nehru…
Plant a tree, Plant the future

Celebrating the Festival of 
Prayer, Patience and Penance

Yoga for Health
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STEPPING OUT- JUST PLAYING AROUND

Fun @ Huda Park Amusing  time @ Zoo

Sudha Car Museum
Cool time @ Fort Grand
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Grade 1

A HIVE OF ACTIVITIES

Grade 11

English - Prepositions

Hindi - Writing Activity

EVS - Air is Important

Math - Ascending Order

EVS - Our Earth

Math - Money English - Fun with Articles

Hindi - Writing Activity
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EXTENDED ASSEMBLIES IN A SPECIAL WAY

Grade I A-The Seven Wonders

Grade I B-We All Are Important And Unique

Grade I C-Traffic Rules

Grade I D-The Pride of India

Grade I E-Reverence to Nehru
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Grade II A - Monsoon Mania

Grade II C - We are Special

Grade II B - Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

Grade II D - Importance of Zero
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LETTING THEIR TALENTS SHINE

Colouring Handwriting Salad Making

Wealth from WasteSolo Singing Story Telling with Props

Solo Singing Collage MakingSpell It Right

Sandwich MakingWealth from WasteStory Telling with Props

Grade I

Grade II
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WHEN FEELINGS TALK…

Adaa Aqther - II A

T. Saharsh Kumar - II B A. Shreeman Advik - II C Md. Meer Ayaan - II D

Kushwaanth Kola - II B
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TAKING TIME FOR THEMSELVES

What do you do in your leisure time...
in school and  at home?

What would you do if you get 
1 hour extra 

every day? (25 hours a day)

I like to play with my friends and 
read books. When my teacher is 
not there in the class, I sit quietly.

Shriyans Raj - I E

Since I am not so interested in 
playing, I read books and draw 
sketches.

G. Sai Tejas Rao - I C

At home, I play with my dolls. 
At school, I mind the class and 
help my friends.

Ahona Paul - I C

I am always busy playing in my 
free time. At school, I revise my 
school lessons.

T. Gauraang Singh - I D

At home, I play hide - and 
- seek with my friends. At 
school, I practice Math.

Khushi - I D

I would like to play cricket with 
my friends, watch TV for some 
time and enjoy playing in the 
class. I also like to study in my 
free time.

Sai Shruthi Indurthi - I B

I will draw pictures in my rough 
book when there is no one in the 
class and play ‘wall touch’. I also 
like to do Math when I am free.

P. Lakshmi Ananya - I A

I would play cricket as I want to 
become a cricketer when I grow up. 
So, if I get one hour extra, I would 
practice batting and develop my 
batting skills.

Aman Somani - II A

I would love to study during that 
one extra hour. I would study EVS as 
it is one of my favourite subjects.

Ayaan Sinha - II A

I would use half an hour to play Kho-
Kho with my friends and other half to 
practice my favourite subject, Math.

Anaisha Tejwani - II B

I would play chess for half an hour with 
my best friend and for the rest, I would 
practice Karate as I want to become a 
black belt in the future.

A. Sri Harika - II C

I would use this time to play football 
as it is my favourite sport and I want 
to become a football player like 
Ronaldo.

Rehan Jamal - II B

I would use this extra hour to watch 
Pokémon on the television. I love 
watching my favourite Pokémon ‘Ditto’.

A. Shreeman Advik - II C

I would watch Spiderman. I like 
him because he saves people from 
danger.

Sriyas Reddy - II D
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CREATIVITY AT ITS BEST

Every child is an artist. The problem is how to 
remain an artist once he grows up.

Aarav Vyas, II C

Naushaba Ghaniya
II A

N. Shatakshi, II B

Ahona Paul, I C

Hridhaan Kumar Dara
I D

Shriyans Raj, I E

Dhaval Thakur Singh
 I B

Kusumanjari Chiluka
I A

Umaimah Murtuza
 II D
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ON THE PATH TO EXCELLENCE

‘Developing Environmental Friendly Attitude’  held at DSE  Banjara  
conducted by Orient Black Swan Publications

‘Innovative Techniques’ held at DSE, Banjara 
conducted by Prof. Champaknath.

‘Development of Communication Skills’ through 
stories’  held at Hotel Taj Banjara by        

Ms. Mala Palani

‘Communicative Language Teaching’ held at DSE,  
Banjara by Prof. S.Mohan Raj.

‘Music Therapy’ held at DSE, Banjara by 
Dr. Joseph and Dr. Evelette.

Workshops & Seminars
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DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

OUR VISION
TO MEET THE GLOBAL 

CHALLENGES THROUGH EFFECTIVE 

COMMUNICATION

A very tasty way of learning English Language

ASSEMBLIES AT A GLANCE
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DEPARTMENTS OF HINDI, TELUGU & SANSKRIT

SANSKRIT & URDU DEPTS.HINDI DEPT. TELUGU DEPT.

Languages in Action
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DEPARTMENT OF MATH

OUR VISION
TO DEVELOP PASSION AND 

VISUALIZE THE CONCEPTS WITH 

SIMPLICITY AND QUICKNESS

Being Friendly with Math
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DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE

OUR VISIONTO CHERISH AND EXPLORE

Seeing is Believing
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCE

OUR VISIONTO NURTURE THE STUDENTS FOR 

A COMPETITIVE AND SUSTAINABLE 
WORLD

All about History, Geography & Civics
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DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTERS

OUR VISIONTO TRANSFORM IMAGINATION 
INTO REALITY

Let’s become Tech Savvy
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DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY

OUR VISIONTO PROMOTE THE JOY OF READING, 

TO NURTURE THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

LIFELONG INDEPENDENT LEARNING, 
TO SUPPORT THE CURRICULUM 

BY PROVIDING ACCESS TO 
INFORMATION IN ALL FORMS

Reading Maketh a Man Perfect
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VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS

VISION

TO ENRICH THE AESTHETIC 

SENSIBILITIES AND PROMOTE 

CREATIVE ABILITIES IN A CHILD

MUSIC & DANCE DEPTS. ART DEPT.

Bhavya - IV B Charan Sankeerth - VI C

Kushi Goel - V D Namrith - V D
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WHEN ART IS A MIRROR…

Naavya Anupoju, V  A

Heerthi Vani, VII  A

Masrath, VII  C

Harika,  IV  C

Kushi Goel, V  D

Charan Sankeerth,  VI  C

B. Charan, VI  A

Akshit Soni, VI  A
Astha Anand  Chowdary, VI  A

Bhavya,  IV  B Chandan,  VII  B
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Yesesswi Krishna, IV  E

Sri Vishal, VIII  B

Sanjana, VIII  B

Navya G., VII  ANamrith, V  D

Varsha Goel, VII A

Sree Nikitha, VIII  B

Sakshi Yadav, VII  C

Surabhi Sarada, VI A

Sparsha, VI A

Nithin, VI  B
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION

OUR VISIONTO  ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO  

PARTICIPATE IN PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES 

AND INTER-SCHOOL ATHLETICS TO 

FOSTER LIFELONG PHYSICAL AND 

EMOTIONAL WELL-BEING

All Work and No Play Makes us Dull and Inactive
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LITTLE FINGERS, BIG THOUGHTS

HOW I SPENT MY DUSSERA VACATION...
I celebrated this Dussera with my family and 
relatives and had a lovely time. I performed classical 
dance at the Sai Baba temple. We visited various 
places with my family. I completed all my holiday 
homework during my holidays. The vacation was 
truly wonderful and a memorable one.

NETHRA SAI K.S, I

A TIME WITH MY FAMILY
I was overjoyed when I came to know that my Dussera 
vacation would last for two weeks.

My parents decided to take me to various places like 
the Snow World, NTR park, Mantra Mall. 

When I visited the Snow World, it was so freezing in 
there, that I couldn’t stop shivering.  I was relieved to see 
the sun again.  

I had an awesome time at Mantra Mall as I sat on 
bumper car and played many video games.

After three days, we went to the NTR park with 
my cousins and took a ride on the toy train.  It was a 
marvellous experience.  There was a beautiful garden with 
lots of flowers and greenery.  

In the last few days of my vacation, I visited my relatives 
in Ongole and had a great time with my cousins.

After coming back, I completed my holiday homework.

ZOYA AHMED, II

A WONDERFUL TIME SPENT WITH MY 
GRANDMA WHO LOVES COLLECTING SEA 
SHELLS ON A SEA SHORE
When I talk about my grandparents, I think of 
the poem ‘The Seven Ages’ written by William 
Shakespeare. In fact, by becoming old, a person 
does become a child once again as mentioned 
by this ‘Bard of Avon’. All grandparents need care 
and assistance at this old age. They often need to 
be told what has to be done. I can say…it is like a 
reverse journey- from childishness to seriousness 
and then again back to childishness. They may not 
realise what they are doing and can often throw 
tantrums when not given much importance or 
misunderstood.

There were many instances where my grandparents 
too behaved like children. I love my grandmother 
a lot but really find it funny when she acts like a 
mischievous five year old toddler. She was very strict 
when she was young.

I would never forget the time when we went to a 
beach in West Bengal during my summer vacation. 
Everyone in our family – my grandparents, my 
uncle’s family and of course my parents and me were 
much hyped up to visit the beach. My grandparents 

had never been to 
a beach before. 
When we got there, 
we quickly jumped 
off the car and 
went to the shore. 
We had a lot of fun 
in the waters. My 
favourite hobby 
is collecting sea 
shells and I started 
collecting them- big and  small. When my grandma 
saw me collecting them, she also joined me. She 
was even more excited and was picking up every 
shell that she could see. She would show me and be 
proud of her collection. I was silently watching her 
and it was amazing to see her so much saturated in 
her work. She did collect a lot of sea shells and she 
even got a starfish.

We all enjoyed the trip a lot, especially my 
grandmother. Though our dear grandparents may 
often behave like children, we must not forget that 
they are our mentors, guides and real teachers at 
home. They are well experienced than our parents 
and so, let’s pay reverence to them forever…..

 SUDIPTA GHOSH, IX

The Beauty of TIME
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DSE IN 2100
That night, I had a wonderful dream! In my dream, I was 
in my garden, watering the plants. Suddenly, I looked up 
and noticed a rectangular structure which was like a box 
coming from the sky. I wondered what it was. It landed 
right in the centre of my garden. Seeing that, I slowly 
went close to it and carefully entered into a doorway. 
Into it, I saw many coloured buttons and a huge screen. 
Out of curiosity, I pressed 4-5 buttons and suddenly, the 
room shook and started moving fast. Before I realised 
what was happening, I was in a new place.

I heard  a robotic voice saying," Welcome to 2100". 
Then I realised that it was a TIME MACHINE. I stepped 
out of it and glanced everywhere and I was surprised 
to see my school...DSE! 

I looked at it in awe and my eyes widened. I stepped 
into my school. I noticed that it had suddenly become 
big, with more student population. Not only that, my 
school had become famous globally! I saw students from 
the USA, Europe, China and Antarctica! Teachers also 
were from different countries. There were AIR-BUSES for 
student transport. It was incredible! My classrooms were 
virtual classrooms. Children studied through tablets. I 
wish I could study in that advanced DSE. Then, I went to 
the play ground. There were multi-floored game courts 
and clubs where children could have fun. The best part 
was that they did not have exams, only assignments. 
The school was only to gain knowledge, develop skills, 
play and have fun. It was cool! 

With a sudden noise, I got up. It was the alarm bell 
which disturbed my sleep. Oh! Now, I have come back 
to my days... the present days. Will I be able to see my 
school in my dreams again? Hope the Gen Next enjoys 
all that I had dreamt... Yes DSE in 2100.

NAKSHATRA JAISWAL, VII

A FRUITFUL TIME SPENT @ TAJ FALAKNUMA 
PALACE
Given any free time to me, I would like to spend it by 
digging into ancient history and knowing our Indian 
culture. Incidentally, my dad took our family for a two-
day surprise visit to the TAJ FALAKNUMA PALACE. 

At the entrance, the staff showered rose petals on 
us. Then, we went to our room, had some fruits and 
took rest. Later, we went on a horse to roam inside the 
palace.

I was surprised to know that the Nizam used the 
Kohinoor diamond as a paper weight. Then, we saw the 
longest dining table in the world. The most surprising 
thing was that... it had 101 chairs. We explored a lot more 
and then became tired. So, we ate dinner at a restaurant, 
after which we went back to our room and rested.

The following day, we went to the Celesta Restaurant 
and had our breakfast. We spent a lot of time enjoying 
in the swimming pool by splashing water on each 
other, diving and  floating. Later, we returned to our 
room and packed our bags. We bade goodbye to the 
staff and came back home. I thanked my father for this 
memorable and unforgettable trip!

MOHAMMED ARMAAN, VI

AN EVENING WITH MY FRIENDS
Friends are our best buddies. We are the buds 
of a plant as our friends help us to bloom. 
Spending an evening with my friends was the 
best day of my life. Last Friday, some of  my 
closest friends, Doli and Malia came to my house 
to complete the given home works. Just as we 
finished our home works and my friends were 
about to go, it started to rain cats and dogs.  I 
asked my friends to wait for some time. A few 
moments later, Doli's mom called us and asked 
her to stay at my house as the news channel 
was forecasting a bad weather. Malia decided 
to join us as well. I gave my friends a big smile 
and shouted, "Today is the best day". I offered 
sweaters to my friends to stay warm in the cold 
weather while my mom prepared my favourite 
soup. After having our soup, we played a lot 
of games like pillow fight and the king worm. 
After our supper, Malia told us a ghost story 
which was very frightening. It was just eight 
and we decided to watch a movie. The next day, 
my friends’ parents dropped in to pick them up. 
We gave each other a big hug and were very 
happy to spend an evening together. I was a bit 
sad to see them going and wished to stay with 
them for one more day.

PRISHA JAIN, VI
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WILL MY DREAM TURN INTO REALITY?
I usually spend my Friday evenings at my grandfather’s 
place, as Saturday is a holiday. One day, as I was 
sitting on the terrace and looking at the stars, I saw a 
shining object moving. I thought I must be imagining 
it. I decided to look at it till it disappeared but I felt 
it coming near me. O my gosh! I am going to see a 
piece of star! Wait a minute. Is it going to fall on me? 

I closed my eyes and opened it when I felt 
something lifting me. There was a low rumbling 
sound. A door opened and I was inside it. I was scared. I 
wanted to scream out to my grandfather, but my voice 
did not reach out. I felt I was being taken somewhere 
and suddenly I fell down with a thud! When I looked 
up I saw people flying cars!!!  I scratched my head. 
Totally confused, I got up and went to a man who 
was busy with a remote and asked him, “Which place 
is this?”  He gave me a strange look and said, “Why, 
India of course!” I felt stupid but still asked him with 
my eyes on the flying cars, “Which year is this?”  Now 
the man was even more surprised but he answered, 
“It is 2030.” I asked him, “Who invented these flying 

machines?” He said, “Why, everyone knows it. It was 
Nigel George Joseph.” My head reeled.

I asked him if he could take me to Hyderguda as I 
wanted to see my school DSE, Attapur. He immediately 
said, “Here is the teleporting lift. Just type the name of 
the place and it will take you there.” I typed Hyderguda 
eagerly. It took me there. When I went searching for 
my school, I found that it wasn’t anywhere like the old 
DSE. It had many flying lifts and huge robots which 
took the students to their classes. I was shocked when 
I saw all this. I rubbed my eyes in disbelief.

I asked one of the students, “How long have you 
been going to classes like this? He looked like my 
friend Anish who always made fun of others. He 
laughed and said, “Since the time our ex-student Nigel 
George Joseph invented it. He invented these flying 
lifts and huge robots. I thought ‘time has changed 
so many things.’ I went immediately in search of that 
time machine and got into it. It moved and dropped 
me in a few seconds and again I fell down with a thud. 
I saw my grandfather coming in search of me. I didn’t 
tell him anything. Will my dream turn into a reality? 

NIGEL GEORGE JOSEPH, IV

ME AND THE GHOST AT 
NIGHTTIME
(IT’S ALL THE FAULT OF MY 
HAND)
It was midnight. I was alone in my 
room. Actually, alone in my house! 
My parents were not at home. They 
had to go somewhere. They left 
in the  evening that day. For any 
teenager like me out there, alone 
in the house with no parents meant 
full freedom. No one will even know 
what I was doing at home. Thinking 
of taking advantage of this situation, 
I ran out of my room without 
applying brakes to my wheels and 
headed straight to the drawing 
room where the TV is placed. Our 
drawing room is not just a drawing 
room. It is a room cum movie hall. 
At one edge of the room stood my 
72 inches erect TV. To its opposite 
we have a large, comfy sofa. Seeing 
the remote of the TV lying on one 
side of the sofa, my mind tempted 
me to switch on the TV. It was as 
if the remote itself spoke to me. 
“Come on Natasha! What are you 
waiting for? Pick me up!’. A sudden 

wave of obedience ran through me 
and I picked up the remote and 
switched on the TV.

Changing channels, I arrived 
at a channel where coincidently a 
horror movie was being shown. It 
was conjuring. Watching a horror 
movie alone at midnight was really 
thrilling. After the movie, I switched 
it off and threw the remote gently 
to one side of the sofa. Descending 
the sofa, my feet reached out for 
the slippers. After wearing them 
and taking a few steps away from 
the sofa, the TV suddenly switched 

on by itself which paralyzed me 
completely. I stood there motionless 
and still, reluctant to move from my 
position. My hands slowly started 
to tremble. An invisible figure came 
crushing down towards me and my 
heart said to slash open the door of 
the house and run out. The house 
was haunted.

I blinked a few times and 
finally caught my breath. My brain 
being sensible helped me to be 
courageous. I headed towards the 
T.V gently like a ninja and pressed 
the red button of the remote. The 
TV switched off and I went back to 
my bed.

I got up in the morning as usual. 
I rubbed my eyes and went to the 
dining room. I again thought of the 
situation of what  had happened 
at night. I didn’t want my parents 
to know that I was still awake late 
last night. Then a sudden realization 
struck me like a thunder. I had… by 
mistake, pressed the red button of 
the TV remote twice!

NATASHA MUKHERJEE, IX
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OH MY SUMMER!
Summer is definitely the 
best of all seasons. It is 
neither damp or soggy 
like the monsoon nor as 
cold as the winter. Heat is 
something we all can handle 
and it just doesn’t restrict 
us as the other seasons 
do. In summer, the best 
part is hitting the beach. 
Yes, visiting the beach for 
barbeques and sitting by 
the beach sipping lemon juice is truly the most blissful thing

Ice cream…. Yes, do I need to say more? Eating ice cream in summer 
is something you just can’t experience anytime and it is the favourite 
for everyone, be it young or old. Summer means ‘holidays’ that means 
spending a lot of time with your family, going on picnics and family 
outings and so on. Days off work relaxing in your house leisurely is 
one of the best feelings... one needs to admit that!

No season beats summer for it is the best time to travel. Visiting 
and exploring new places while enjoying quality time with your friends 
and family can be your mantra for enjoying summers!

Watermelons and mangoes...! What more! Just hearing the name 
brings water in our mouth. Eating the most refreshing and a variety of 
fruits is something you should look forward to. Time off from work gives 
you a chance to organise yourself and set goals for the year ahead which 
might be very useful if you are a person with an achieving mindset.

AIMAAN AHMED, X

TIME DOES NOT STAND STILL… 

TIME does not stand still and as it 
marches on, things change. All matter, 
irrespective of its nature, suffers from 
the ravages of TIME in some or other 
way. In the poem, Ozymandias written 
by PB Shelley, this is illustrated by the 
change Ozymandias' colossal statue 
has undergone.

Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert . . . Near them, 

on the sand,
Half sunk, a shattered visage lies,

and

Round the decay
Of that colossal wreck, boundless 

and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far 

away.”

The two extracts clearly indicate that the 
statue has undergone a transformation 
for the worse. When Ozymandias had 
this monument built, he probably 
imagined that it would exist for all time. 
Its sheer size, he might have believed, 
would stand as a permanent testament 
of his power and achievement. 
Unfortunately for him, all that remains 
of his wondrous creation are the two 
massive legs of stone, a face and a 
pedestal - 'nothing beside remains.'

Added to this, the word 'decay' 
clearly indicates that the statue 
was unable to survive. The point is 
further emphasised by the very apt 
use of alliteration in 'boundless and 
bare' and 'lone and level sands.' The 
first reveals the vast emptiness of 
the desert, whilst the second serves 
as a metaphor for time, as in the 
phrase, 'the sands of time.'

JUVERIA AKHTAR SUBHANI, X

HOW I SPENT MY 
VACATION
Vacations are the best 
time to relax and enjoy. I 
eagerly wait for my mid-
term vacations. I went to 
my grandmother’s house, 
met my cousins, played 
and enjoyed a lot. I went 
to a shopping mall, bought 
a pair of shoes. I learned 
how to ride a bicycle. I did 
my holiday homework, 
learnt how to plant a tree 
and played with my new 
calculus. I enjoyed my 
holidays.

MD. ABDUL QAADIR, I
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WE CAN’T DOWNLOAD TIME!
“Technology is a useful servant 
but a dangerous master”

Technology is changing by leaps 
and bounds every day- from large 
and complicated ENIAC computers 
to super-slim powerful laptops and 
from bezel-less phones to virtual 
and augmented reality.

There is no denying... Technology 
is great but are humans becoming 
too dependent on technology? 
Advancement in technology has 
enabled humans to do things that 
were previously unimaginable and 
it has certainly made many tasks 
easier than they were before.

But on the other hand, how many 
of us can go on for a week without 
internet connection? Do people take 
time to memorize phone numbers 
anymore? Calculate operation of 
numbers in their mind? Or even 
reach their destination without GPS?

Dependency on technology is a two 
edge sword. Today, technology and 
gadgets have enslaved human beings. 

Our dependence on them has affected 
us deeply, however, we fail to realise it. 
Dependency on technology is making 
us less intelligent. As people rely more 
and more on technology to solve 
problems, the ability of humans to think 
for themselves is surely deteriorating.

Gadgets have corrupted young 
minds. The impact of gadgets on 
communication and education is 
alarming. Teenagers spend most of 
their pastime playing with gadgets. 
They hardly enjoy outdoor games.

Wasn’t it much better when 
Apple and Blackberry were just 
fruits!!

People are disconnecting from each 
other, while living in this misconception 
that they are actually connecting. These 
gadgets cut into time with friends and 
family. Virtual world has overtaken the 

real world which has changed human 
interactions, socialising, and morality 
for worse. Also, people are becoming 
selfish and enjoy living a cocooned life.

As stated by Stephen Hawking, 
“We are just an advanced breed 
of monkeys on a minor planet 
of a very average star but we can 
understand the universe which 
makes us something very special.” 
We are blessed to have the capacity 
to think and store them safely. We 
all are small buds with great ideas. 
I agree that we all are the future 
pillars. Our ideas are going to bring 
something great to this world. But 
only with innovations in it. Have 
your own ideas, your own dreams 
and your own perspective.

Technology should improve our 
life and not become our life.

We can’t upload love,
We can’t download time,

We can’t Google all of our life’s 
answers, 

We must actually live some of our 
life.

SHUBHA TANAYA, IX

TICK TOCK, TICK TOCK
IT’S ME THE CLOCK
People place me on the wall 
24/7? Has anyone taken pity on 
me? But, I understand one thing… 
your feelings, when you hear 
"tick-tock"… which is a pretty 
annoying noise all through.

Well, what may be, I'm the 
most important element in 
everyone's day to day life. My 
history dates back to 725 AD 
when my ancestor was invented 
and he made quite a huge 
revolution. Later, my grandfather, 
a tall and hefty clock made so 
much of noise every hour.

I was born in a small town in 
Italy. A trader took interest in me 
and bought me for a huge sum. 
Then, I was bought by a young 
lad and he put me on a bright 
green wall in his house. I loved 
that place. It was very interesting 

to see that handsome young man 
frantically looking at me to check 
the position of my arms and dart 
out of the house. He must have 
been running late for work!

A few months later, a pretty 
girl married my owner and one 
year later, the house was filled 
with little humans. Everyone 
seemed to be so eager to look 
at me early in the morning. The 
lady used to look at me first 
in the morning and run to the 
kitchen and cook to feed the rest 
of the family.

I was left alone for most part 
of the day. Life went on and on 
and one day, I guess the family 
didn’t like me anymore. They sold 
me off to a teacher. Next thing 
I knew, I was put in a classroom 
full of tiny humans who made as 
much noise as a  fish market filled 
with angry furious people.

When my small arm was at 9 
and my long arm at 10, a bell was 
rung and all the kids would sit 
quietly in their places, awaiting 
their teacher. Every time my long 
arm completed one turn, the bell 
would ring.

My life doesn't seem that 
interesting after all. I kept on 
going and ticking and letting 
people look at me at random 
timings and always wanted to 
tell them this. “Remember! Don’t 
watch the clock. Manage your 
TIME well and keep going.”

SHOAIB ABDUL AZEEZ, VI
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NEVER ENDING CONVERSATION...
A boy returned from school and reached home as 
usual i.e., 6:00 p.m. He was all alone at home at that 
hour.

Boy: (to himself) I've completed all my work. All 
my friends have gone out. Now, I don't have 
anyone to talk or play with. What should I 
do?

(Tick.....Tock..... Tick.....Tock..... Tick. The clock stops 
suddenly. Weird sounds start emerging from the 
clock. An unknown voice starts speaking.)

Voice: Hey there!

Boy: (terrified) Wh.....Who's there?

Voice: It's me, your WALL CLOCK.

Boy: (shocked) What? But, how can you talk?

Clock: I could talk from the time you bought me. 
But, I was scared that you might throw me 
out if you heard me talk.

Boy: (scared) Are you going to harm me? If so, 
please don't do that.

Clock: No. I am not going to harm you. I can't move, 
I can just talk.

Boy: Oh! Then, that's ok!

Clock: Do you know that I have magical powers?

Boy: What? (with raised eyebrows) Then, show 
me what you can do!

Clock: Ok. I am going to stop the world for you.
(Everything freezes except the boy and the 
clock.)See, everything has stopped now.

Boy: I am not sure about this. I am going to 
check it. (He goes out and then realises 
that everything has stopped.) Now I can 
do whatever I want! (He immediately goes 
to the supermarket, grabs his favourite 
chocolates and toys and comes back home.)

Clock: Is your work done?

Boy: Yes. But, my mother can be here anytime 
now. What to do?

Clock: Don't worry. We can even go back to the 

original time.

Boy: Really? (They travel back to the original time)

Clock: Did you enjoy?

Boy: Yes, of course! It was wonderful! By the way, 
how are you able to talk?

Clock: Because, I am an Alien.

Boy: (shocked) What? “But you are a clock not an 
alien!”

Alien: (Immediately, an indescribable creature 
jumps out of the clock by breaking it open) 
Now, can you believe me? (sarcastically)

Boy: Yes, I do. By the way, what is your name?

Alien: My name is Alex.

Boy: Where are you from?

Clock: I am from the Honey Way Galaxy just a 
few light years away from your Milky Way 
Galaxy. There, I live in a city called 'Aliondra'. 
My grandfather was the king there. Other 
kings were his foes and they attacked him 
suddenly, in a brutal way. Now, he is in jail. I 
came here to seek help from you, humans in 
the form of a clock.

Boy: Oh God! (feeling the sorrow)Poor 
grandfather! (Boldly)  I am ready to help you. 
Can you please stop the time once again?

Clock: Yes, sure!

Boy: Come on! Let's go!

To be continued......

G. SAI ANEESH, VII

A MESSAGE TO ALL MY FRIENDS!
Dear Friends… We should never postpone our work. Leisure is 
enjoyable only after a fruitful hard work.

It is our duty not to leave any work till tomorrow that can be 
done today. There is a saying that “If we ruin the time, it ruins our 
life”. We should understand the value of time because time never 
stays for anyone special.

A.V. AKSHYAA, IV 
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"THERE IS A TIME TO SPEAK 
AND A TIME TO BE SILENT"
"Think twice before you speak 
because your words will plant a 
seed of either success or failure"!

Some experts say that, speaking in 
unnecessary places gives negative 
remarks. Make yourself comfortable, 
not others. If something bad 
happens in the society, god has 
given you a mouth to speak and 
you have all the rights to speak 
against the bad.

"Speak up!” Because the day you 
don't speak for the things that 
matter to you, is the end of your 
freedom.

“Always use kind words."

Kind words are short and easy. But 
their echoes are truly endless!"

People use kind words to impress 
others. People speak when they 
have to be silent and are silent 
when they have to speak. 

“Meaningless words are worse 
than the meaningful silence!"

People can't experience the most 
beautiful voice, that is, 'silence'.

"Sometimes no one listens to you. 
So, being calm and silent only 
works".

In some cases if we shout in our 
loudest voice, no one cares for us. 
So, we better be calm and silent.

Here's my own experience:

I was scolded by my mother as I 
answered her back rudely and also 
argued with her all the time. But 
later, I realised that whatever she 
advised me would benefit me in the 
future. I also understood that we 
should be calm, patient and listen 
when elders advice us.

SHREYA RATHI, VII

TIME IS A GREAT INNOVATOR
Innovations can be defined as a new idea, device 
or method. Innovators create new things and also 
the way of doing things. Innovations are made to 
reduce the burden of people,  do work easily and 
make things perfectly. Innovating things is from a 
few million years back and continues till date. 

Time can be defined as the indefinite continued 
process of the events that happened in the past, 
present and the future taken as a whole. Time is a 
great treasure which cannot be captured, stolen, 
hidden, or bought. Time should not be spent 
uselessly as we cannot regret the moment we 
spent.

Time is great in every field such as 
Transportation, Technology, Communication and 
Chemistry.

• TRANSPORTATION - In 3500 B.C, the 
wheel was innovated in Iraq as the mode of 
transportation for pulling carts. The innovation 
that helped the people drastically is the car 
innovated by Karl Benz in the year 1855/1856. 
At that time, a car’s average speed was 50 to 
75 km/hr. This was 75 times faster than a cart.

• COMMUNICATION AND TECHNOLOGY - 
Paper was invented by Ts'ai Lun in 105 AD. The 
innovation that changed the world is the News 
Agency innovated by Frenchman Charles-Louis 
Havas in the 1835. This Agency is very useful as 
it gives the latest minute-to-minute  updates 
of the incidents. 

• TECHNOLOGY - Radio was invented by 
Guglielmo Marconi in 1895. The invention that 
changed the world was smart phone invented 
by Martin Cooper in 1992. At that time the 
Smartphone was not a touch screen and it 
looked like a partial walkie-talkie. 

• CHEMISTRY - The elements of periodic table 
are the most important discovery in Chemistry. 
It was invented by Dmitri Mendeleev in the year 
1893. It is very useful to study the elements 
which describe the atomic properties of every 
known chemical element in a concise format, 
including the atomic number, atomic mass and 
relationships between the elements. 

There are many more innovations that are made  
to reduce the burden of people. Thus, it is rightly 
said, “TIME IS A GREAT INNOVATOR”

T. VIDUSH, VI
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TIME IS ETERNAL
Time is eternal. 
The entire creation 
moves according 
to time. Birth, 
growth and death 
are fixed to time 
frame. 

Time is a free 
force, it doesn’t 

wait for anyone. It flies and never returns. If we 
waste time, we will spoil our future. Time is the 
best medicine as it heals all wounds. That is the 
reason why time is important.

Those who do not know the importance of time, 
they waste it and those who know the importance 
of time, use it completely. 

MIRZA AMEEN BAID, IV 

FOLLOW A GOOD SCHEDULE EVERY DAY
Time is precious in our lives. We should not waste 
time. Everything has a time limit and it is very 
important to follow it. If you do not follow time, 
your whole day schedule will get disturbed. For 
example, you sleep every night at 10:00 p.m. and 
get up at 7:00 a.m. for school which is at 8:00 a.m. 
and if your favourite show is at 10:00 p.m. and lasts 
till 11:00 p.m. and you sleep at 11:00 p.m., then get 
up at 8:00 a.m. and your schedule will get disturbed 
and you may get late for school. So time is very 
important.

ANTRA BANERJEE, IV 
  
 
WASTING TIME IS WASTING LIFE
Once upon a time there were two friends named 
Ravi and Shyam. Ravi was a very good boy who 
used to do all his work on time. On the other hand, 
Shyam used to waste his time. One fine day, Ravi 
asked Shyam not to waste his time but Shyam 
refused to listen to him. After a  few days, exams 
were about to start. Ravi who was hardworking, 
prepared well for the exam but Shyam wasted 
his time in playing video games. During exams as 
Shyam did not have time to complete his revision, 
he failed. But Ravi scored well. Ravi was very happy 
and Shyam was so sad. Hence, we as students must 
not to waste our time.

ADITYA VARDHAN, III 

TIME FOR A 
FAMILY TRIP
During my 
summer vacation, 
my family 
decided to hang 
out somewhere! 
Immediately, my 
brother yelled, 
"Manali!". My 
sister scowled at my brother and shouted, "Kerala!". 
My grandpa suggested Dandeli. He had heard that it 
is a very beautiful wildlife sanctuary.

So finally, we decided to go to Dandeli. The tour 
guide took us for river rafting. He told us that there 
were crocodiles in the river. I got scared when I heard 
this. Later, we stopped at a rocky place and had a lot 
of fun.

Then, we went for JUNGLE SAFARI. During the 
safari, the guide showed us the places where early 
humans used to live. The tour guide also taught us 
how to survive in a jungle. We saw wolves, wild cats, 
and deer which were amazing. I loved the trip as it 
taught  us how to survive in a jungle. We all had a 
good FAMILY TIME together!

AAMINA, IV

TIME WILL NEVER FAIL TO DRIVE US FORWARD
We always say, “Time and tide wait for none.” We 
seem to forget that there is one more entity that 
flows along with the constraint of time. It is nothing 
but the flip of the weather and our perspective over 
things, SEASONS. May it be the beaches of summer, 
blossoms of spring, puddles of monsoon, colours of 
fall or the frost of winter, these change with a blink of 
an eye. Perhaps, the only thing we can relate to these 
seasons are our human feelings.

The summer represents our joy and laughter. The 
spring symbolizes peace, tranquility and serenity. The 
monsoon displays sorrow and blues which show our 
strength to cope with and acceptance of change, And 
finally, our gloom and sluggishness is portrayed by 
the winter. Although, each of these seasons represents 
a different emotion, there is one thing they all have in 
common, that is, they all come to an end, they all don’t 
last forever and they all wave goodbye to all of us.

Similar to this process of change in the seasons, our 
problems too change, our worries fade, our days pass and 
our lives go on. All we have to do is to pretend to be a tree 
in these seasons and not give up till the last leaf sheds. 
Our belief in time will never fail to drive us forward.

PRATHITI, IX
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FAST AND SUPERB TIME
Time is very precious. It always helps us to do 
many things such as playing, learning, having fun 
and so on. If we use our time wisely for learning, 
we will become successful. If we wake up in the 
morning and glance at the clock, we may think 
we have a lot of time till night and can do many 
things. But that is possible only if we follow our 
routine.

If we waste our time we will not be able to do 
anything. For example, if I have a lot of pending 
homework and  keep watching T.V. the whole day, 
I will never be able to complete my homework. 
Do you know, time is never lazy. It is always active 
and fast and we must learn to be active and 
punctual like it.

ANANYA CHOPADE, IV

WHAT IF WE COULD STOP TIME?
Every one of us at some stage of 
life has thought about this …“what if 
we could stop time” and do various 
things without anyone’s knowledge 
or permission, for example,  to 
peek in our friend’s paper in exam 
or to steal your friend’s lunch box. 
Though, it is considered to be 
highly impossible to stop time but 
I am sure you want to know what 
will happen if at some point of time, 
just like any SCI-FI movie, we have 
the technological advancements or 
machinery to stop the time.

First of all, to stop time, we 
will have to travel faster than light 
and light as we know is the fastest 
thing in the universe with a speed 
of 30,00,00,000 m/s (approx.). In 
order to be equal to this or travel 
faster than this, we require a lot of 
technological advancements.

Ignoring all these conditions 

and requirements, even if someone 
manages to stop time, then he 
would hardly survive for 5 minutes. 
Following events are likely to 
happen if the so called TIME is 
stopped-

• The person will not be able to 
see anything as the photons 
won’t move and they won’t 
reach the person’s eye.

• If the person tries to say or shout 

anything, the sound would not 
resonate as there will not be any 
vibrations.

• As the air will be stationary, 
the person will not be able to 
breathe or take in oxygen. 

• The person is likely to freeze to 
death because there would be 
no heat energy in the world, 
and we know that humans are 
warm blooded organisms and 
therefore need heat to survive.

• Also the Gravity will not work on 
the person as gravitational pull 
will be stopped (paused).

• If the person, somehow manages 
to live, he can even walk on 
water because the atoms in 
water are stationary and hence 
water becomes solid just like ice.

These are the things that will 
happen if the TIME is stopped….

VANSH GUPTA, X

I AM YOUR FRIEND... YOUR HOURGLASS!
Hello, I am an hour glass pronounced as ‘Our Glass’.... 
‘hmmm ‘H’ is silent. I am also known as ‘Sand Glass 
or Sand Clock’. I am an object consisting of two 
connecting glass bulbs containing sand that takes an 
hour  to fall from the upper bulb to the lower bulb. 

Well, I was invented by a French monk called 
Liutprand in the 8th century. Later, I was commonly 
used in Italy in the fourteenth century. I was a great 
invention used to estimate time after the sundial. Hey, 
if you want me to calculate 24 hours or 23 hours 56 
minutes and 4 seconds, I can calculate it easily. I am 
mostly used by kids for playing games like Brainvita,  
Bowling, Solving Puzzles and Archery. Adults also 
use me to calculate time while taking up challenges. 
Moms or aunties can use me to cook by calculating 
time in hours. People use me in aeroplanes if they do 
not have a wrist watch or mobile phone. 

Used in the past, left in the present, may be useless 
in the future, you can still use me very well if you have 
an interest. Enough about history, talk about me in 
the present and use me in the future. BYE! Have a nice 
time by using MEEEE.

VIDHUSH, VI
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CHANGE OF TECHNOLOGY FROM TIME TO TIME

CHANGE OF TECHNOLOGY FROM TIME TO TIME

The WHEEL OF TIME constantly turns at a steady pace, but the 
WHEEL OF TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENTS has gained 
a frantic momentum, especially in the last two decades. If 

we were to trace the journey of technology, we can attribute the 
inception of the internet to the change in the face, or rather a 
creation of the face of technology as we know it. But the definition 
of technology wasn’t always a big data or artificial intelligence. 
In fact, the idea of technological development was and is more 
relativistic than absolute. It was always that ‘one civilization was 
more technologically advanced than another’ or ‘one nation 
dominating another in technological terms’, which means… this 
word implied the relative ease with which civilizations/nations 
carried out their core functions of production, implementation 
and regulation to keep it transitory. 

The industrial revolution gave it a new life and it started to 
resonate with more efficient methods of production. The periods 
of war gave it a violent and negative image as it only encountered 
an increasing amount of bloodshed with its rise. The onset of the 
internet gave it a new dimension. With computers and global connectivity, technology shed some of its 
gathered negativity and shone brightly to represent the mesmerizing world of fast computing and large 
storage, paving the way for the birth of AI and Robotics. It still continues and will continue to resonate in 
this new dimension as the whole world is now but an intricate web of data transfer.

The example of the visual media industry will be used as a stepping stone in this journey to trace 
the evolution of technology, as over the last few decades, movies and books have primarily been the 
main sources of future tech visualizations, with the former appealing to a much broader fraction of the 
population. It is not so hard at this point of time to envision the future of superior technological prowess, 
given that the present day visual media industry has gone a long way in imagining and portraying such 
scenarios using highly specialized graphical visualization techniques, which in itself is a testament to the 
rise of technology. There is still a lot of ground to cover to realize such dreams though, owing to the large 
mismatch in the rate of producing actual usable next-gen tech, along with its own arsenal of problems 
pertaining to its nascency, and the rate at which it is being imagined. 

We live in an era where on-screen humans transcend their physical bodies and the boundaries of the 
earth to interact with the universe, where there seem to be no limitations on the fronts of connectivity, 
transportation or the manipulation of the strands of time. But the real world is far behind in this regard 
with a slower pace of innovation and it can only be hoped that both these virtual and real worlds are 
synergistically connected, working to improve each other. 

To conclude, with the pace at which technology is being propelled forward, it is safe to say that we are 
poised to witness a radical change in the state of our lives as a part of the continuous augmentation to 
the machine, that is, technology. Further, this presents a multitude of opportunities for every generation to 
be a part of this change and be closely involved in the growth of this perplexing yet fascinating labyrinth, 
essentially holding a key stake in improving our own lives.

MVS Padmavathi
IT Head

DSE Group of Institutions
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THE ECHOES OF THOUGHTS

A BAD DREAM

A bad dream is like a devil
Filled with a lot of evil

Which comes and goes frequently
Waking us up, hard and gently

Comes in the middle of night
Leaving us with a lot of fright

It won’t let us sleep for days
All night I search for the sun rays

All the time, it’s only bad dreams
There is nothing worse than those 

screams

SANJANA, VIII

ALL WE NEED IS TIME...

From healing of a wound,
To mend a broken heart,

All we need is time.

From consoling a mother who lost her child,
To train a weak mind,
All we need is time.

From watching the grain turn into crops,
To see a farmer’s smile turn into his props,

All we need is time.

From turning empty pages,
Into lessons from people of all ages,

All we need is time.

From running races and beating the best,
To speak the truth and setting lies to rest,

All we need is time.

From crying for the first time,
To lie in grave,

All we need is time.

RAHIYA MAHMOOD, VIII

IMPORTANCE OF TIME

Memories have wings of time,
From childhood to old age, we all go by time

Time comes and goes like leaves of trees
Giving happiness, sorrow and laughter in free

Time is important to everyone
Take time to talk,
Take time to hear
Take time to laugh

Time is the most precious gift of god
Because money can’t buy time even after 

working hard
So friends, tell your parents you love them
Tell your friends you are there for them in 

need.

TANISHI ANIZWAL, III

LET’S ENJOY SOME TIME 

 The time is here
The time has come.

It will not wait,
So, let’s enjoy some.

It’s full of fun,
And full of dance.
Let us make merry, 

Let us not miss the chance.

It’s time for fancies,
It’s time for daffodils

And through the valley,
And down the hill.

Come my friends,
And parents too.

Keep your phones aside,
And play peek-a-boo.

The time will wait neither for me nor for you,
So let’s live life and enjoy it too.

DEVAANSHI PAUL, III
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WHEN TIME IS IN CONTROL...

I never have enough time,
It’s impossible for me to do everything I want 

to do.
I don’t know where the time goes,

If only I had more time.
I will never get the time that has passed,
Nobody could do all I have to do today.

SREEDYUTHI, III

TIME FOR EVERYTHING

Take time to think, it is the source of power
Take time to play, it is the secret of youth

Take time to dream, it is the highway to the stars
Take time to laugh, it is the music of the soul.

Take time to read, it is the foundation to wisdom.
Take time to look around, it is the shortcut of selflessness.

Take time to relax, it is the key to long life.
Take time to pray, it is the way to heaven.

BHANU PRAKASH REDDY, III

TICK-TOCK, TICK-TOCK TIME

Tick-tock, tick-tock time
Tick-tock, tick-tock time;

There are twelve numbers in a line,
All those are always fine,

Let us all count them in a line.
One, Two, Three – They are free,

Four, Five, Six – They are fix,
Seven, Eight, Nine – They are fine,

Ten, Eleven, Twelve – They are the last in this line.
Tick-tock, tick-tock time,

We see a clock in five table times.
Tick-tock, tick-tock time,

There are twelve numbers in a line,
All those are always fine,
We all saw them in a line,
Tick-tock, tick-tock time

SAI BHAGYA SREE, IV

MYSTERY OF TIME

Mystery of time,
Not very kind.

It has been hiding,
since

The earth has been rotating.

If there would be no leap year,
We would lose about 6 hours a year.

Its mystery can’t be solved by the Hardy Boys 
and Nancy Drew,

or
By the police crew.

The time strides,
but

The mystery of time hides.

SAHAJ JAIN, IX

TAKE TIME TO…

Tick-tock, tick-tock,
Morning bell rang
Get up little boy

That’s the clock’s call
Get up my dear boy…

Get up fast, it’s time for Yoga
To stay healthy and have a blast

Tick-tock, tick-tock
Again clock rang

Get ready for breakfast
Forget your nap
As Time is gold

Never forget that
It’s time to go to school

Dear… Get ready for the breakfast
To stay healthy and have a blast.

ROODRA APTE, III

MY TIME TABLE

Tick tock tick tock, time is six
I wake up now and it’s fix

Tick tock tick tock time is seven
I drink milk which has been given
Tick tock tick tock, time is eight

I start to school after checking my weight

Tick tock tick tock, time is one
I finish my lunch and play in hot sun

Tick tock, tick tock, time is three
I come back to home and now I am free

Tick tock, tick tock time is five,
I play carefully because there is a hive

Tick tock tick tock, time is eight
Dinner is ready on my plate

Tick tock, tick tock time is nine
Oh! I forgot to tell this to the stars that shine

ABHINANDAN,  IV
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ODE TO DARKNESS

If there was no darkness,
Then what would be morning for?

If there was no darkness,
What would we have been waiting for?

If there was no darkness,
What was there to admire the winter glow?

If there was no darkness,
The tear would have to flow with rhythm very slow.

If there was no darkness,
Which heart would have consoled a disturbed mind?

If there was no darkness,
Who would rejoice the morning after a difficult night?

If there was no darkness,
Who would feel the fear and have roared

If there was no darkness,
Who would have remembered final destination and 

call upon lord?

RAHIYA MAHMOOD, VIII

ALAS! I WISH THOSE DAYS WERE BACK 
(HOME-SICKNESS)

Dear Mom…

I used to sleep beside my doll,
And wake up to your morning call.
Breakfast used to be one call away,

And all day I just used to play.

Now I hear no other sound than my voice,
But what to do as this is my only choice.

I still remember how you made my favorite cheese 
and mac…

Alas! I wish those days were back.

When I was a kid I wanted to grow,
But as an adult I know…

That childhood was a golden time.
Those memories are like fresh juice of lime! 

I used to mime like a grownup for fun
And now all I do is run, run and run.

Then you were always there to arrange my things 
on the rack….

Alas! I wish those days were back.

I remember those silly things I used to do
And you would scold me if I wasn’t true.
Together the time we spent was precious

And so this change was ought to be sad . . . Isn’t it 
obvious?

SUDIPTA GHOSH, IX

THE CLOCK

There is a pretty little clock,
In the classroom it stands.
And it points at the time,
With its two little hands.

And like the clock we also may,
Keep our face clean and bright.

And our hands ever ready,
To do what is right.

AAROHI SANE, IV

PROCRASTINATION IS THE THIEF OF TIME.”
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SOMETIMES I AM AFRAID TO SLEEP

Sometimes, I am afraid to sleep
What if those dreams come again, to make me weep?

What if those evil nightmares wrap me?
Making me weep and cry, not letting me free

Sometimes, I’m afraid to close my eyes
What if those dreams come again…won’t they ever say 

goodbye!
Making me believe . . . happiness is a lie

Why do nightmares make me cry?

Sometimes I am afraid to sleep 
Because the nightmares start their creep

They cause all the fear in my body to live alive
Because they bring sad memories with such a drive

Sometimes I fear thinking, “ will I ever be free”
Because in the dreams I wonder what will be my destiny

Whispers of death guide my trip
Scared to fall down . . . what if I slip?

I want to run away but don’t know where
Because the ghosts are up, down and under there
May be not today, but yes…I will escape the fright

When the morning touches me, with the dawns of first 
light

ANANYA BANERJEE, IX

THE FAMILY OF SEASONS

There comes AUNT SPRING,
with a beautiful green swing!

She blossoms the nature,
with her colourful floral signature!

UNCLE SUMMER follows briskly then,
giving perspiration to women and men.

The sun shines bright and hot.
It’s time to drink water from an earthen pot!

There comes old GRANNY RAIN,
bringing drizzles and showers again.

It’s time to wear a raincoat,
and make paper boats float!

SISTER AUTUMN comes with an angry frown,
making the leaves yellow and brown,

She brings violent storms,
devastating the silent living forms.

There comes BROTHER WINTER with cool 
breeze,

making people shiver and freeze.
Seasons may come and go,

But they are awesome you know!

R VANDANA, IX

THE REASON FOR SEASONS

There are many seasons,
They come with many reasons.

It’s rainy time,
We listen to the bird’s rhyme.

There are many seasons,
They come with many reasons.

It’s time for spring,
And the trees cheerfully sing.

There are many seasons,
They come with many reasons.

It’s winter time,
We enjoy the Christmas mime.

There are many seasons,
They come with many reasons.

It’s summer time,
We drink juice with lime.

There are many seasons,
They come with many reasons.

And whatever the season is . . .  DSE 
has an ambition

“To grow trees everywhere with equal 
preposition”.

KRISHNA SHRUTHI, IX

THE TIME WELL SPENT  
WITH MY FRIENDS

I think of you….
When I go out to play.

I think of you…..
Every single day.

I shall never forget those 
beautiful mornings,

Everyday a new start,
You were always with me,

Always by my side.

You stood very strong,
Even when I was wrong,

I shall never forget those days,
When we laughed and swayed.

The time we spent in school.
The way you played guitar so 

cool.
But now you are no more!
No matter where you are

I think of you every single hour.

MUNAZZA FATHIMA, IX
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EVERY TIME IS THE RIGHT TIME
I have a  habit of waiting for the right moment for 
things to happen. I remember this meaningful quote, 
‘There is a time for everything, and a season for every 
activity under the heavens: a time to be born and a time 
to die...... and    I also believe in Bella Hadid’s quote, ‘I 
think there's a right time for everything, and I'm a true 
believer that everything happens for a reason.’ Because 
of this, many a times I would wait and wait for things to 
be done or happen. It was something like a superstition 
and I never tried to cross this ‘Lakshman Rekha’ I set for 
myself. I never minded if I had lost my chance for I even 
more seriously believed... ‘It happened for a reason’.

It was very late that I realised this procrastination 
was an excuse. I wove around myself, maybe to escape 
the then situations. My belief turned out to be a bane 
for me, for I did not take the quote the way the author 
wanted to convey. It was then I heard a story...

Once there was a flood in a village and everything 
was ravaged by a severe storm. A stern devote that he 
was, he clambered up on a tree and prayed to God to 
send him help. Many rescue teams came by but the man 
did not go with them. He was not sure if he would be 
safe on his journey to safety. He was waiting for God to 

personally send him help. 
He waited for days without 
food and water. His faith 
did not leave him. Finally 
taking pity, God spoke to 
him from the clouds. “Why 
are you still hung up on 
the tree, my son?” In his anguish and blissful emotion 
he replied, “Lord, I am waiting for help. Why didn’t you 
come early? Don’t you have pity on me?” God smiled 
and replied “Why! I did send help so many times, but 
you refused. I sent the boat for you. I sent the rescue 
teams for you. I sent a strong plank for you so that you 
can float. But you didn’t accept any of these.” 

This anecdote opened my eyes. Every time is the 
right time. There is no specific moment to start anything. 
Deferment never helps. In fact one should not miss any 
opportunity that comes one’s way even if you are sure of 
a failure. You can at least be at peace that you have tried 
and miracles can happen anytime. It is our effort, our 
approach and our belief in oneself that matters. If there 
is enough time to do all the things you don’t want, then 
there is surely enough time for everything you should 
be doing. It is all a matter of ‘Will.’

BINDU JOSEPH, DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

FACULTY FLAIR

ABOUT GOOD TIMES THEN...

‘TIME’ they say brings about a lot 
of change, whoever the person is 
or whatever he does, life today is 
very different from what it was a 
few years ago. Many inventions 
and discoveries which were the 
result of the imaginative brain 
of human beings have brought 
about changes in everyday 
life. The means of transport 
and communication have 
improved so much than what 
it used to be many years back. 
About seventy five years ago, 
transportation meant bullock 
cart and communication meant 
only word of mouth. Today both 
transport and communication 
are at everyone’s door step. Life 

was lot more calm and peaceful 
a century ago, when neighbours 
were much more friendly and 
helpful, whereas intense pressure 
is being built upon today’s 
generation. The urge to compete 
with one another and greed to 
gather more and more leaves 
very little time to enjoy things 
acquired. People earlier had more 
time for each other and there 
was a feeling towards humanity. 
The question which pricks each 
human being now is “In spite of 
the scientific progress made, are 
the children happy today? The 
answer is “No” as most of the 
parents are too busy chasing 
their fortune unlike a century ago 
when children were all well cared 
for and looked after.

Dear parents…..my only 
advice is, “Spend some quality 
time with your little ones by 
narrating bedtime stories, 
encouraging them to pursue a 
good hobby and helping them to 
socialize with the people around. 
By following this, I think a change 
can be brought in the life of your 
child which will bring happiness 
in the future”.

AYESHA NASREEN

DEPT. OF ENGLISH
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IT’S TIME TO RESOLVE

Reading, wRiting, aRithmetic and aRt---- the four R’s, go a long way 
in training human intelligence. There is a lot of focus on the 4R’s in 
the basic education of every child as they form the foundation of 
developing multiple-intelligence in the child. Constant practice of the 
4R’s is essential for the development and also for the sustenance of 
that development of Linguistic Intelligence, Logical-Mathematical 
Intelligence, Musical Intelligence and Kinesthetic Intelligence.

Man, having surrendered himself to the modern ‘R’- computeR and all other forms of technology 
has lost touch with the 4R’s. Reading as a habit is dying, except of signatures man rarely writes, 
calculators do the arithmetic and art is perceived as a distraction of the growing years. Lose touch 
with the 4R’s and you will lose touch with intellectual development. Lose touch with the fundamentals 
and you lose touch with everything.

Dear students…. It’s time to resolve and promise yourself, “I am going to dedicate an hour a day 
to practice the 4R’s every day, I will start playing mathematical and the number games, write one 
personal handwritten letter a day, practice some art form and read books on a daily basis.

Well !!! .. I am using the 5Th R---computeR to write this article…….

MEERA, PRE PRIMARY

TAKE TIME TO READ A LITTLE EVERY DAY

“Books are always there even in one's most difficult 
times and are very rightly hailed as human's best 
soothe-mate.”

Reading is a kind of therapy, which can work wonders 
and act as a soothing balm to calm frenzied minds and 
frayed nerves.

When I was young, I used to read a load of books. 
Any book I could get my hands on, be it Mills and 
Boons or Sidney Sheldon or Barbara Taylor Bradford, I 
would find myself a nice spot to sit in and read without 
distractions. Time would pass by in a haze and it was of 
a little concern as I was a part of the new exciting world 
that the author had magically conjured up from thin air.

However, as I got older, reading which was like the 
second nature to me before became absurdly hard. 
I got distracted more easily. I couldn't focus for long 
periods of time when I read a book. I would fidget and 
find excuses to put the book down and do something 
else until all interest in that book completely dwindled. 
I completely stopped reading books a little time 
after that. That is what is happening with the present 
generation .There is no denying the fact that today’s 
youth has lost touch with books. 

Reading among the youth has deteriorated in such 
a way that it raises concern among the literature loving 

class of the society. Internet, 
mobile phones, social sites, 
TV and entertainment 
programmes occupy the 
minds of the modern 
youth. A negative effect 
that social networking sites 
are having on the younger 
generation is taking them 
away from the printed 
word. There are some people who find reading difficult, 
tedious, or boring. I have found a number of these 
people who are visually oriented and prefer getting the 
story through the action and visuals of a movie/video 
to reading the book itself.

My suggestion to the youngsters is “ Take TIME 
to read books which not only nourishes the soul but 
rejuvenates the human intellect in questioning things 
deeper, exploring things, and providing guidance to 
people, to instances of life that they have not yet been 
exposed to.

Although people are not reading books as they used 
to, their thirst for information seems to be limitless. 
Therefore, I hope there is a resurrection of the habit of 
reading books and pray that habit of reading will come 
back again after sometime!

SIJI ALEXANDER, DEPT. OF ENGLISH
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CELEBRATIONS ENSUE

YOGA - THE POETRY 
OF MOVEMENTS

International Yoga Day was 
observed on 21st June. A 

display of different asanas 
such as Padmasana, Vajrasana, 
Chakrasana, Gomukhasana, 
Ardhahalasana, Halasana, 
Ardhachakrasana, Utrasana, 
Dhanurasana, Shirshasana, 
and many more were 
presented in the morning 
assembly.  A few students 
took the lead and displayed 
different asanas on the 
dais. An introduction to the 
International Yoga Day and 
the relevance of yoga in this 
contemporary world was 
given. The benefits of the 
various yoga asanas were also 
shared.

ORIENTING PARENTS WITH THE 
BASICS OF SCHOOL LIFE
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LEARNING THE FUNDAMENTALS 
OF FRANCHISE

TAKING TIME OUT FOR OUR NATURE - 
VANA MAHOTSAV
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HONING POTENTIAL LEADERS OF TOMORROW - 
INVESTITURE CEREMONY

READY TO SHOULDER THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES
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A true leader 
doesn’t command his 

team to do work. He works 
with them, inspires them 

and leads them to victory.

Ankush Thalla, IX
Deputy Head Boy

Just 
like how a Pole 

Star shines all the way, 
I too shall shine and lead 
my school in the field of 

sports.

Ravina Royal, X
Sports Captain

Let each one of us 
shine like a diamond 

and be precious 
amidst all.

Aimaan Ahmed, X
Head Boy

Thumbs Up is a sign of 
positivity. Hence, let’s 
be positive and stay 

confident.

Varsha P, X
Head Girl

100% Sports = 
Determination + 

Dedication + Discipline 
+ Dynamism.

Shivam Inani, X 
Sports Captain

Let’s accept finite 
disappointment, but never 

lose infinite hope.

Nishchit B, X 
Discipline Captain

Let’s join hands to scale 
greater heights in the 

field of discipline.

Diwakar Sastry, IX
Deputy Discipline 

Captain

The art of 
communication is 
the language of 

leadership. 

M. Sai Prathiti, IX
Deputy Cultural 

Secretary

IT’S TIME FOR THE LEADERS TO SPEAK
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A PERFECT TEAM OF HONCHOS

Juveria Akthar, X
Cultural Secretary

Sahaj Jain, IX
NIE Reporter

Koena Mazumdar, IX
Vice Captain-Knights

M. Sai Prathiti, IX
Deputy Cultural Secretary

Ananya Banerjee, IX
Student Reporter

Manpreet Kaur, IX
Vice Captain-Trojans

Sanjotha, VIII
Prefect - Trojans

Shivam Inani, X
Sports Captain

Shubha Tanaya, IX
Deputy Head Girl

Simran Goel, X
House Captain-Trojans

Vishnu Priya, X
House Captain-Knights

Aimaan Ahmed, X
Head Boy

Ananya Vaish, IX
Vice Captain-Samurai

Ankush Thalla, IX
Deputy Head Boy

Nishchith B, X
Discipline Captain

P Nimisha Rajasri, IX
Vice Captain-Spartans

P Varsha, X
Head Girl

Ravina Royal, X
Sports Captain

Sri Nikitha,VIII
Prefect - Samurai

Tarun Sarma, X
House Captain-Samurai

Uthkarsh, VIII
Perfect - Spartans

Vansh Gupta
House Captain-Spartans

Anushta Choudhary, VIII
Prefect - Knights

Diwakar Sastry, IX
Deputy Discipline Captain
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MOTIVATING & GETTING MOTIVATED... 
THE FOUR HOUSES IN ACTION

KNIGHTS
HOUSE MOTTO: MARCHING FORWARD

“You never walk alone because teamwork makes the 
dream work”

 
When we are leaders, we grow as well as watch others grow. The 
motto of our house is ‘Marching Forward’ so just as that we always 
keep moving forward no matter what. We chose the path of being 
together because we believe in each other. Unlike last year, this year 
we didn’t win the ‘Overall Trophy’ but we did win the ‘Best House 
in Sports’. This was all because we rooted for each other, regardless 
of what abilities or disabilities we have. There were times where we 
wanted to give up and times where we moved forward confidently. 
But even after all the highs and lows, we always managed to be 
together. Spending time with our juniors was the moment we would 
always cherish. As this academic year has come to an end, we await 
many more days in the future and continue working with our juniors 
and teachers and make another memorable year.  

KOENA MAZUMDAR, IX B - VICE CAPTAIN

SAMURAI
HOUSE MOTTO: IGNITING SPIRIT

"Never give up, for that is just the place and time that the tide 
will turn"

"Crests and troughs are a part of life, but victory knocks your door when 
you are ready for them". This year has not been that glorious for our house, 
but has taught us to struggle as a team to become stronger, better, wiser to 
face the challenges coming ahead. Our junior igniting associates supported 
and strengthened the house with their excellent performance in all aspects 
of sports, cultural, and academics. These cubs played the role of lions when 
it came to challenges. Moreover, the spirited teachers supported us, ready 
to help at all critical times. The only sentence our mentor told us when 
we lost matches was "Don't worry about hard times, because some of the 
most beautiful things we have in life come from mistakes". This motivated 
us to stop thinking of the losses and start striving again. Working together 
during house meetings and planning further has helped us grow together 
as human beings. "Never give up, for that is just the place and time that the 
tide will turn" keeping this in mind, we will as a whole try to develop and 
complete the journey for victory.

ANANYA VAISH, IX A - VICE CAPTAIN
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SPARTANS
HOUSE MOTTO: SETTING NEW TRENDS

“Talent wins’ games, but teamwork wins’ 
championships; alone we can do little, together we 

can do wonders.”

Teamwork makes our dreams work. We, the Spartanians 
accomplished all that we had to do by working together as 
a team. As we all know, “Together everyone achieves more 
than as an individual”. Without the support and cooperation 
of all our Spartanians, we could not have achieved our goals. 
Under the guidance of our mentor and teachers, our House 
won in many competitions. They have nurtured our talents 
to win many medals and trophies. We have also learnt the 
qualities such as self-motivation, team building, moral 
boosting, introspection, task management with focused 
plan and approach, capacity building, resource and man 
power management etc.

Our team spirit and unique approach made us win 
trophies for our Tableau Display and for cultural activities 
which were accomplished with the unstinted cooperation, 
unconditional support, good motivation from our teachers 
and mentor.

NIMISHA, IX A - VICE CAPTAIN

TROJANS
HOUSE MOTTO: SOARING HIGH

“LEADERSHIP is about making others BETTER 
as a result of your PRESENCE and making 
SURE that impact lasts in your ABSENCE”

We have always been encouraged to soar high 
and throughout the year, the members of Trojans 
worked hard and the result was right in our hands 
- THE OVERALL TROPHY, THE LITERARY TROPHY 
and  the TROPHY for MARCHPAST. Hats Off to all 
the team members!

There were several students who worked 
with a great deal of zeal and fervour to make 
our job easier. We would especially like to thank 
the House Mentor and all the teachers for their 
generous support and the students for their co-
operation and enthusiasm. We sincerely hope 
that in the next session, we soar higher and 
higher towards excellence and our achievements 
would continue. 

MANPREET, IX A - VICE CAPTAIN
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WINNING MOVES - INTER SCHOOL CHESS TOURNAMENT
When pawns & pieces battle with each other…

DAY 1-The Chief Guest Sri K A Siva Prasad,
Vice President  Telangana State Chess Association, 
Telangana State inaugurating ‘WINNING MOVES’

Dr. Riteish Kunyakari, Associate Professor and 
Chairperson of Azim Premji School of Education on the 

Valedictory Ceremony
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A TRIBUTE TO OUR MOTHERLAND - 
INDEPENDENCE DAY

A BIG SALUTE TO ‘MISSILE MAN OF INDIA’ 
DR. A. P. J. ABDUL KALAM
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HONOURING OUR GURUS…

A FUN DAY OF TOGETHERNESS @ PALM EXOTICA
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SURPRISING OUR DEAR STUDENTS
CHILDREN’S DAY

REMEMBERING 
RAMANUJAM
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THE JUNGLE BOOK
GRADES III & IV ACADEMIC FEAST

The Jungle Book- Rudyard Kipling’s much loved 

creation was the theme for the Grades III & IV 

Academic Fair. The theme of jungle was omnipresent and 

was integrated with academic subjects such as English, 

Hindi, Telugu, Math, Science and Social Science and non 

academic areas such as Art & Craft, Games, Computer, 

Dance and Music.

The jungle ambience was brought alive by the décor and 

students in animal costumes. All the rooms were turned 

into miniature jungles. The novel names for the subjects 

such as Jungle Saga –English, Jungle Mein Mangal- Hindi, 

Jungle Yatra-Telugu, Jungle Safari- Science, Jungle Magic- 

Math, Jungle Canopy- Social Science, Jungle Doodle- Art, 

Jungle Moves- Dance, Jungle Fun- Games and Jungle 

Feast- Computer brought in a flavour of their own.
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ROLL OF HONOUR

SPIRIT O THON
STRIDING TOWARDS SPORTING SPIRIT

TALENTS TREAT

Head Boy leading the Council Members

All Cheers!-  SPIRITO , the Mascot and the tiny pals 
cheering the audience

The Guard of Honour welcoming 
the Chief Guest Mr. Kamesh Rao, 

CEO of GMR Airport
Unveiling of the Mascot of the 

sports festival – ‘SPIRITO’

The Sports Captain administering 
the oath to the School Council 

Leaders.

Aimaan Ahmed , Grade X 
adjudged the ‘Best Orator’

Varsha P, Grade X -  adjudged  
the ‘Best Outgoing Student’

Shivam Inani Grade X – adjudged  
the ‘Best in Sports’
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AWARDS

Knights - Archery Samurai - Yoganatyam

Spartans - Chess Trojans - Kalaripayattu

Best in Sports-KnightsOverall Champions-Trojans

Best in Cultural Activities - Spartans Best in Literary Activities - Trojans

Best Tableau Display - Spartans Overall Championship in Sports(Individual)
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RESPECTING OUR DEMOCRACY
REPUBLIC DAY

MARTYRS DAY 

“Aren’t you all good 
Children? Fine then, sit 
down and listen to me.

Satya Aur Ahimsa Hi 
Mera Dharm Hai

Aren’t the exams 
coming near? Study 
properly. Prepare 
properly for your 
exams. Never cheat in 
the exams. 

Always listen to 
your elders. Never tell 
lies even if you are 
scolded. Always tell the 
truth and be humble.

Bura mat dekho, 
bura mat suno, bura 
mat bolo.

See no evil, hear no 
evil, speak no evil."

Vande Mataram!

Martyrs Day was commemorated as a mark of 
respect to the Father of the Nation, Mahatma 

Gandhi. There was a skit presentation marking the 
event. Nigel George Joseph, Grade IV D who donned 
as Gandhiji on that day, went around the classes and  
gave a  message to the students. 
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SCIENCE BEYOND IMAGINATION
NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY

WE CARE
ACTIVITIES FOR A SOCIAL CAUSE

IDF Rally for rivers

Say ‘No’ to Drugs
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A FRIENDLY MEET WITH THE STUDENT COUNSELLOR,
MS. SHIVANI WADHWA

How do you identify the 
problems of a student?

Each child is unique in his or her own 
way. The problems vary from child to 
child and the reasons also vary. After 
a detailed observation and discussion 
with the parent, teacher and the child, 
the problem is identified. If a child 
has a learning difficulty, informal 
assessments are done to find out 
the reading and spelling age to help 
understand the level of the child.  
Similarly, for behavioural issues, 
behavioural checklists are being used. 
The child is then helped regularly till 
he/she can independently work once 
the core issue has been identified.

How do students give an account 
of their personal concerns?

A rapport has been established with 
students. So whenever they face an 
issue or need someone to speak to, 
they approach the counsellor and 
help is provided in a child - friendly 
environment. Confidentiality is 
maintained to help them feel 
comfortable in sharing their issues. 
There are times when a student 
feels burdened due to parental 
pressure or peer pressure and 
loses confidence in self. Hence,  the 
student needs to be motivated. 

When do students actually 
feel stressed? How can they 
overcome it?

In today’s world, there are a lot of 
pressures a student is succumbed 
to, a lot of demands and 
expectations to be met. It is a fast 
paced and competitive world and 
children are bound to feel stressed. 
Academic demands at times take a 
toll on students. If they are stressed 
and work in a stressful environment, 
their self-efficacy and performance 
is bound to be affected. It is 
important that the stress faced by 
the students is managed effectively 
by them. They should space their 
learning, manage time and also 
include activities they like to help 
them de-stress.

What do you most enjoy about 
being a school counsellor?

 Being a school counsellor,  I learnt 
handling various issues that the 
students faced. Each child is unique 
and special in his/her own way. I 
am glad that this profession has 
given me the opportunity to help 
students overcome their limitations 
with the support of teachers and 
parents.

Tell us about a successful 
(satisfying) case that you have 
handled?

Each case is exceptional in its own way. 
Well, I would like to share one that has 
touched me and given me complete 
satisfaction of being in this field.

“A 6 year old child was referred 
with issues of not expressing self and 
not communicating with others. The 
child would not show any reaction 
even when he was hurt badly. He 
was completely mute in the school 
environment. The parents were then 
approached who denied the fact that 
he would be mute in school and they 
shared videos of him communicating 
at home. His past history revealed 
that in the previous school, he was 
punished for speaking and after that 
he chose to remain mute”. He was 
then identified to have ‘Selective 
Mutism’. He would speak only to his 
parents and not in presence of an 
outsider. He was then supported with 
one-to-one behavioural therapy to 
communicate and express himself in 
social environment. After four months 
of consistent help, he began to whisper 
and gradually started mingling with 
his friends. He is now a happy school 
going child who communicates 
thoroughly. It was a happy moment 
for all of us when we first heard him 
speak in the school. This was a unique 
case unlike the others that are usually 
academic or disciplinary issues.

What do you know about our 
school that you would consider 
a strength?

DSE is a school that gives space 
to the children to learn and grow 
at their own pace. The school 
management and staff are very 
supportive of the ideas that have 
always been putforth. Their main 
aim is to look into the holistic 
development of the students and 
prepare them for the future.
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How would you handle an irate 
parent?

Parents these days are either very 
possessive and over concerned 
or there is neglect and no control 
over their children due to their 
work pressure and busy schedules. 
Children who face any serious issues 
try to put forth to their parents 
who generally do not accept the 
challenges or weaknesses of their 
ward. This may be due to lack of 
awareness, social stigma or the fact 
that they have high expectations and 
regard for their child. Handling such 
parents isn’t really an issue if only 
the concerns are put forth subtly 
without demeaning or degrading 
the child. This also makes a parent 
feel at ease when spoken to them 
regarding any issue of their child. 
However, it does take a long time 
to convince parents. Seeking help at 
the right time is always better than 
regretting later.

How do you develop a positive 
relationship with students in 
individual counselling?

Developing a positive relationship 
with students is very important when 
they are to be molded. To develop this, 
it is imperative to familiarize myself 
with the students, speak to them, 
be one among them and provide 
unconditional regard. When students 
feel comfortable with an individual, 

they share and state their concerns to 
seek help. While being friendly and 
approachable, it is important to know 
the boundaries and limitations to avoid 
any issues. However, professionalism 
needs to be maintained when we 
work with students to avoid any kind 
of discrepancies.

How would you divide your time 
between meeting the immediate 
needs of the students and 
keeping up with the paperwork?

Documentation is an important aspect 
of any work. The immediate needs of 
the students are given a priority and at 
the end of each day, the observations 
and interactions are noted for future 
reference. Sometimes paperwork 
is done simultaneously, especially 
when parental interactions take place 
as parents at times do state certain 
points with regard to their ward that 
need to be noted while working with 
them.

What is the most stressful aspect 
of your career and also the most 
rewarding?

The most stressful aspect is to 
manage the cases across all age 
groups with different problems and 
then manage each in a different 
way as no two cases are similar. The 
intervention plan is different for 
each child.  Although, managing 
and keeping up with issues and  

maintaining the paper work gets 
stressful but the outcome and 
change noticed with help of the 
parents and teachers in the student 
is the  most rewarding. A sense 
of satisfaction is derived when 
students show improvement in 
their area of concern.

Your message to parents and 
teachers…

Allowing children to explore and 
develop at their pace is essential.  
It is important to provide an 
environment that has unconditional 
positive regard for a child.  It is 
also essential that while interacting 
with children, the language used 
is positive and motivating. Parents 
are the main influence in children’s 
lives. Developing a healthy and 
positive rapport is essential so as to 
enable them to share their feelings 
and concerns. These days, children 
face a lot of pressure from different 
walks of life. Hence, it is important 
to equip them with effective coping 
mechanisms. Early intervention will 
help solve problems faster. 

A child is like a butterfly in the 
wind. Some can fly higher than 
others, but each one flies the 
best it can. Why compare one 

against the other?
Each one is different
Each one is special

Each one is beautiful.
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STUDENTS  STEP  OUT  TO  PRACTICALLY  LEARN WHAT  
THEY  ALREADY  KNOW  THEORETICALLY

Sudha Car 
Museum 

Grades III

Birla Science 
Museum
Grade IV

Chowmahalla Palace
Grades V & VI

Golconda Fort
Grades VII  &  VIII

Salarjung Museum
Grades  IX  &  X

Heritage 
Museum

Grades V & VI

Zinda Tilismath 
Grade VII

Aerospace
Grades VIII - X
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A LOOOOONG TRIP… FAAAAAR AWAY

JOLLY TIME @ FORT GRAND - Grades III to VIII

A TIME SPENT @ DECCAN TRAILS - Grades IX & X
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Dear Students…

As you leave DSE, expect that some challenges await you, which of course, we strongly believe going by your 

antecedents and the manner you have conducted yourselves over the years and the skills and knowledge we 

have imparted in you, you will surely overcome them. Your accomplishments in various curricular and extra 

curricular activities, your excellent achievements in the academic course and in sports are acknowledged. 

Your sweet memories will forever remain in our hearts.

Every moment is a big store house of the new chances in life. So, never let go off such precious TIME and 

make full use of it. If you delay in understanding the value and indication of time, you may lose both the 

golden opportunities and the most precious time from your life. It is the most basic truth of life that you 

should never allow your golden time to slip away from you unnecessarily. You should utilize time positively 

and fruitfully to go to your destination. To utilize time in a useful manner, you should make a time table to 

do everything at the right time. 
Remember! 

“Time = life; therefore, waste your time and waste your life, or master your time and 

master your life.”

All the Best!

FARE  WELL & FAREWELL TO OUR DEAR OUTGOING LEARNERS-GRADE X

HEARTFELT MESSAGE!

“Time is the best medicine” and it is really 
true that it helps to heal all our wounds, 
feelings and broken hearts. Time also helps 
us to forgive a person for his mistakes and 
hence said to be the best medicine. Dear 
DSE, whenever you look at this clock, think 
of us, think of our mischief, think of our 
pranks and think of the days spent with us.” 

Thank you DSE!
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Mr.DSE- Nishchit, Miss DSE- Varsha P.
Miss Gorgeous- Diksha Goyal, Mr. Charming- Aimaan Ahmed
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DEAR TEACHERS… WITH LOVE
FROM THE OUTGOING STUDENTS

Teachers are every student’s soul- mates
No one can match their worth … no not even Bill Gates

They are the foundation
Which builds up a special bond of creation

Every teacher is a pillar of strength and support
They symbolize in defeating weaknesses and building rapport

A student’s life is achievement of this mighty soul
Dedicated to every inspirer and legacy they withhold

A job no less to that of a mother
Nourishing the child’s growth just like a father

Protecting and teaching the wrongs and rights like a brother
Understanding and providing the love of a sister

The role of teacher is bigger than every other
A legion of these beautiful kinds is here at DSE

To grow under their shadow, lucky were we!

AIMAAN AHMED

I was an introvert and a shy student. I faced many difficulties to 

speak in public and today I am able to mingle with others and 

speak in front of a big audience. This is all because of my teachers 

who trained me to come out of my shell.

SAADIA AKHTAR SUBHANI

When I entered DSE 5 years ago in 2012, I was a shy student who didn’t 
have the confidence to talk to anyone. I couldn’t even speak a proper 
sentence in English.

Initially, when I attended the class, everything was like a bouncer going 
above my head. But then slowly things started changing. I got many 
opportunities to develop myself and my personality. Everything which I 
am today is all because of DSE.

TARUN SARMA

All my teachers played an important role in changing my ‘Inner shyness’ and changing me to what I am today. Teachers here are always ready to teach with patience and love. 

MAHEK TAZZEN

Thank you teachers for each one of you played an important role 

in shaping my personality. You were an integral part throughout 

my stay at DSE and have taught me all the way through with 

open-mindedness and love.
SHIVAM  INANI
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“You are capable of doing 
better” were the words uttered 
by the teachers at DSE. These  

motivating words gave us 
strength to work better. Thank 

You DSE!

Working in 
a team was 
an enriching 

experience at 
DSE.

Five years at 
DSE has taught 
us how to stand 
courageously. 

Thank You 
teachers!

It is not how tall you are 
but how tall you think. All 

the best Deesians!
Opportunities are like 

sunrises. If you wait too long, 
you miss them.  We thank 
DSE for having given us 

opportunities to showcase our 
talents. We love you DSE!

We always stand 
before everyone as 
proud Deesians. We 
wish our Juniors all 

the very best.

We are truly proud and grateful 
to the staff and teachers and 

hope we have all lived up to their 
expectations. DSE always rocks!

Three cheers to 
DSE for dynamic 

and friendly 
staff!

Life at DSE has 
been full of ups 
and downs but 

when we look back 
it has been an 

amazing journey.

WITH PRIDE IN OUR EYES
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Wonderful memories flood in our minds
As we put our brain in re-wind

We think of special characteristics of each student
And will miss you all and we are certain

Aimaan, the Head Boy is the lover of Hollywood
Is also very mindful and an amazing Robinhood

Varsha, the Head Girl who is a talented singer
With her expressions, wishes all the time… to every 

teacher

Abhishek is the generous soul of the class
Who is ever ready to share everything with the mass.

Alim is a silent lad who is full of politeness and 
humility

Surely these will take him to top definitely

Amia is the cutie pie…. No doubt
But her fury throws all boys out

Azeem’s expressions are a question mark to everyone
His humorous company is always frolic and fun.

Asma is the Iron girl of the class,
Who can jump all 24 hours if given a chance.

Avanish, Nikhil and Sriram are Lal, Bal, Pal of DSE
This is the group we always care very strongly.

Aseer is responsible and meticulous
His thought- process is unique and vivacious

Nishith is a little charming actor,
Who imitates people and makes everyone feel better.

Click 1, click2, click 3, click 4 takes selfies continuously
Yes…. You are right! It is Deeksha- the Selfie Queen of 

DSE

Juveria is humble and keeps her profile low
She helps all her friends as we all know

With her eye expression, she talks…In a silent way, she 
observes

No doubt, she is Lubna who works without any hassles

Hindi meri jaan…Hindi meri pyaari
Says Mehak who loves to recite different Shayaris

The sisters of this cluster are Sameeksha and Manasvi
Always help in making the Math board very creatively

Simran’s frank remarks are often true
As a successful House Captain, she is already through

Nishchith, Shivam and Vansh are the Blazer Boys
Whose jokes and gestures create a peculiar noise

Saadia is vehemently amiable and friendly
Every time, she executes her tasks innovatively

Soundariya’s handwriting gives peace to our mind
She listens to everything prudently and never whines

Nishita Rathi is adorable and abides by every rule
And also undeniably dedicated to school

Ever smiling with effervescence is our dear 
Vishnupriya

Dancing and reading books give her joyous euphoria

Pravallika is an active messenger 
Shares important messages of far & near

Ravina is skilled in games & sports
Her sportsmanship brought home very good reports

Shreya is the director in all aspects
She has the talent to master all co-curricular subjects

Santhosh is the most wonderful comic
He easily gets the teachers off topic

Music is his life and music is his soul…
By now… you must have already guessed without any 

loophole
Well, it is Tarun, the captain of Samurai

And with this … we end the list and say goodbye!

That’s the end of the Grade X story.
Who are now ready to step into the world of glory.

All the best . . . my dear students of DSE
And may you always be blessed by the Almighty.

M. LAKSHMI GOWRI
HOD-DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

GRADE X SAGA
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DOING THE SCHOOL PROUD!

INTER SCHOOL COMPETITIONS

Inter DSE Competitions 

'Lit-O-Fest' - organised by

Delhi School of Excellence, 

Banjara Hills on 3rd August, 

2017

Crack the Rack (Scrabble)-
First Position Overall Trophy Pantomime Panthers (Mime)-First Position

Pantomime Panthers (Mime)-
Second Position

Persona Promulgate (Enacting a Character)-
First, Second & Third positions

Plug and Promote (Advertisement Making)-
Second Position

Emotive Expressions (Dramatic Story Telling)-
Second Position

Creative Creations (Brochure Making)-
First Position

Poesy Pomp (Poetry Writing)-Second position

Role Replica (Declamation)-First Position

Quest for Knowledge (Quiz)-Third Position

Spell the Bell (Spell Bee)-Second Position

Redialling a Tale (Recalling a story)
First, Second & Third Positions

Tale Jigsaw (Sequencing a Story)
Second & Third Positions

Spontaneous Spark (Extempore)-
First Position

Poesy Pomp (Poetry Writing)-
First Position

Envisioned Oration (Imagine 
and Speak)-Paridhi Jain-

First Position

Emotive Expressions (Dramatic Story Telling)-
First Position
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 INTER SCHOOL COMPETITION- LITERARY FEST ‘UMANG’ 2017-18 - 
ORGANISED BY GLENDALE ACADEMY ON 9TH AUGUST, 2017

Kreative Star’ 17 Painting Competition - Organised by 
Globalart India in Hyderabad on 29th October, 2017

Mohd Ayaan Faizal, V
II Prize Urdu - Elocution

Vyshnavi, IV
III Prize in Telugu 

Social Cause

Ayush Rathi, III 
II Prize in Hindi Poetry 

Recitation

Aishani, II
III Prize in Telugu Story 

Telling

Ashiqa Ain, III
II position in ‘Best of Best’

Ashna Kaleem, III
Second Runner up

Jasraj, I - Second 
position

Bhavya Tripathi, V
III Prize in Hindi Elocution

D Sreevats, V
III Prize in Telugu 

Elocution

Kenisha, IV
III prize in Hindi Social 

Cause

Kanishk Narayan, I
II prize in Telugu 
Poetry-Recitation
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ACHIEVEMENTS GALORE...

Certificate of Honour for Outstanding 
Participation in TIMES NIE

School Level Winners in Handwriting & Colouring competition conducted by Mother Teresa Development Foundation

Sri Vishal.N, VIII  and Gayathri Vikram, VII
Won the first position in ‘Ignited Minds’ - 

Organised by Jubilee Hills Public

Rida Fatima, VIII

Antra Banerjee 
stood among top 
50 participants in 
Telangana Heritage 
Poster Design Contest

First position in 
the Science Quiz 

conducted by       
Shri Ram Universal 

School
Abhiram, IX

Shivam Inani, X and Shubha Tanaya, IX 
- School toppers - Times NIE National 

Aptitude Challenge Test 2016-17

Mano Sri Teja, IV
Won the second 

position in the State 
Level Abacus Talent 

Test

M Sai Prathiti - IX 
‘Student of the 

Year’ by Times NIE 
2016-17
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HIGH ON SPORTS

First Position in the Under 14 Football Tournament held at 
Sporting Club Ground organised by the Reliance Foundation

Navya G, VII - Has won a Silver 
Medal in Roller Skating Competition 

organised by Deccan Hawks

Runners up in Basketball Tournament held at DSE, Banjara Hills

M Prabhat, VII - Has won a Silver Medal 
& a Cash prize of Rs 2000 in the Chess 
Competition conducted by Secunderabad 

Public School
Shivam Thakur, VII -

‘The Best Bowler’ in cricket

Third prize in 4x100 Relay conducted by Glendale Open Challenge

Ananya Vaish, IX
Won a Bronze Medal in Shot Put 
conducted by Glendale Academy

Saanvi, Grade IV has brought home laurels in various Inter School 
Tennis Competitions. A few have been listed down...

 Phoenix Inter School Sports Meet (Under 10) - First Position

 Rohit Sarwate Tennis Academy (Under 10) - First Position

 Twin Cities Open Tennis Tournament (Under 10) - First Position

 ITL Junior Tennis Tournament (Under 10) - First Position

 Girls Under 12 Open Tennis Tournament at Indira Park - Runner Up
Saanvi - Grade IV
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Inter School Competitions  
organised by Siddhartha Public 

School

YOGA

SUPREETH KUMAR REDDY,  V B - First Position

ADITYA SATPATHY, V B - Second Position

MAHIMA Y, V C - Third Position

MOHAMMED NOUMAN, V B - Third Position

TENNIS

SANDILYA P, VI C - Second Position

SANVI SINGH, IV D - Second Position

CHESS

PRABHAT MUKKU, VII C - First Position

T VIDUSH, VI D - Second Position

Siddharatha Public School -
 Yoga, Tennis & Chess

Winners of Swimming & Skating

SWIMMING FREE STYLE

ABHINAV SINGH THAKUR, VII B - 100 mts - First Position

VANDAN NARAYAN BUNG , VII A - 100 mts  - Second Position

HARSH MEHTA, VIII A - 100 mts - Third Position

ABHINAV SINGH THAKUR, VII B - 50 mts - Second Position

VANDAN NARAYAN BUNG, VII A - 50 mts - Second Position

RISHABH DODETHKER, V B-  50 mts - Third Position

SKATING

SHIFA  FIROZ, V A - First Position

SHAURYA SINGH, V A - Second Position

AILEEN  KOSHY, V A - Second Position

FATIMA  RIDA  KHAN, VIII A - Third Position

Saharsh, II
Won a Silver Medal  in Kata Event(Open 

Karate Championship) conducted at 
Mansuria Kung Fu International

Saharsh, II 
Won a Silver Medal  in Kata Event(Open 
Karate Championship) under 7yr category 

conducted at Don Bosco.
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FIRST AMONG 
EQUALS

WELL DONE!

Best Class Assembly
Grade - I B

III A & III E

Grade II B & II D V C

Grade IV A & IV D

Grade I A & I E IX B

IV C VII BVI A

IX AVII A

V D VIII A X A

Grade - II A

Best Class in Discipline

Well-Maintained Class
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EQUIPPING THE
TEACHERS TO EXCEL

Workshops & 
Seminars

‘Train to Transform’ conducted by 
Oxford University Press. English Workshop@Banjara

Workshop for Hindi teachers 
conducted by Madhuban Publishers

English workshop on ‘Empowering 
Minds’conducted by Ms. Renu Anand, 

an experienced teacher trainer 
with expertise in Evaluation and 

Assessment.

Math Workshop @ DSE Banjara Hills 
conducted by Ashalatha Badami, an 

author of  of Oxford Series
Science Workshop conducted by 

Collins Publications at DSE Manikonda

Seminar on ‘Karo Sambhov’ conducted 
at DSE Banjara

Telugu Dept. @ World Telugu 
Summit 2017

Workshop by TATA Class Edge
( PP to Grade X) Workshop on ‘Phonetics’ 

‘Child Abuse’ conducted by Fortune 
Health Care

Workshop by Google for the 
Computer Teachers
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FACILITATING ACTIVE LEARNING

A session by author Christopher C. 
Doyle

‘Personality Development’ conducted by PAGE A song recording session for the animated movie ‘Jugnu’

Workshops & Seminars for Students

‘Personality Development’ by Darpan 
Vasudeva, Vice President, Next Education ‘Career Counselling’
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TIME TO CHILL OUT

It’s not Selfie... it’s Ourfie Sneak Peek
Baaaaa, Baaaa Black Sheep.... 

Have you any wool?

Most disciplined corridor... 
Yes after the school hoursChoose the one that suits you2 X 2 = 2 only

A Parle a day keeps the 
doctor away... All cheers! No Fears... Different Eye Expressions

Tree Huggers...
Which toothpaste do you use...
I use Geetanjali, not Patanjali This is my way of relaxation...
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xÉªÉÒ ºÉÉäSÉ

¨Éé BäºÉä ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ EòÉ ºÉ{ÉxÉÉ näùJÉiÉÒ ½ÚÄþ VÉ½þÉÄ ±ÉÉäMÉ 

+{ÉxÉÒ ¨ÉÉiÉÞ¦ÉÚÊ¨É EòÒ ºÉä´ÉÉ Eäò Ê±ÉB iÉi{É®ú 

®ú½åþ* ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ Eäò ºÉÆ{ÉÚhÉÇ Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ {É®ú vªÉÉxÉ 

nåù* vÉ¨ÉÇ Eäò xÉÉ¨É {É®ú Ê´É´ÉÉnù xÉÉ ½þÉä* ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ 

Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ¶ÉÒ±É ºÉä Ê´ÉEòÊºÉiÉ näù¶É ¤ÉxÉä*

ºÉÉÊxÉªÉÉ Ê®úWÉ´ÉÉxÉ, VII A

½þ¨ÉÉ®äú ¨É½þÉ{ÉÖ¯û¹ÉÉå xÉä Eò<Ç ºÉ{ÉxÉÉå Eäò ºÉÉlÉ ½þ¨Éå ªÉ½þ näù¶É ºÉÉé{ÉÉ ½èþ, 

ÊVÉºÉä {ÉÚhÉÇ  Eò®úxÉä EòÒ ÊWÉ¨¨ÉänùÉ®úÒ ½þ¨É ªÉÖ´ÉÉ {ÉÒgøÒ EòÒ ½èþ* ¨Éé BäºÉä 

¦ÉÉ®úiÉ EòÉ ºÉ{ÉxÉÉ näùJÉiÉÒ ½ÚÄþ VÉ½þÉÄ vÉ¨ÉÇ ±ÉÉäMÉÉå EòÉä VÉÉäcä÷, xÉÉ ÊEò 

nÚùÊ®úªÉÉÄ ¤ÉgøÉB* BEò BäºÉÉ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ VÉ½þÉÄ xÉÉ®úÒ <iÉxÉÒ ºÉ¶ÉHò ½þÉä ÊEò 

xÉÉ®úÒ ºÉ¶ÉÊHòEò®úhÉ VÉèºÉä ¶É¤nùÉå EòÒ +É´É¶ªÉEòiÉÉ ½þÒ xÉÉ ½þÉä* ºjÉÒ 

+Éè®ú {ÉÖ¯û¹É nùÉäxÉÉå ºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ ½þÉå* VÉ½þÉÄ Eäò +zÉnùÉiÉÉ ªÉÉÊxÉ ÊEòºÉÉxÉ 

+Éi¨É½þiªÉÉ xÉ Eò®åú* ¤ÉÉ±É ̈ ÉVÉnÚù®úÒ ºÉä ̈ ÉÖHò ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ VÉ½þÉÄ EòÉ ¤ÉSSÉÉ-

¤ÉSSÉÉ +{ÉxÉÉ ¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ VÉÒ {ÉÉB*

BEò BäºÉÉ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ VÉ½þÉÄ ±ÉÉäMÉ +{ÉxÉÒ ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉ +Éè® úxÉèÊiÉEò 

¨ÉÚ±ªÉÉå ºÉä VÉÖcä÷ ®ú½åþ +Éè®ú =ºÉ {É®ú MÉ´ÉÇ Eò®åú *

¶ÉÖ¦ÉÉ iÉxÉªÉÉ, IX A

¨Éä®äú ºÉ{ÉxÉÉå EòÉ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ ºÉÖJÉÒ, ºÉ¨ÉÞrù +Éè®ú º´ÉSUô ½þÉä* ªÉ½þÉÄ ±ÉÉäMÉ 

¤Éc÷Éå EòÉ ºÉ¨¨ÉÉxÉ Eò®åú* ¨ÉÉÄ EòÉ±ÉÒ +Éè®ú nÖùMÉÉÇ EòÒ xÉÉ Eäò´É±É 

{ÉÚVÉÉ Eò®åú +Ê{ÉiÉÖ ¨ÉÊ½þ±ÉÉ+Éå EòÒ <VVÉiÉ Eò®åú* =xÉEäò |ÉÊiÉ 

ºÉ¨ÉÉxÉiÉÉ EòÉ ¦ÉÉ´É ®úJÉå* vÉ¨ÉÇ Eäò xÉÉ¨É {É®ú ±Éc÷É<Ç-ZÉMÉcä÷ xÉÉ ½þÉä* 

º´ÉSUôiÉÉ =xÉEäò ºÉÆºEòÉ®úÉå ¨Éå ½þÉä*

xÉIÉjÉ VÉèºÉ´ÉÉ±É, VII A

¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ Eäò ªÉÉnùMÉÉ®ú {É±É
¨Éä®äú ¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ EòÒ ¨ÉVÉänùÉ®ú PÉ]õxÉÉ ½èþ ÊEò VÉ¤É ¨Éé ºÉÉiÉ ºÉÉ±É EòÉ 

lÉÉ, BEò ®úÉiÉ ¨Éä®äú ºÉÉlÉ +VÉÒ¤É PÉ]õxÉÉ PÉ]õÒ* ¨Éé ºÉ{ÉxÉÉ näùJÉ 

®ú½þÉ lÉÉ, +SÉÉxÉEò ¨Éä®úÒ xÉÓnù JÉÖ±É MÉ<Ç +Éè®ú ¨Éé VÉ¤É ¶ÉÉèSÉÉ±ÉªÉ 

EòÒ +Éä®ú MÉªÉÉ, iÉ¤É ̈ ÉÖZÉä ±ÉMÉÉ ÊEò EòÉä<Ç {É®úUôÉ<Ç ̈ Éä®úÉ {ÉÒUôÉ Eò®ú 

®ú½þÒ ½èþ ÊVÉºÉºÉä ¨Éä®äú Ênù±É EòÒ vÉc÷EòxÉ iÉäWÉ ½þÉä MÉ<Ç, PÉ¤É®úÉ½þ]õ Eäò 

EòÉ®úhÉ ¨Éé {ÉÒUäô ¨ÉÖc÷Eò®ú ¦ÉÒ näùJÉxÉä EòÉ ºÉÉ½þºÉ xÉ VÉÖ]õÉ {ÉÉªÉÉ, 

Ê¡ò®ú Ê½þ¨¨ÉiÉ VÉÖ]õÉ Eò®ú VÉ¤É näùJÉÉ iÉÉä ´É½þ {É®únäù EòÒ {É®úUôÉ<Ç lÉÒ, 

¨Éé ¨ÉxÉ ½þÒ ¨ÉxÉ ¨ÉÖºEòÉªÉÉ +Éè®ú {ÉÉxÉÒ {ÉÒEò®ú ºÉÉä MÉªÉÉ*

ºÉÚ®úVÉ, VII B

Eò±É, +ÉVÉ +Éè®ú Eò±É
ËVÉnùMÉÒ ¨Éå ½þ¨Éä¶ÉÉ ªÉä iÉÒxÉ {É±É

    ®ú½þiÉä ½þ¨ÉÉ®äú ºÉÉlÉ 

¦ÉÚiÉ, ¦ÉÊ´É¹ªÉ +Éè®ú ´ÉiÉÇ¨ÉÉxÉ*

 +CºÉ®ú ¦ÉÚiÉ +Éè®ú ¦ÉÊ´É¹ªÉ Eäò ¤ÉÒSÉ ½èþ 

b÷Éä±ÉiÉÉ ´ÉiÉÇ¨ÉÉxÉ 

VÉ¤ÉÊEò ´ÉiÉÇ¨ÉÉxÉ ½èþ ºÉiªÉ 

 ¦ÉÚiÉ ½èþ Ê¨ÉlªÉÉ 

+Éè®ú ¦ÉÊ´É¹ªÉ EòÉ xÉ ½èþ +iÉÉ-{ÉiÉÉ 

Ê¡ò®ú ¦ÉÒ, +CºÉ®ú ¦ÉÚiÉ +Éè®ú ¦ÉÊ´É¹ªÉ Eäò 

¤ÉÒSÉ ½èþ b÷Éä±ÉiÉÉ ´ÉiÉÇ¨ÉÉxÉ 

EòÉ¶É ! ½þ¨É ºÉ¨ÉZÉ {ÉÉiÉä ÊEò 

´ÉiÉÇ¨ÉÉxÉ ½þÒ ½èþ ´É½þ ºÉÖxÉ½þ®úÉ {É±É 

VÉÉä ®úJÉiÉÉ ½èþ ¦ÉÊ´É¹ªÉ EòÒ xÉÓ´É 

iÉÉä +É+Éä, ¦ÉÚiÉ EòÒ {É®úUôÉ<È ºÉä ÊxÉEò±É 

´ÉiÉÇ¨ÉÉxÉ EòÉä {ÉÚ®úÒ ºÉÆVÉÒnùMÉÒ ºÉä ÊVÉB 

iÉÉÊEò ¦ÉÊ´É¹ªÉ º´ÉªÉÆ ºÉÄ´É®úiÉÉ VÉÉB*

¨ÉxÉÒ¹ÉÉ ËºÉ½þ (Ê´É¦ÉÉMÉÉvªÉIÉ)

Ë½þnùÒ Ê´É¦ÉÉMÉ
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VÉ¤É ¨Éé Uô½þ ´É¹ÉÇ EòÒ lÉÒ, BEò ÊnùxÉ ¨ÉÖZÉä ¨ÉÉÄ xÉä nÖùEòÉxÉ ºÉä +Æbä÷ 

±ÉÉxÉä ¦ÉäVÉÉ* VÉ¤É ¨Éé ±ÉÉè]õ ®ú½þÒ lÉÒ ®úÉºiÉä ¨Éå EÖòkÉä ÊnùJÉÉ<Ç ÊnùB, 

¨Éé PÉ¤É®úÉ MÉ<Ç +Éè®ú iÉäWÉÒ ºÉä SÉ±ÉxÉä ±ÉMÉÒ* EÖòkÉä ̈ Éä®äú ºÉÉlÉ-ºÉÉlÉ 

SÉ±ÉxÉä ±ÉMÉä, ¨Éä®úÒ SÉÉ±É iÉäWÉ ½þÉä MÉ<Ç* ¦ÉÉMÉxÉä EòÒ EòÉäÊ¶É¶É ¨Éå 

+Æbä÷ SÉÚ®ú-SÉÚ®ú ½þÉä MÉB +Éè®ú JÉÉ±ÉÒ ½þÉlÉ PÉ®ú ±ÉÉè]iÉä ½ÖþB ºÉÉäSÉxÉä 

±ÉMÉÒ ÊEò ¨ÉÉÄ ºÉä b÷ÉÄ]õ {Écä÷MÉÒ* ¨ÉÉÄ Eäò {ÉÚUôxÉä {É®ú ºÉ¤É EÖòUô 

¤ÉiÉÉªÉÉ +Éè®ú WÉÉä®ú-WÉÉä®ú ºÉä ®úÉäxÉä ±ÉMÉÒ* EÖòUô ½þÒ {É±ÉÉå ¨Éå näùJÉÉ 

ÊEò ºÉ¦ÉÒ WÉÉä®ú-WÉÉä®ú ºÉä ½ÆþºÉ ®ú½äþ lÉä*

VÉäÊºÉEòÉ B±ÉäCWÉåb÷®, VII B

¨Éé ¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ ¨Éå ZÉÚ±Éä EòÒ ¤É½ÖþiÉ ¶ÉÉèFòÒxÉ lÉÒ* ºÉÉäiÉä ´ÉHò ¦ÉÒ 

ZÉÚ±ÉÉ SÉÉÊ½þB lÉÉ* BEò ¤ÉÉ®ú ®äú±ÉMÉÉc÷Ò ºÉä ºÉ¢ò®ú Eò®ú ®ú½äþ lÉä, 

®úÉiÉ ½þÉä SÉÖEòÒ lÉÒ* ®äú±É ¨Éå ¦ÉÒ +¤É ¨ÉÖZÉä ZÉÚ±ÉÉ SÉÉÊ½þB lÉÉ, ¨Éé 

±ÉMÉÉiÉÉ®ú ®úÉä ®ú½þÒ lÉÒ iÉ¦ÉÒ ¨Éä®äú ¨ÉÉiÉÉ-Ê{ÉiÉÉ xÉä EòÉäÊ¶É¶É Eò®úEäò 

¨Éä®äú Ê±ÉB VÉèºÉä-iÉèºÉä ZÉÚ±ÉÉ ¤ÉÉÄvÉÉ, ¨Éé SÉèxÉ EòÒ xÉÓnù ºÉÉä MÉ<Ç {É®ú 

¨Éä®äú ¨ÉÉiÉÉ-Ê{ÉiÉÉ ºÉÉ®úÒ ®úÉiÉ ¨Éä®úÉ vªÉÉxÉ ®úJÉiÉä ®ú½äþ* ´É½þ PÉ]xÉÉ 

+ÉVÉ ¦ÉÒ ¨ÉÖZÉä ªÉÉnù ½èþ ÊEò =x½åþ {É®äú¶ÉÉxÉ Eò®ú ¨Éé SÉèxÉ EòÒ xÉÓnù 

ºÉÉä ®ú½þÒ lÉÒ*

¸ÉäªÉÉ ®úÉ`öÒ, VII A

¨Éä®äú ¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ EòÉ ´ÉÉä 

±É¨½þÉ VÉ¤É ¨Éä®úÒ ¤É½þxÉ 

½þ¨ÉÉ®äú VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ¨Éå +É<Ç, 

´É½þ {É±É +ÉVÉ ¦ÉÒ 

¨ÉÖZÉä ªÉÉnù ½èþ* =ºÉ 

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ¨Éä®úÒ =©É Uô& ´É¹ÉÇ EòÒ lÉÒ* VÉ¤É ¨ÉéxÉä =ºÉä {É½þ±ÉÒ 

¤ÉÉ®ú MÉÉänù ¨Éå Ê±ÉªÉÉ =ºÉxÉä +{ÉxÉä xÉx½äþ EòÉä¨É±É ½þÉlÉÉå 

ºÉä ¨Éä®úÒ >ÄðMÉ±ÉÒ EòÉä EòºÉEò®ú {ÉEòc÷ Ê±ÉªÉÉ, =ºÉÒ {É±É 

¨ÉéxÉä `öÉxÉ Ê±ÉªÉÉ ÊEò SÉÉ½äþ EÖòUô ¦ÉÒ ½þÉä, ¨Éé +{ÉxÉÒ ¤É½þxÉ 

EòÉ ºÉÉlÉ Eò¦ÉÒ xÉ½þÓ UôÉäcÝÄ÷MÉÉ* =ºÉEäò SÉä½þ®äú {É®ú ºÉnùÉ 

¨ÉÖºEò®úÉ½þ]õ ¤ÉxÉÉB ®úJÉÚÄMÉÉ* =ºÉEäò {ªÉÉ®ú ¦É®äú º{É¶ÉÇ ºÉä 

¨ÉÖZÉä BäºÉÉ ±ÉMÉÉ ÊEò ¨ÉÉxÉÉä ´É½þ ¨ÉÖZÉä Eò½þ ®ú½þÒ ½þÉä ÊEò 

+É{É ¨Éä®úÉ ºÉÉlÉ Eò¦ÉÒ xÉ UôÉäc÷xÉÉ* +ÉVÉ <ºÉ ¤ÉÉiÉ EòÉä 

{ÉÉÄSÉ ºÉÉ±É ½þÉä MÉB ±ÉäÊEòxÉ =ºÉ KÉÖ¶ÉÒ EòÉ +½þºÉÉºÉ 

+ÉVÉ iÉEò ¨Éé xÉ½þÓ ¦ÉÚ±ÉÉ*

+Ê¦ÉxÉ´É, VII B

¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ ̈ Éå ̈ Ééè +{ÉxÉä {ÉÊ®ú´ÉÉ®ú Eäò ºÉÉlÉ nùºÉ ÊnùxÉÉå 

Eä òÊ±ÉB PÉÚ¨ÉxÉä MÉ<Ç* =ºÉ ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ¨Éé VªÉÉnùÉiÉ®ú 

+{ÉxÉä nùÉnùÉVÉÒ Eäò ºÉÉlÉ ºÉ¨ÉªÉ Ê¤ÉiÉÉiÉÒ lÉÒ* 

BEò ÊnùxÉ VÉ¤É PÉÚ¨ÉEò®ú ´ÉÉ{ÉºÉ +É ®ú½äþ lÉä iÉÉä 

½þ¨É ºÉ¤É ¦ÉÉäVÉxÉ Eò®úxÉä Eäò Ê±ÉB BEò ½þÉä]õ±É 

MÉB* ´É½þÉÄ ¦ÉÒ ¨Éé nùÉnùÉVÉÒ Eäò ºÉÉlÉ ½þÒ ¤ÉÉiÉå 

iÉlÉÉ ¶É®úÉ®úiÉ Eò®ú ®ú½þÒ lÉÒ* ºÉ¦ÉÒ xÉä ¦ÉÉäVÉxÉ 

ÊEòªÉÉ +Éè®ú ¤ÉºÉ ¨Éå ¤Éè`ö MÉB* ¨ÉÖZÉä ´É½þÓ UôÉäc÷ 

ÊnùªÉÉ* VÉ¤É nùÉnùÒ xÉä {ÉÚUôÉ iÉ¤É ºÉ¤É {É®äú¶ÉÉxÉ 

½þÉä MÉB* ¤ÉºÉ ®úÉäEòEò®ú ¨ÉÖZÉä Ê±ÉªÉÉ, =ºÉ ºÉ¨ÉªÉ 

ºÉ¦ÉÒ PÉ¤É®úÉ MÉB {É®ú ¨ÉÖZÉä EÖòUô ºÉ¨ÉZÉ xÉ½þÓ 

+ÉªÉÉ +Éè®ú ¨Éé ªÉÚÄ ½þÒ näùJÉiÉÒ ®ú½þÒ, ´É½þ PÉ]õxÉÉ 

+ÉVÉ ¦ÉÒ xÉ½þÓ ¦ÉÚ±É {ÉÉiÉÒ ½ÚÄþ*

<xpùVÉÒiÉ EòÉè®, úVII C

¨Éä®äú ¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ EòÒ ªÉÉnåù
¤É½ÖþiÉ ªÉÉnù +ÉiÉÉ ¨ÉÖZÉä ¨Éä®úÉ 

¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ* ´Éä ´ÉÉÊnùªÉÉÄ, ´Éä Ê½þ¨É{ÉÉiÉ 

´ÉÉ±ÉÒ ºÉ{ÉÉÇEòÉ®ú ºÉÒ {ÉMÉbÆ÷Êb÷ªÉÉÄ, 

´Éä ¤É¡Çò ºÉä føEòÒ {Éäc÷-{ÉÊkÉªÉÉÄ* 

VÉ¤É {ÉÉ{ÉÉ ½þ¨Éå Eò½þÉxÉÒ ºÉÖxÉÉiÉä ½ÖþB 

½ÄþºÉiÉä-½ÄþºÉÉiÉä ½ÖþB, Eò¦ÉÒ ½þÉlÉ {ÉEòc÷ Eò®ú iÉÉä Eò¦ÉÒ +{ÉxÉÒ {ÉÒ`ö {É®ú 

=`öÉEò®ú iÉÖ®ÆúiÉ {É½ÖÄþSÉÉiÉä lÉä Ê½þ¨É ºÉä føEòÒ >ÄðSÉÒ Ê¶ÉJÉ®ú ºÉä iÉ±É½þ]Ò iÉEò* 

Ê¡ò®ú ¤ÉÉ®úÒ-¤ÉÉ®úÒ ºÉä ¨ÉÖZÉä +Éè®ú ¨Éä®äú UôÉä]äõ ¦ÉÉ<Ç EòÉä {ÉÒ`ö ¨Éå =`öÉEò®ú {ÉÉ®ú 

Eò®úÉiÉä =ºÉ xÉªÉÉ®ú (MÉÆMÉÉ) EòÉä ÊVÉºÉEòÉ ¶ÉÒiÉ±É ¤É¡òÔ±ÉÉ {ÉÉxÉÒ +ÉiÉÉ lÉÉ 

=xÉEòÒ Eò¨É®ú iÉEò* +ÉVÉ ¦ÉÒ ´É½þ où¶ªÉ ¨Éä®úÒ +ÉÄJÉÉå Eäò ºÉÉ¨ÉxÉä xÉÞiªÉ 

Eò®úiÉÉ xÉWÉ®ú +ÉiÉÉ ½èþ*

½äþ¨ÉÆiÉÒ {É]õ´ÉÉ±É  (Ë½þnùÒ +vªÉÉÊ{ÉEòÉ)

¨ÉvÉÖ®ú º¨ÉÞÊiÉªÉÉÄ
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´ÉHò EòÒ +É´ÉÉWÉ
½þ¨ÉÉ®äú VÉxÉ¨É ºÉä ±ÉäEò®ú ¨É®úhÉ iÉEò,

½þ¨Éä¶ÉÉ ½þ¨ÉÉ®äú ºÉÉlÉ  

ËWÉnùMÉÒ EòÒ JÉÖÊ¶ÉªÉÉå +Éè®ú nÖùJÉÉå ¨Éåä,

½þ¨Éä¶ÉÉ ½þ¨ÉÉ®äú ºÉÉlÉ  

Eò¦ÉÒ VÉÒiÉ {É®ú KÉÖ¶ÉÒ, Eò¦ÉÒ ½þÉ®ú {É®ú nÖù&JÉ,

½þ¨Éä¶ÉÉ ½þ¨ÉÉ®äú ºÉÉlÉ 

xÉÉ EòÉä<Ç ½ÄþºÉxÉä EòÒ ´ÉVÉ½þ xÉÉ EòÉä<Ç ®úÉäxÉä EòÉ ¤É½þÉxÉÉ,

½þ¨Éä¶ÉÉ ½þ¨ÉÉ®äú ºÉÉlÉ

ËVÉnùMÉÒ ¯ûEò VÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ {É®ú WÉ¨ÉÉxÉÉ ºÉnùÉ SÉ±ÉiÉÉ ½èþ 

½þ¨Éä¶ÉÉ ½þ¨ÉÉ®äú ºÉÉlÉ

xÉÉ ºÉÖ¤É½þ EòÒ vÉÚ{É, xÉÉ ¶ÉÉ¨É EòÒ UôÉÄ´É, ®úÉiÉ EòÉ ºÉÖEÚòxÉ ½þÉäiÉÉ 

½þ¨Éä¶ÉÉ ½þ¨ÉÉ®äú ºÉÉlÉ

½þÉÄ, ªÉ½þ EÖòUô +Éè®ú xÉ½þÓ, ªÉ½þ ½èþ ´ÉHò EòÒ +É´ÉÉWÉ*              

®úÉÊ½þªÉÉ ¨É½þ¨ÉÚnù, VIII B

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ SÉGò
ºÉ¨ÉªÉ BEò SÉGò ½èþ

SÉ±ÉiÉÉ ½þÒ ®ú½þiÉÉ ½èþ

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ Eäò MÉiÉÇ ¨Éå ÊUô{ÉÒ ½èþ

+xÉÊMÉxÉiÉ Eò½þÉÊxÉªÉÉÄ

ºÉ¦ªÉiÉÉ+Éå, ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉªÉÉå EòÒ

=ilÉÉxÉ -{ÉiÉxÉ EòÒ Eò½þÉÊxÉªÉÉÄ

VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ªÉÉnùÉå EòÒ {ÉÖºiÉEò ¤ÉxÉ VÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ

näùJÉiÉä - näùJÉiÉä ºÉ¨ÉªÉ <ÊiÉ½þÉºÉ ¤ÉxÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ¤ÉÒiÉiÉÉ SÉ±ÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ...*

ºÉÖJÉ - nÖù&JÉ, nùÉä ÊEòxÉÉ®äú ½éþ

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ºÉÉÆZÉ ½èþ, ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ºÉ´Éä®úÉ ½èþ

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ VÉJ¨É ½èþ, ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ¨É®ú½þ¨É ½èþ

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ Ê¨É±ÉxÉ ½èþ, ºÉ¨ÉªÉ Ê´É®ú½þ ½èþ

Eò¦ÉÒ JÉÖÊ¶ÉªÉÉÄ, Eò¦ÉÒ MÉ¨É ½èþ

SÉ±ÉiÉä-SÉ±ÉiÉä, nùÉèc÷iÉä-¦ÉÉMÉiÉä

¤ÉÒiÉ VÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ ªÉÚÄ ½þÒ ËVÉnùMÉÒ

VÉÒ´ÉxÉ EòÒ {É½äþÊ±ÉªÉÉÄ ºÉÖ±ÉZÉiÉÒ VÉÉiÉÒ ½éþ

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ¤ÉÒiÉiÉÉ SÉ±ÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ...*

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ +Éè®ú ±É½þ®åú

ÊEòºÉÒ EòÉ <ÆiÉVÉÉ®ú xÉ½þÓ Eò®úiÉä

EÖòUô ½þºÉ®úiÉå {ÉÚ®úÒ ½þÉäiÉÒ ½éþ

EÖòUô +vÉÚ®úÒ ®ú½þ VÉÉiÉÒ ½éþ

½þ®ú EòÉ±ÉÒ ®úÉiÉ Eäò ¤ÉÉnù ºÉ´Éä®úÉ ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ¤ÉÒiÉiÉÉ SÉ±ÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ....*

®äúhÉÖEòÉ MÉÖ{iÉÉ ( Ë½þnùÒ +vªÉÉÊ{ÉEòÉ )

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ¤Éc÷É ¤É±É´ÉÉxÉ
ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ¤Éc÷É ¤É±É´ÉÉxÉ,

Eò¦ÉÒ xÉÉ ¯ûEòiÉÉ,

Eò¦ÉÒ xÉÉ lÉEòiÉÉ,

SÉ±ÉiÉÉ MÉnÇùxÉ iÉÉxÉ,

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ Eäò +ÉMÉä ¶ÉÒ¶É ZÉÖEòÉB,

®ú½äþ xÉÉ BEò ºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ,

xÉ®ú ½þÉä ªÉÉ ¦ÉMÉ´ÉÉxÉ,

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ iÉÚ ½èþ ¤É±É´ÉÉxÉ,

¨ÉÖºEòÉiÉÉ <ÊiÉ½þÉºÉ ®úSÉÉiÉÉ,

Eò¦ÉÒ Eò½þÓ iÉÚ `ö½þ®ú xÉÉ {ÉÉiÉÉ,

Eò®äú xÉÉ iÉÚ Ê´É¸ÉÉ¨É,ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ¤Éc÷É ¤É±É´ÉÉxÉ*

¨ÉÉä. +®ú¨ÉÉxÉ, VI A

´ÉHò EòÒ {ÉÖEòÉ®ú 
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ºÉÖ½þÉxÉÉ ¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ
¨ÉÉÄ EòÒ ½ÚÄþ ¨Ééè {ªÉÉ®úÒ ¤Éä]õÒ ,

{ÉÊ®ú´ÉÉ®ú ¨Éå ½ÚÄþ ºÉ¤ÉEòÒ nÖù±ÉÉ®úÒ*

½þ®ú ¤ÉÉiÉ ¨Éä®úÒ ÊºÉ®ú +ÉÄJÉÉå {É®,

+¤É xÉÉ ½èþ EòÉä<Ç {É®äú¶ÉÉxÉÒ,

+Éè®ú xÉÉ EòÉä<Ç ÊWÉ¨¨ÉänùÉ®úÒ*

nùÉnùÒ ºÉä ®úÉäWÉ ºÉÖxÉiÉÒ Eò½þÉxÉÒ,

¦ÉÉä±ÉÒ ºÉÒ ¶ÉèiÉÉxÉÒ, +±½þc÷ ºÉÒ xÉÉnùÉxÉÒ*

®ÆúMÉ ®ÆúMÉÒ±ÉÒ ½èþ ¨Éä®úÒ nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ,

¤Éè®ú-¦ÉÉ´É ºÉä nÚù®ú,

¦ÉMÉ´ÉÉxÉ ¨Éä®úÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ ¨ÉÉxÉxÉÉ,

Eò¦ÉÒ xÉÉ ¨ÉÖZÉEòÉä ¤Éc÷Ò ¤ÉxÉÉxÉÉ*

ºÉÉIÉÒ ªÉÉnù´É, VII C

¤É®úJÉÉ ¤É½þÉ®ú
<`ö±ÉÉiÉÒ ±ÉÉ<Ç ¡Öò½þÉ®ú

näùJÉÉä +É<Ç ¤É®úJÉÉ ¤É½þÉ®ú

Ê®ú¨ÉÊZÉ¨É Ê®ú¨ÉÊZÉ¨É ZÉc÷Ò 

±ÉMÉÉ<È

|ÉEÞòÊiÉ EèòºÉä ¨ÉÖºEòÉ<Ç

±É½þ®úÉiÉä {ÉkÉä-{ÉkÉä {É®ú

½þÊ®úªÉÉ±ÉÒ <ºÉxÉä Ê¤ÉJÉ®úÉ<Ç

@ñiÉÖ+Éäå xÉä ½èþ ÊEòªÉÉ ¸ÉÞÆMÉÉ®ú

näùJÉÉä +É<Ç ¤É®úJÉÉ ¤É½þÉ®ú...

Eäò¶É´É EäòÊb÷ªÉÉ, II C

ºÉÖ¤É½þ ½þÉä MÉ<Ç
¶Éä®ú nù½þÉc÷É, ½þÉlÉÒ MÉ®úVÉÉ,

¤ÉÉä±ÉÉ ¨ÉÖ®úMÉÉ EÖòEò¯Äû-EÚÄò*

½Öþ+É ºÉ´Éä®úÉ, VÉ±nùÒ VÉÉMÉÉä,

ºÉÉäiÉä xÉ½þÓ näù®ú iÉEò ªÉÚÄ*

+½þÉäxÉÉ {ÉÉì±É, I C

PÉc÷Ò EòÉ ºÉÆnäù¶É 
WATCH EòÉ {É½þ±ÉÉ +IÉ®ú ½èþ ‘W’ 

ÊVÉºÉEòÉ Eò½þxÉÉ ½èþ WATCH YOUR 

WORDS, +{ÉxÉä ´ÉSÉxÉÉå , |ÉÊiÉYÉÉ+Éå 

EòÉ {ÉÉ±ÉxÉ Eò®åú*

nÚùºÉ®úÉ +IÉ®ú ½èþ ‘A’ ÊVÉºÉEòÉ +lÉÇ 

WATCH YOUR ACTIONS, +{ÉxÉä 

EòÉ¨É {É®ú {ÉèxÉÒ xÉWÉ®ú ®úJÉå +Éè®ú EòÊ¨ÉªÉÉå 

EòÉä nÚù®ú Eò®úxÉä EòÒ EòÉäÊ¶É¶É Eò®åú*

iÉÒºÉ®äú +IÉ®ú ‘T’ EòÒ Ê¶ÉIÉÉ ½èþ, WATCH 

YOUR THOUGHT, +{ÉxÉä Ê´ÉSÉÉ®úÉå 

EòÉä {ÉÊ´ÉjÉ, >ÄðSÉÉ +Éè®ú =nùÉ®ú ¤ÉxÉÉiÉä SÉ±Éå*

SÉÉèlÉä +IÉ®ú ‘C’ ºÉä Ê¶ÉIÉÉ Ê¨É±ÉiÉÒ ½èþ, 
WATCH YOUR CHARACTER, 

+{ÉxÉä SÉÊ®újÉ EòÉä ¸Éä¹`ö +Éè®ú +Énù¶ÉÇ 

¤ÉxÉÉBÄ*

{ÉÉÄSÉ´ÉÉÄ +IÉ®ú ‘H’ ºÉä - WATCH 

YOUR HEART, ¿nùªÉ Eäò +Ænù®ú ZÉÉÄEäò, 

¿nùªÉ EòÉä Ê´É¶ÉÉ±É +Éè®ú ¨É½þÉxÉ ¤ÉxÉÉBÄ*

ºÉÊnùªÉÉ +JiÉ®ú ºÉÖ¦ÉÉxÉÒ, X A

Ê¡òºÉ±ÉiÉÉ ´ÉHò
®ú½þiÉÉ ½èþ ´ÉÉä +{ÉxÉÒ vÉÖxÉ ¨Éå, 

¤ÉÖxÉiÉÉ JÉÖ¤ÉºÉÚ®úiÉ J´ÉÉ¤ÉÉå EòÉä, 

J´ÉÉÊ½þ¶ÉÉå ¨Éå VÉÒiÉÉ ½èþ ´ÉÉä*

näùJÉå ½éþ ¨ÉéxÉä ¤Écä÷ ´ÉÒ®ú ªÉÉärùÉ, 

ÊVÉx½þÉåxÉä ºÉÉäSÉÉ lÉÉ¨É ±Éä ´ÉHò EòÉä, 

{É®ú =xÉEäò ¦ÉÒ ½þÉlÉÉå ºÉä Ê¡òºÉ±É 

MÉªÉÉ ´ÉÉä*

®ú½þiÉÉ ½èþ ´ÉÉä ´ÉiÉÇ¨ÉÉxÉ ¨Éå, 

JÉÉäVÉå ½þ¨É =ºÉä ¦ÉÊ´É¹ªÉ ¨Éå, 

VÉÉä VÉÒiÉÉ ½èþ +ÉVÉ ¨Éå =ºÉEòÉä, 

®ú½þiÉÉ ºÉnèù´É =ºÉEäò ºÉÉlÉ ´ÉÉä*

+Æ¶ÉÖ±ÉÒ, VIII B
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xÉx½þÒ Eò±É¨É ºÉä¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ 
ºÉ¤ÉºÉä {ªÉÉ®úÒ ¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ

ºÉ¤ÉºÉä xªÉÉ®úÒ ¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ *

¨ÉÖZÉä ÊJÉ±ÉÉiÉÒ, ¨ÉÖZÉä ºÉÖ±ÉÉiÉÒ ¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ 

+{ÉxÉÒ ºÉÖxnù®ú-ºÉÖxnù®ú +ÉÄJÉÉå ºÉä , 

ºÉ¤É {É®ú {ªÉÉ®ú ¤É®úºÉÉiÉÒ ¨ÉÉÄ *

¨Éä®úÒ VÉÉxÉ ºÉä {ªÉÉ®úÒ, ¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ,

¨Éä®úÒ nÖù±ÉÉ®úÒ ¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ 

ºÉ¤ÉºÉä {ªÉÉ®úÒ ¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ*

®äú´ÉÉ VÉÉ±ÉÉxÉ, V B

¨Éä®úÉ ºÉ½þÉ®úÉ
VÉ¤É ¦ÉÒ Eò¦ÉÒ PÉ¤É®úÉiÉÉ ½ÚÄþ ,

¨ÉÉÄ iÉä®äú +ÉÆSÉ±É ¨Éå ÊUô{É VÉÉiÉÉ ½ÚÄþ,

VÉ¤É Eò¦ÉÒ ÊMÉ®ú VÉÉiÉÉ ½ÚÄþ,

iÉä®úÉ ½þÉlÉ lÉÉ¨É Eò®ú =`ö VÉÉiÉÉ ½ÚÄþ

iÉÚ ½þÒ iÉÉä ¨Éä®úÉ ºÉ½þÉ®úÉ ½èþ,

iÉä®äú Ê¤ÉxÉÉ ¨Éé EÖòUô xÉ½þÓ Eò®ú 

{ÉÉiÉÉ ½ÚÄþ*

¨ÉÉä. Ê¨Éx½þÉVÉ, V A

{ªÉÉ®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ
¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ ÊEòiÉxÉÒ {ªÉÉ®úÒ,

±ÉMÉiÉÒ ½èþ nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ ºÉä xªÉÉ®úÒ,

¨ÉÖZÉä ÊJÉ±ÉÉiÉÒ nÚùvÉ ¨É±ÉÉ<Ç,

nù½þÒ, VÉ±Éä¤ÉÒ +Éè®ú Ê¨É`öÉ<Ç,

VÉ¤É ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ {ÉgøxÉä VÉÉxÉÉ,

Êb÷¤¤Éä ¨Éå ®úJÉ näùiÉÒ JÉÉxÉÉ,

¨Éä®úÒ {ªÉÉ®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ *

VÉÉx½þ´ÉÒ MÉÖ{iÉÉ, V B

------------------------

ÊxÉ®úÉ±ÉÒ ¨ÉÉÄ

VÉ¤É ¨Éé b÷®úiÉÒ ½ÚÄþ, ´É½þ ¨ÉÖZÉä ¤ÉSÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ,

VÉ¤É ¨Éé ®úÉäiÉÒ ½ÚÄþ, ´É½þ ¨ÉÖZÉä ºÉ¨ÉZÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ,

VÉ¤É ¨ÉÖÎ¶Eò±É ¨Éå ½þÉäiÉÒ ½ÚÄþ ´É½þ ¨ÉÖZÉä 

=¤ÉÉ®úiÉÒ ½èþ,

VÉ¤É ¨Éé MÉ±ÉiÉÒ Eò®úiÉÒ ½ÚÄþ, ºÉ½þÒ ®úÉ½þ 

ÊnùJÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ,

BäºÉÒ ÊxÉ®úÉ±ÉÒ ½èþ ¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ*

+ÉªÉ¶ÉÉ, V A

¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ
¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ Eäò ºÉÖxÉ½þ®äú {É±É, 

VÉÉxÉä Eò½þÓ JÉÉä MÉB,

¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ EòÒ ´ÉÉä {ªÉÉ®úÒ ªÉÉnåù,

UÖô]õ{ÉxÉ EòÒ ´ÉÉä ¶É®úÉ®úiÉå,

nùÉäºiÉÉå Eäò ºÉÆMÉ JÉä±ÉxÉÉ,

JÉä±É-JÉä±É ¨Éå ZÉMÉc÷xÉÉ,

+É{ÉºÉ EòÒ ´ÉÉä iÉÚ-iÉÚ, ¨Éé-¨Éé,

VÉÉxÉä Eò½þÓ JÉÉä MÉ<Ç,

ªÉÉnùÉå EòÒ ¡Öò±É´ÉÉ®úÒ ºÉä *

¶ÉÖ¦É¨É PÉÉä¹É, V D

xÉ<Ç ®úÉ½þ
BEò ÊEòiÉÉ¤É +Éè®ú BEò Eò±É¨É,

BEò ¨ÉÖZÉä {ÉÉ`ö {ÉgøÉiÉÒ,

BEò ¨ÉÖZÉä Ê±ÉJÉxÉÉ ÊºÉJÉÉiÉÒ,

½þ®ú {É±É nùÉäxÉÉå ºÉÉlÉ ½éþ ®ú½þiÉå

VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ¨Éå xÉ<Ç ®úÉ½þ ½éþ näùiÉä,

BEò ÊEòiÉÉ¤É +Éè®ú BEò Eò±É¨É*

+x´Éä¹ÉÉ, V D

¨ÉÉÄ
ÊVÉºÉxÉä ¨ÉÖZÉä VÉxÉ¨É ÊnùªÉÉ, 

ÊVÉºÉxÉä ¨ÉÖZÉä {ÉÉ±ÉÉ-{ÉÉäºÉÉ, 

ÊVÉºÉxÉä ¨Éä®äú MÉÉ±ÉÉä EòÉä SÉÚ¨ÉÉ, 

´É½þ ½èþ ¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ*

VÉ¤É Eò¦ÉÒ ¨ÉÖZÉä nùnÇù ½þÉäiÉÉ, 

´É½þ ¨Éä®äú {ÉÉºÉ ½þÉäiÉÒ , 

¨Éä®äú PÉÉ´ÉÉå {É®ú ¨É®ú½þ¨É ±ÉMÉÉiÉÒ, 

´É½þ ½èþ ¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ*

ÊVÉºÉxÉä ¨Éä®úÒ MÉÖÊc÷ªÉÉå EòÉä ºÉVÉÉªÉÉ, 

ÊVÉºÉxÉä ¨ÉÖZÉä JÉä±ÉxÉÉ ÊºÉJÉÉªÉÉ,

ÊVÉºÉxÉä ¨ÉÖZÉä SÉ±ÉxÉÉ ÊºÉJÉÉªÉÉ, 

´É½þ ½èþ ¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ*

Ê®úÊiÉEòÉ, V A

+ÉªÉÉ iªÉÉä½þÉ®úú
näùJÉÉä-näùJÉÉä +ÉªÉÉ iªÉÉä½þÉ®ú,

±ÉÉªÉÉ JÉÖÊ¶ÉªÉÉå EòÒ ¤É½þÉ®ú*

=iºÉÉ½þ- =¨ÉÆMÉ ºÉä iªÉÉä½þÉ®ú ¨ÉxÉÉBÄ,

+{ÉxÉÒ ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉ EòÉä ÊxÉ¦ÉÉBÄ,

VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ¨Éå JÉÖÊ¶ÉªÉÉÄ ±ÉÉBÄ*

JÉä±Éå ½þÉä±ÉÒ ªÉÉ <Çnù ¨ÉxÉÉBÄ,

ºÉ¤É BEò ½þÉäEò®ú iªÉÉä½þÉ®ú ¨ÉxÉÉBÄ*

ÊxÉÊvÉ, VII A
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¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ
>ÄðMÉ±ÉÒ {ÉEòc÷ Eò®ú ÊVÉºÉxÉä 

SÉ±ÉxÉÉ ÊºÉJÉÉªÉÉ,

¨Éä®äú +ÉÄºÉÖ+Éå EòÉä nÚù®ú ¦ÉMÉÉªÉÉ,

ZÉÚ`ö ºÉä ¨ÉÖZÉä nÚù®ú ¦ÉMÉÉªÉÉ 

ºÉSÉ ¤ÉÉä±ÉxÉÉ ÊºÉJÉÉªÉÉ,

½þ®ú Eònù¨É {É®ú ÊnùªÉÉ ºÉ½þÉ®úÉ 

´É½þÒ ¨Éä®äú VÉÒ´ÉxÉ EòÒ vÉÉ®úÉ,

´É½þ ½èþ, ¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ, ¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ *

xÉ´ªÉÉ, V A

{ªÉÉ®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ
¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ ½èþ ÊEòiÉxÉÒ +SUôÒ,

Ênù±É EòÒ BEònù¨É ºÉSSÉÒ*

Eò½þÉxÉÒ ®úÉäWÉ ºÉÖxÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ,

±ÉÉä®úÒ MÉÉEò®ú ºÉÖ±ÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ*

+SUôÒ ¤ÉÉiÉå ¤ÉiÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ,

VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ¨Éå +ÉMÉä ¤ÉføÉiÉÒ ½èþ*

ºÉ¤ÉºÉä ºÉÖxnù®ú,ºÉ¤ÉºÉä {ªÉÉ®úÒ,

¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ, ¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ*

ºÉÉè¨ªÉ ¶ÉÖ¦É¨É, V B

xÉx½þÒ {É®úÒ
¨ÉÉÄ Eä Ê±ÉB ¨Éé lÉÒ xÉx½þÒ {É®úÒ,

¨Éä®äú ºÉ{ÉxÉÉä EòÉä ´ÉÉä ºÉSÉ Eò®úiÉÒ

¨Éä®úÒ ®úÉ½þ ºÉä EòÉÄ]õÉå EòÉä ½þ]õÉiÉÒ,

½þ®ú ºÉÒ¨ÉÉ ´ÉÉä {ÉÉ®ú Eò®ú VÉÉiÉÒ

EòÉ¶É, ¨Éé +ÉVÉ ¦ÉÒ ´É½þÒ {É®úÒ ½þÉäiÉÒ

¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ EòÒ UôÉä]õÒ-ºÉÒ, xÉx½þÒ {É®úÒ *

ºÉä´ÉÒ ¤ÉÉäjÉÉ, V D

¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÆÊVÉ±É 
¨Éä®úÒ ¨ÉÆÊVÉ±É ¨Éä®äú ºÉ{ÉxÉä, ¨Éä®äú +{ÉxÉä, 

¨Éä®äú ºÉ{ÉxÉä, CªÉÉå ½éþ °ü`äö ¨ÉÖZÉºÉä, 

iÉÉEò ®ú½þÒ ®úÉºiÉÉ ¨ÉÆÊVÉ±É EòÉ, ¤Éè`äö-¤Éè`äö,

´ÉHò ¨Éä®úÉ Eò¤É +ÉBMÉÉ, ºÉÉäSÉÚÄ ¨Éé ¤Éè`äö-¤Éè`äö,

´ÉHò Eäò ½þ®ú {É±É EòÉä, MÉ±Éä ±ÉMÉÉ ±ÉÚÄ 

ºÉ{ÉxÉÉå ºÉä ¨ÉÆÊVÉ±É EòÒ +Éä®ú, Eònù¨É ¤ÉgøÉ ±ÉÚÄ

VÉÒ´ÉxÉ Eäò ±ÉIªÉ EòÒ +Éä®ú ¤ÉfÚÄø

´ÉHò EòÒ ®úÉ½þ {É®ú ¨Éé SÉ±ÉÚÄ

¨ÉäPÉxÉÉ ¦ÉÚiÉc÷É, VI D

¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ
¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ EòÉ ¦ÉÒ CªÉÉ VÉ¨ÉÉxÉÉ lÉÉ 

´ÉÉä =Uô±É-EÚònù, ´ÉÉä ¨ÉÉèVÉ-¨ÉºiÉÒ 

xÉ JÉÉxÉä EòÒ Ê¡òGò xÉ {ÉgøxÉä EòÒ 

¨ÉÉÄ Eäò ½þÉlÉÉå ºÉä JÉÉxÉÉ, JÉÉ ±ÉäxÉÉ 

´ÉÉä JÉä±É-JÉä±É ¨Éå ºÉÉä VÉÉxÉÉ +Éè®ú 

=`öEò®ú Ê¡ò®ú JÉä±É ¨Éå ±ÉMÉ VÉÉxÉÉ 

+É½þ! ¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ EòÉ ¦ÉÒ CªÉÉ VÉ¨ÉÉxÉÉ lÉÉ

EòxÉEò EòÉ¤É®úÉ, VI D

¨Éä®úÒ xÉÉxÉÒ ¨ÉÉÄ 
xÉÉxÉÒ ¨ÉÉÄ EòÉ CªÉÉ Eò½þxÉÉ ½èþ, 

ºÉÉäxÉä SÉÉÄnùÒ EòÉ MÉ½þxÉÉ ½èþ* 

nùªÉÉ vÉ¨ÉÇ EòÒ ºÉÚ®úiÉ ½èþ xÉÉxÉÒ,

¨É¨ÉiÉÉ EòÒ ½èþ ¨ÉÚ®úiÉ xÉÉxÉÒ* 

+xÉÖ¦É´É EòÒ MÉ`ö®úÒ xÉÉxÉÒ,

VÉÒ´ÉxÉ EòÒ {É]õ®úÒ xÉÉxÉÒ,

¨ÉÉxÉÉ <xÉEòÒ =©É {ÉEòÒ ½èþ, 

Ê¡ò®ú ¦ÉÒ xÉÉxÉÒ lÉEòÒ xÉ½þÒ ½èþ*

xÉÉxÉÒ ºÉä PÉ®ú ½èþ ,PÉ®ú ºÉä ½èþ xÉÉxÉÒ, 

ºÉ¤ÉºÉä ¤Éc÷Ò vÉ®úÉä½þ®ú ½èþ xÉÉxÉÒ, 

{ªÉÉ®ú ¦É®úÒ Ê{ÉSÉEòÉ®úÒ xÉÉxÉÒ, 

±ÉMÉiÉÒ ¨ÉÉÄ ºÉä {ªÉÉ®úÒ xÉÉxÉÒ*

´É¹ÉÉÇ MÉÉäªÉ±É, VII A

{ªÉÉ®úÉ ¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ
¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ Eäò ÊnùxÉ ¤Écä÷ ½þÒ {ªÉÉ®äú,

xÉÉ EòÉä<Ç ËSÉiÉÉ, xÉÉ EòÉä<Ç Ê¡òEò®ú,

xÉÉ nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ EòÉ b÷®ú,

¤ÉäÊ¡òGòÒ Eäò lÉä ´ÉÉä ½þºÉÓ {É±É,

{ªÉÉ®úÉ ºÉÉ ¨Éä®úÉ ¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ*

B±ÉÒxÉ, V D

xªÉÉ®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ
{ªÉÉ®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ, xªÉÉ®úÒ ¨ÉÉÄ ,

¨ÉÖZÉä JÉä±É ÊJÉ±ÉÉiÉÒ ¨ÉÉÄ, 

ÊnùxÉ -¦É®ú ¨ÉÖZÉä ±ÉÖ¦ÉÉiÉÒ ¨ÉÉÄ,

¨ÉÒ`öÒ ±ÉÉä®úÒ MÉÉiÉÒ ¨ÉÉÄ,

ºÉ{ÉxÉÉå ¨Éå ±Éä VÉÉiÉÒ ¨ÉÉÄ*

¦É´ªÉÉ ÊjÉ{ÉÉ`öÒ, V D
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¨Éä®úÒ ÊVÉVÉÒÊ´É¹ÉÉ
+ÉiÉÒ ½èþ ªÉÉnù Eò¦ÉÒ,

+iÉÒiÉ Eäò =xÉ {É±ÉÉå EòÒ.

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ Eäò iÉäVÉ |É´ÉÉ½þ ¨Éå,

Eò½þÓ JÉÉä MÉB lÉä ´ÉÉä {É±É,

{É®ú, +xÉÉªÉÉºÉ ½þÒ, ´É½ þ{É±É

+ÉVÉ ¦ÉÒ VÉÒ´ÉÆiÉ ½èþ ªÉÉnùÉå ¨Éå,

±ÉÖ{iÉ xÉ½þÓ, Eäò´É±É +xÉSÉÉ½þÒ ªÉÉnùÉå ¨Éå,

VÉÒ´ÉxÉ EòÉ ´ÉÉä {É±É ¦ÉªÉÉ´É½þ lÉÉ,

VÉÒ´ÉxÉ +Éè®ú ¨ÉÞiªÉÖ ®äúJÉÉ ¨Éå,

¨É½þÒxÉ +ÆiÉ®ú näùJÉÉ ¨ÉéxÉä,

ºÉÖxÉºÉÉxÉ ºÉÒ ®úÉ½þÉå ¨Éå

EòÉÊ±É¨ÉÉ +Éägäø näù´ÉnÚùiÉÉå EòÉä näùJÉ,

¨ÉxÉ PÉ¤É®úÉªÉÉ, ºÉ¨ÉZÉ xÉÉ {ÉÉªÉÉ,

¨Éä®úÒ ÊVÉVÉÒÊ´É¹ÉÉ VÉÉMÉÒ,

=ºÉ {É±É VÉÉxÉÉ CªÉÉ ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ?

+{ÉxÉÉå ºÉä Ê¤ÉUôc÷xÉä EòÉ nùnÇù,

+ÉÄJÉÉå ºÉä +¸ÉÖ ¤É½þ ÊxÉEò±Éä,

+{ÉxÉÒ ¨É¨ÉiÉÉ Eäò +ÉMÉÉä¶É ¨Éå,

±ÉäxÉÉ SÉÉ½þÉ {É®ú ±Éä xÉ {ÉÉ<Ç,

|ÉÒiÉ-{ÉÊlÉEò ºÉä =ºÉ {É±É EòÉä,

¨ÉÒiÉ ºÉVÉMÉ ºÉä {É±É EòÉä ,

¦ÉÒMÉÒ-¦ÉÒMÉÒ {É±ÉEòÉå ºÉä ¨ÉéxÉä

xÉ´ÉVÉÒ´ÉxÉ Eäò ®ÆúMÉ ¦É®äú ,

=ºÉ {É±É VÉÉxÉÉ ,ÊVÉVÉÒÊ´É¹ÉÉ,

CªÉÉ ½èþ ´É½þ-BEò +½þºÉÉºÉ, 

ªÉÉ Ê¡ò®ú EÖòUô +Éè®ú ? 

MÉÒiÉÉ ºÉÉÄPÉÒ (Ê½þxnùÒ +vªÉÉÊ{ÉEòÉ)

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ EòÉ ¨É½þi´É
ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ¤É½ÖþiÉ ¤É±É´ÉÉxÉ ½èþ* 

¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ, VÉ´ÉÉxÉÒ Ê¡ò®ú ¤ÉÖgøÉ{ÉÉ 

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ Eäò ºÉÉlÉ +ÉiÉä +Éè®ú SÉ±Éä 

VÉÉiÉä ½éþ* ºÉ¨ÉªÉ BEò ¤ÉÉ®ú +ÉEò®ú 

nÖù¤ÉÉ®úÉ xÉ½þÓ +ÉiÉÉ* ÊVÉºÉ |ÉEòÉ®ú  

|ÉEÞòÊiÉ ¨Éå {ÉÊ®ú´ÉiÉÇxÉ +ÉiÉÉ ®ú½þiÉÉ 

½èþ-¤ÉºÉÆiÉ, OÉÒ¹¨É, ´É¹ÉÉÇ ´É ¶ÉÒiÉ 

@ñiÉÖ* ªÉ½þÒ {ÉÊ®ú´ÉiÉÇxÉ ºÉ¨ÉªÉ Eäò 

ºÉÉlÉ ¨ÉÉxÉ´É VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ¨Éå ¦ÉÒ +ÉiÉÉ 

½èþ* VÉÉä ¨ÉxÉÖ¹ªÉ ºÉ¨ÉªÉ EòÉä xÉ¹]

õ Eò®úiÉä ½éþ, =xÉEäò ºÉÉlÉ xÉ½þÓ 

SÉ±ÉiÉä,ºÉ¨ÉªÉ =x½åþ {ÉÒUäô UôÉäc÷ 

näùiÉÉ ½èþ* <ºÉÊ±ÉB ½þ¨Éå ºÉ¨ÉªÉ EòÉä 

´ªÉlÉÇ xÉ½þÓ MÉÄ´ÉÉxÉÉ SÉÉÊ½þB CªÉÉåÊEò 

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ½þÒ VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ½èþ*

VÉªÉ¸ÉÒ ´É¨ÉÉÇ 

( Ë½þnùÒ +ªÉÉÊ{ÉEòÉ )

PÉc÷Ò  
¯ûEòiÉÒ xÉ½þÓ, lÉEòiÉÒ xÉ½þÓ 

¤ÉºÉ SÉ±ÉiÉÒ ½þÒ VÉÉiÉÒ, SÉ±ÉiÉÒ ½þÒ 

VÉÉiÉÒ*

½þ®ú PÉc÷Ò, ½þ®ú {É±É, ½þ®ú ºÉ¨ÉªÉ 

 Ê¤ÉxÉÉ ¯ûEäò +{ÉxÉÉ EòÉ¨É Eò®úiÉÒ ½þÒ 

VÉÉiÉÒ 

  ¤ÉºÉ SÉ±ÉiÉÒ ½þÒ VÉÉiÉÒ, SÉ±ÉiÉÒ 

½þÒ VÉÉiÉÒ*

ºÉ¤ÉEòÉä +{ÉxÉÉ EòÉ¨É ºÉ¨ÉªÉ {É®ú 

Eò®úxÉä 

Eäò Ê±ÉB |ÉäÊ®úiÉ Eò®úiÉÒ ½þÒ VÉÉiÉÒ

  ¤ÉºÉ SÉ±ÉiÉÒ ½þÒ VÉÉiÉÒ, SÉ±ÉiÉÒ 

½þÒ VÉÉiÉÒ*

ªÉä PÉc÷Ò nùÉäºiÉÉå ! ½þ¨Éä ÊnùxÉ-®úÉiÉ 

+{ÉxÉÒ ½þÒ iÉ®ú½þ Ê¤ÉxÉÉ ¯ûEäò, Ê¤ÉxÉÉ 

lÉEäò 

ÊWÉxnùMÉÒ ¨Éå +ÉMÉä ¤ÉføxÉä EòÒ |Éä®úhÉÉ 

näù VÉÉiÉÒ

   ¤ÉºÉ SÉ±ÉiÉÒ ½þÒ VÉÉiÉÒ, SÉ±ÉiÉÒ 

½þÒ VÉÉiÉÒ*

¤ÉÒiÉÉ ½Öþ+É ºÉ¨ÉªÉ xÉÉ ´ÉÉ{ÉºÉ 

+ÉBMÉÉ 

xÉ ´ÉiÉÇ¨ÉÉxÉ  `ö½þ®ú VÉÉBMÉÉ 

ªÉä PÉc÷Ò ½þ¨Éå ËVÉnùMÉÒ EòÒ ºÉ¤ÉºÉä 

¤Éc÷Ò ºÉÒJÉ näù VÉÉiÉÒ

   ¤ÉºÉ SÉ±ÉiÉÒ ½þÒ VÉÉiÉÒ, SÉ±ÉiÉÒ 

½þÒ VÉÉiÉÒ

¨ÉªÉÚ®ú ®úÉ`öÒ, EòIÉÉ 8 ¤É
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|ÉEÞòÊiÉ
{ÉÞÊlÉ´ªÉÉÆ jÉÒÊhÉ ®úixÉÉÊxÉ VÉ±É¨ÉjÉÆ ºÉÖ¦ÉÉÊ¹ÉiÉ¨ÉÂ *

¨ÉÚfèø& {ÉÉ¹ÉÉhÉJÉhbä÷¹ÉÖ ®úixÉºÉÆYÉÉ Ê´ÉvÉÒªÉiÉä **

ºÉiªÉäxÉ vÉÉªÉÇiÉä {ÉÞl´ÉÒ ºÉiªÉäxÉ iÉ{ÉiÉä ®úÊ´É& *

ºÉiªÉäxÉ ´ÉÉÊiÉ ´ÉÉªÉÖ& ºÉ´ÉÈ ºÉiªÉä |ÉÊiÉÎ¹`öiÉ¨ÉÂ **

|ÉÒ¹ÉÉ VÉèxÉ, EòIÉÉ : Uô`öÒ (ºÉÒ)

´ÉxnùxÉÉ
½äþ VÉMÉnùÒ¶É ! EÞò{ÉÉ¨ÉªÉ ¤ÉxvÉÉä! 

½äþ ¤É±ÉvÉÉ¨É! ºÉÖvÉÉ®úºÉ ÊºÉxvÉÉä ! 

iÉ´É{ÉnùEò¨É±Éä ´ÉªÉÆ xÉ¨ÉÉ¨É& *

iÉ´É ¶ÉÖ¦ÉxÉÉ¨É ºÉnùÉ MÉÉªÉÉ¨É& **

º{É¶ÉÉÇ, EòIÉÉ  Uô]õÒ  

Ê´ÉtÉ °ü{ÉÒ vÉxÉ¨ÉÂ
Ê´ÉtÉ xÉÉ¨É xÉ®úºªÉ °ü{É¨ÉÊvÉEÆò |ÉSUôzÉMÉÖ{iÉÆ vÉxÉ¨ÉÂ

Ê´ÉtÉ¦ÉÉäMÉEò®úÒ ªÉ¶É& ºÉÖJÉEò®úÒ Ê´ÉtÉ MÉÖ¯ûhÉÉÆ MÉÖ¯û& *

Ê´ÉtÉ ¤ÉxvÉÖVÉxÉÉå Ê´Énäù¶ÉMÉ¨ÉxÉä Ê´ÉtÉ{É®úÉ näù´ÉiÉÉ 

Ê´ÉtÉ ®úÉVÉºÉÖ {ÉÚVªÉiÉä xÉ Ê½þ vÉxÉÆ Ê´ÉtÉ-Ê´É½þÒxÉ& {É¶ÉÖ& **  

EòÉÌiÉEò ËºÉ½þ, EòIÉÉ : +É`ö´ÉÓ (¤ÉÒ)

ºÉÚÊHò&
1. =t¨ÉäxÉ Ê½þ ÊºÉvªÉÎxiÉ EòÉªÉÉÇÊhÉ , xÉ ¨ÉxÉÉä®úlÉè& **

2. |ÉiªÉIÉä SÉ {É®úÉäIÉä SÉ, ºÉxiÉÉ& Ê½þ ºÉ¨É´ÉÌiÉEòÉ ** 

3. +¶ÉÉxiÉºªÉ EÖòiÉ& ºÉÖJÉ¨ÉÂ **

4. xÉÊ´ÉkÉäxÉ iÉ{ÉÇÊhÉªÉÉä ¨ÉxÉÖ¹ªÉ& **

xÉÉ¨É - ½Öþ¨Éä®úÉ, EòIÉÉ  - +É`ö´ÉÓ

+½þ¨ÉÂ xÉ¨ÉÉÊ¨É
+½þ¨ÉÂ xÉ¨ÉÉÊ¨É ¨ÉÉiÉ®ú¨ÉÂ , 

MÉÖ¯û¨ÉÂ xÉ¨ÉÉÊ¨É ºÉÉnù®ú¨ÉÂ *

|É¦ÉÉ´É B´É ½äþ Ê{ÉiÉ& ,

xÉ¨ÉÉÊ¨É i´ÉÉ¨ÉxÉÉ®úiÉ¨ÉÂ * 

º´ÉªÉÆ {É`öÉÊ¨É ºÉ´ÉÇnùÉ ,

Ê|ÉªÉÆ ´ÉnùÉÊ¨É ºÉ´ÉÇnùÉ *

Ê½þiÉÆ Eò®úÉäÊ¨É ºÉ´ÉÇnùÉ ,

½þÊ®ú ¦ÉVÉÉÊ¨É ºÉÉnù®ú¨ÉÂ ,

MÉÖ¯û¨ÉÂ xÉ¨ÉÉÊ¨É ºÉÉnù®ú¨ÉÂ * 

ÊxÉiªÉÉ ±ÉäJÉÉ, EòIÉÉ - Uô`öÒ

Ê´É·É¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ Ê½þ ºÉÆºEÞòiÉ¨ÉÂ  
• VÉªÉiÉÖ ºÉÆºEÞòiÉÆ, ´ÉnùiÉÖ ºÉÆºEÞòiÉÆ, {É`öiÉÖ ºÉÆºEÞòiÉÆ,             

Ê±ÉJÉiÉÖ ºÉÆºEÞòiÉÆ 

• Ê´É·ÉºªÉ Ê½þiÉÆ ºÉÆºEÞòiÉä ÊxÉÊ½þiÉ¨ÉÂ
ºÉÆºEÞòiÉÆ VÉMÉiÉ& +ÊiÉ |ÉÉSÉÒxÉiÉ¨ÉÉ ºÉ¨ÉÞrùÉ ¶ÉÉºjÉÒªÉÉ SÉ ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉÆ 

+ÎºiÉ* ºÉÆºEÞòiÉÉ ´ÉÉEÂò ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒ, ºÉÖ®ú¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒ, +¨É®ú¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒ, 

ºÉÖ®ú´ÉÉhÉÒ, MÉÒ´ÉÉÇhÉ´ÉÉhÉÒ, näù´É¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ SÉäiªÉÉÊnùÊ¦É& xÉÉ¨ÉÊ¦É& 

¦ÉÉ¹ÉäªÉÆ |ÉÊºÉrùÉ +ÎºiÉ* 

ºÉÆºEÞòiÉ OÉxlÉä¹ÉÖ ̈ ÉÉxÉ´ÉVÉÒ´ÉxÉÉªÉ Ê´ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉ& Ê´É¹ÉªÉÉ& ºÉ¨ÉÉÊ´É¹]õÉ& ºÉÎxiÉ*

½äþ¨ÉÆiÉÒ {É]õ´ÉÉ±É

Ë½þnùÒ, ºÉÆºEÞòiÉ +vªÉÉÊ{ÉEòÉ 

ºÉÆºEÞòiÉ Ê´É¦ÉÉMÉ&
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¾»½ÌÁVgRiV  Ë³ØgRiª«sVV

xqsx¤¦¦¦©«sLi

NSLRi²R¶ ÍÜ[ NRPhji©«s bPÌÁ \|qs»R½Li 

JLRiVö ª«sz¤¦¦¦}qsò

@ª«so»R½VLiµj¶ AÌÁ¸R¶VLiÍÜ[  úgRix¤¦¦¦Li

LRiLigRiV LSLiVV \|qs»R½Li ry©«s xms²T¶¾»½[

@ª«so»R½VLiµj¶  ÌÁV\®ªs©«s ª«súÇÁLi

NRPuíyÌÁ NRP²R¶ÖÁÍÜ[ ª«sV¬sztsQ \|qs»R½Li 

xqsx¤¦¦¦©«sLi ª«sz¤¦¦¦}qsò

@ª«so»y²R¶V xqsª«sWÇØ¬sNTP        

g]xmsöª«sLRiLi

 ZNP. Lji¸R¶W, ALRiª«s»R½LRigRi¼½.

gRi²T¶¸R¶WLRiLi

gRiLiÈÁÌÁV Â¿Á}msö gRi²T¶¸R¶WLS¬sõ,             

\ÛÉÁLi FsLi»][ Â¿ÁFyò©«sLi²T¶.

ª«sVW²R¶Vª«sVVÎÏÁ§þ DLiÉØ¸R¶VLi²T¶, xms®©sõLi²R¶V @LiZNPÌÁV 

DLiÉØ¸R¶VLi²T¶.

ÀÁ©«sõª«sVVÌýÁV©«sV ®©s[©«sLi²T¶, gRiLiÈÁÌÁV ®©s[©«sV Â¿ÁÊÁV»y©«sLi²T¶

|msµôR¶ª«sVVÌýÁV©«sV ®©s[©«sLi²T¶, ¬s VuyÌÁ©«sV Â¿ÁÊÁV»y©«sLi²T¶

xqs©«sõª«sVVÌýÁV©«sV ®©s[©«sLi²T¶, |qsNRP©ý«sV ®©s[©«sV Â¿ÁÊÁV»y©«sLi²T¶

ÉÓÁN`P, ÉÓÁN`P ®©s[©«sV Â¿ÁÊÁV»y©«sLi²T¶, úÉÓÁLig`i, úÉÓÁLig`i @¬s Fy²R¶»y©«sLi²T¶

BLiÉýÜ[ DLiÉØ, ÊÁÇØLý][ DLiÉØ, g][²R¶NRPV DLiÉØ,Â¿Á[¼½NTP DLiÉØ,

BLiµR¶V gRiÌÁ²R¶LiµR¶VÛÍÁ[²R¶¬s xqsLi®µ¶[x¤¦¦¦Li ª«sÌÁµR¶Li²T¶ @¬sõLiÉÓÁNUP ®©s[®©s[ 

@ª«sxqsLRiª«sVLi²T¶

LSLiVVÍØgS NRPWL][èNRPLi²T¶, ©yÍØgS xms¬sÂ¿Á¸R¶VùLi²T¶ .xqslLi[©y...!

ZNP. s. ©ygRiNSª«sù$, Fs¬s VµR¶ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½.

¾»½ÌÁVgRiV Ë³ØxtsQNRPV úÊÁx¤¦Ü[ø»R½=ª«sLi

úxmsxmsLi¿RÁ ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV ª«sV¥¦¦¦xqsË³ÏÁÌÁV Aµ³R¶V¬sNRP NSÌÁLiÍÜ[ ryLiZNP[¼½NRP  ÇìØ©«sª«sVV @Õ³Áª«sXµôðj¶ Â¿ÁLiµR¶²R¶ª«sVV 

ª«sÌÁ©«s @Li»R½LjiLiÀÁ F¡»R½V©«sõ ª«sV©«s ¾»½ÌÁLigSßØ xqsLixqsäQX¼½ xqsLiúxmsµy¸R¶WÌÁNRPV @µôR¶Li xmsÛÉíÁ[  µ³R¶LigS 

D©yõLiVV. ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV Ë³Øuyª«sV »R½ÖýÁNTP ¸R¶WxqsÌÁ¬dsõ ª«sVßÓá¥¦¦¦LSÌÁV. @ÌÁLiÉÓÁ ª«sV©«s ¾»½ÌÁLigSßØ ¸R¶WxqsÌÁ»][              

NRPW²T¶©«s ª«sV©«s NRPª«soÌÁV, ryz¤¦¦¦¼d½®ªs[»R½òÌÁ úxmsxqsLigSÌÁV Ax¤¦¦¦§»R½VÌÁ©«sV FsLi»R½gS©¯[ ANRPÈíÁVNRPV©yõLiVV. Bs 

NRPª«soÌÁNRPV, NRPÎØNSLRiVÌÁNRPV ryz¤¦¦¦¼d½®ªs[»R½òÌÁNRPV ®ªs[µj¶NRPgS ¬sÖÁ¿yLiVV.

¾»½ÌÁLigSßØ ryLixqsäQX¼½NRP \®ªsË³ÏÁªyÌÁ gRiVLjiLiÀÁ ¾»½ÌÁVxqsVN][ª«s²R¶Li ª«sÌÁ©«s ª«sV©«s A»R½ø aS*xqsLi 

µj¶*gRiVßÔáNRPX»R½Li @ª«so»R½VLiµj¶.¾»½ÌÁLigSßØ úxmsÇÁÌÁV NRPµR¶©«s LRiLigRiLiÍÜ[®©s[ NSNRP NRPª«s©«s LRiLigRiLiÍÜ[ gRiW²y 

@µR¶V÷é»R½\®ªsV©«s xqsXÇÁ©yaRPNTPò NRPÌÁªyLRi¬s ¬sLRiWzmsxqsVò©yõLiVV. Ë³ØuyxmsLRi\®ªsV©«s  ª«sORPQ, Aµ³j¶xms»yù¬sõ                

»]ÌÁgjiLi¿RÁVNRPVLiÈÁW, ¾»½ÌÁLigSßØ Ë³Øuy r¢LiµR¶LSù¬sõ , ¸R¶WxqsÌÁ xmsLjiª«sVÎØÌÁ©«sV ®ªsÖýÁ LRiVxqsVò©yõLiVV.

Ë³ÏÁ xtsQù»R½VòÍÜ[ ª«sV©«s ¾»½ÌÁLigSßá úxmsgRi¼½xms´R¶LiÍÜ[ xms¸R¶V¬sLi¿RÁ²y¬sNTP ËØÈÁÌÁV ®ªs[}qs ª«sV©«s ÀÁ©yõLRiVÌÁ©«sV FsLi»][ 

úxmsË³Ø »R½Li Â¿Á[}qs  µ³R¶LigS C NSLRiùúNRPª«sWÌÁV D©yõLiVV. C©yÉÓÁ NSLRiùúNRPª«sWÌÁÍÜ[ FyÌÁVxmsLi¿RÁVN][ª«s²R¶Li                                                                                                             

@µR¶XxtísQLigS Ë³Ø xqsVò©yõª«sVV. FsLi»R½gS©¯[ A©«sLiµR¶Li NRPÖÁgjiLiµj¶. @¼½LRi´R¶ ª«sV¥¦¦¦LRi´R¶VÌÁ©«sV úxms»R½ùQORPQLigS 

¿RÁW}qs @ª«sNSaRPLi NRPÖÁgji©«sLiµR¶VNRPV FsLi»][ ª«sW©«szqsNS©«sLiµR¶Li NRPÖÁgjiLiµj¶. 

¾»½ÌÁVgRiV  Ë³ØgRiLi 
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ÒÁ »R½xqs»R½ùLi

gS¸R¶VLi ª«sÌÁ©«s NRPÖÁgji©«s ËØµ³R¶ 

N]¬sõ L][ÇÁÙÌÁÍÜ[ ª«sVLjiÀÁF¡ª«s¿RÁVè 

gS¸R¶VLi Â¿Á[zqs©«s ª«sV¬sztsQ¬s N]¬sõ 

xqsLiª«s»R½=LSÌÁÍÜ[ ª«sVLjiÀÁF¡ª«s¿RÁVè 

NS¬ds gS¸R¶VLi»yÌÁWNRPV ª«sV¿RÁè¬s 

ÒÁ »R½NSÌÁLiÍÜ[ ª«sVLjiÀÁF¡ÛÍÁ[ª«sVV. 

FsLi. ryLiVV®ªsW¬s£tsQ,

Fs¬s VµR¶ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½.

ÇìØ©y¬sNTP  xmsÈíÁVN]ª«sVø

Ë³ØgRiù©«sgRiLRiLiÊÁV ©«sLiµR¶V 

²T¶.Fs£qs.B . NTP g]xmsö }msLRiV NRPÌÁµR¶V

AßÓáª«sVV»R½ùª«sVV NRP©yõ

²T¶ Fs£qs.B. NTP g]xmsö ¾»½ÌÁVxmso NRPÌÁµR¶V

ÇØ¼½LRi»R½õª«sVVÌÁ  NRP©yõ

²T¶ Fs£qs.B. NTP g]xmsö ®ªsVLRiVxmso NRPÌÁµR¶V

HLSª«s»R½ª«sVV NRP©yõ

²T¶.Fs£qs.B .NTP g]xmsö ÊÁÌÁª«sVV NRPÌÁµR¶V

 µyùLóRiVÌÁNRPV NRPÌÁö»R½LRiVª«so

²T¶.Fs£qs.B. ®©sÌÁª«so

¾»½ÌÁVgRiV Ë³ØgRiLi.

®ªs[VÌÁVN][ !

FyFy FyFy ®ªs[VÌÁVN][ 

xmsÌÁNRP ÊÁÌÁxmsLi ¼d½xqsVN][ 

xmsLRiVgRiV©«s ÊÁ²T¶NTP ®ªs×ÁþF¡

@,  A, B, C -µj¶µôR¶VN][ 

¥¦¦¦LiVVgS BLiÉÓÁNTP Â¿Á[LRiVN][

@ª«sVø I²T¶ÍÜ[ Iµj¶gjiF¡

²T¶. $ª«s»R½=,

HµR¶ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½.

xqsª«sV¸R¶VFyÌÁ©«s

xqsª«sV¸R¶VLi ¿yÍØ  ÌÁV\®ªs©«sµj¶. ª«sV©«s ÇØ¼½zms»R½ ª«sV¥¦¦¦»yøgSLiµ³j¶ Â¿Ázmsö©«sÈýÁV 

""lLi[xmsÉÓÁ xms¬s CL][ÇÁÙ Â¿Á[¸R¶VV'' ""C L][ÇÁÙ xms¬s BxmsöV®²¶[ Â¿Á[¸R¶VV'' 

@©«sõ ¬s©yµy¬sõ ª«sV©«sLi @©«sVNRPLjiLi¿yÖÁ. @ÍØ Â¿Á[¸R¶V²R¶Li ª«sÌýÁ ª«sV©«sLi 

@©«sVNRPV©«sõµy¬sNRPLiÛÉÁ[ FsNRPVäª«s ryµ³j¶Li¿RÁ²R¶®ªs[V NSNRPVLi²y ¿yÌÁ xqsLi»][xtsQLigS                    

DLi²R¶gRiÌÁª«sVV. xqsª«sV¸R¶VLi Fsª«sLjiN][xqsLi AgRiµR¶V. @LiµR¶Vª«sÌýÁ ª«sV©«sLi NSÌÁ¸R¶Wxms©«s Â¿Á[¸R¶VNRPVLi²y xqsª«sV¸R¶VFyÌÁ©«s 

FyÉÓÁLiÀÁ, @¬sõLiÉØ  ÇÁ¸R¶WÌÁV ryµ³j¶xqsWò ª«sVVLiµR¶VNRPV rygSÖÁ. xqsª«sV¸R¶VFyÌÁ©«s ª«sV©«sÖÁõ @»R½Vù©«sõ»R½ 

róy©yÌÁNRPV Â¿Á[LRiVxqsVòLiµj¶.

FsLi. xqs ORPQ lLi²ïT¶, xmsµR¶ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½.

|qsÖdÁöéÌÁVª«sVLiÀÁ®ªs[©y!

xqsLRiµygS |qsÖdÁöéÌÁ©«sV µj¶gRi²R¶Li, ªyÉÓÁ¬s  }qsõz¤¦¦¦»R½VÌÁ»][  xmsLi¿RÁVN][ 

ª«s²R¶Li... BLi»R½  ª«sLRiNRPW  ËØgS®©s[ DLiµj¶. NS¬s  ¬sLRiLi»R½LRiLi  @®µ¶[ 

¸R¶Wª«sÍÜ[ DLi²R¶ÈÁLi  ª«sVLiÀÁµj¶  NSµR¶LiÈÁV©yõLRiV  ª«sV©«sxqsò»R½* aSxqsòQû®ªs[»R½òÌÁV. @¼½gS |qsÖdÁöéÌÁ¬s  

xmsLi¿RÁVN][ª«s²R¶Li, ª«sV©«sµR¶  ª«sV©«sNTP ©«sª«sVøNRPLi  ÛÍÁ[NRPF¡ª«s²y¬sõ 

xqsWÀÁxqsVòLiµR¶LiÈÁ. ª«sWÉÓÁ ª«sWÉÓÁNUP  |qsÖdÁöéÌÁÍÜ[  ª«sV©«s  LRiWFy¬sõ  

¿RÁWxqsVN][ª«s²R¶Li 'Body Dimorphic Disorder' ÇÁÊÁV÷¬s 

xqsWÀÁxqsVòLiµR¶LiÈÁ. C ÇÁÊÁV÷ D©«sõ ªyÎÏÁ§þ, »R½ª«sV aRPLkiLRiLiÍÜ[ 

Gµ][ ÍÜ[xmsLi DLiµR¶¬s ¬sLRiLi»R½LRiLi ¿RÁWxqsVNRPVLiÉØLRiLiÈÁ. ¾»½ÌÁVgRiVÍÜ[ 

|qsÖdÁöé¬s '{qs*ÀÁ' ({qs*¸R¶VÀÁú»R½Li) @©¯¿RÁVè®©s[®ªsW NRPµy! Bª«sLi²U¶ 

|qsÖdÁöéNRPÊÁVLýRiV. ª«sVLji LRiV |qsÖdÁöé¬s µj¶gSÌÁ¬s @©«sVNRPVLiÈÁV©yõLS?

FsLi. x¤¦¦¦L<jißÓá  lLi²ïT¶, Fs¬s VµR¶ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½.
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r¡Fy©yÌÁV 

""xmszqsFyxmsÌÁNRPV  FyÌÁV 

ú»ygRi²R¶Li, úxmsNRPX¼½ ®©s[lLi[ö    

»]ÖÁ FyhRiLi

ÊÁV²T¶ ÊÁV²T¶ @²R¶VgRiVÌÁV 

AÈÁFyÈÁÌÁV, @ª«sVø I²T¶ 

®©s[lLi[ö ª«sVÖÁ FyhRiLi

FyhSÌÁ  ryLS¬sõ  FyÌÁVgS  

ú»ygjiLiÀÁ,  ª«sVx¤¦Ü[©«sõ»R½  

ª«sùQQNTPò»R½* r¡Fy©«s  ®ªsVNTPäLiÀÁ 

úxmsxmsLi¿y¬sNTP  @Liµj¶ª«s*²R¶Li  

gRiVLRiVª«soÌÁV ®©s[lLi[ö  

ª«sVx¤¦Ü[»R½äQXxtísQ FyhRiLi.''

Aª«sVVNRPò ª«sWÌÁùµR¶,

»]  VøµR¶ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½

ÊÁ²T¶gRiLiÈÁ

ÊÁ²T¶ÍÜ[ gRiLiÈÁ ®ªsWgjiLiµR¶LiÈÁ

BLiÉÓÁÍÜ[ ª«sLiÈÁ NSÛÍÁ[µR¶LiÈÁ

ÊÁ²T¶ÍÜ[ZNPÖÁ¾»½[  ANRPÖÁª«sVLiÈÁ

@©«sõLi¼½LiÛÉÁ[ AÌÁxqsùª«sVLiÈÁ

xqsª«sV¸R¶VLi  sVLiÀÁ¾»½[ 

µR¶Li²R¶©«s¹¸¶[V©«sLiÈÁ

}tsQN`P  ®ªsVx¤¦¦¦N`P  AÖÁ¸R¶W,

Fs¬sVµR¶ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½, |qsORPQ©±s-ÕÁ.

xqsLi®µ¶[aRPLi
N][LiVVÌÁ Fy®²¶[®µ¶LiµR¶VNRP¬ds?

FyÈÁÌÁV ËØgS ®©s[LRiV*ª«sV¬ds!

N][²T¶  NRPW}qs®µ¶LiµR¶VNRP¬ds?

®ªs[NRPVª«s LRi&Wª«sVV©«s  ÛÍÁ[ª«sª«sV¬ds!

ÀdÁª«sVÌÁV Â¿Á}msö®µ¶[ VÈÁ¬ds?

r¡ª«sVLji »R½©«sª«sVV©«sV ª«sµR¶ÌÁª«sV¬ds!

ÀÁÌÁVNRPÌÁV Â¿Á}msö®µ¶[ VÈÁ¬ds?

¿RÁNRPä¬s xmsÌÁVNRPVÌÁV xmsÌÁVNRPª«sV¬ds!

®©sª«sVÖÁ Â¿Á}msö®µ¶[ VÈÁ¬ds?

»R½©«sÍØ ©yÈÁùLi Â¿Á[LiVVª«sV¬ds!

ÀÁLRiV»R½ Â¿Á}msö®µ¶[ VÈÁ¬ds?

xmsLRiVgRiVÌÁV ËØgS  |msÈíÁVª«sV¬ds! 

NSNRPVÌÁV Â¿Á}msö®µ¶[ VÈÁ¬ds?

NRPÖÁzqsNRPÈíÁVgS  DLi²R¶Vª«sV¬ds!

²T¶. x¤¦¦¦L<Ri ßá, Fs¬s VµR¶ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½.

xqsª«sV¸R¶VL i ÌÁVª«s

xqsª«sV¸R¶VLi FsLi»][  ÌÁV\®ªs©«sµj¶. gRi²T¶ÀÁ©«s 

xqsª«sV¸R¶VLi ¼½LjigjiLSµR¶V. xmspLRi*NSÌÁLiÍÜ[ 

FsLi²R¶ ¹¸¶VVNRPä ¬ds²R¶©«sV ÊÁÉíÓÁ xqsª«sV¸R¶W¬sõ 

¬sLñRiLiVVLiÂ¿Á[ªyLRiV. LS©«sVLS©«sV 

©ygRiLjiNRP»R½ @Õ³Áª«sXµôðj¶ Â¿ÁLiµj¶ g][²R¶, 

Â¿Á[»R½ gRi²T¶¸R¶WLSÌÁV »R½¸R¶WLRiVÂ¿Á[aSLRiV.  

N]¬sõ gRi²T¶¸R¶WLSÌÁV AaRPèLSù¬sõ NRPÖÁgjiLiÂ¿Á[  µ³R¶ª«sVVgS ª«soLiÉØLiVV. 

Aµ³R¶V¬sNRP NSÌÁª«sVVÍÜ[ ¿RÁLRiªyßÓá  ªy²R¶NRPLi FsNRPVäª«s @LiVV @LiµR¶VÍÜ[®©s[ 

xqsª«sV¸R¶W¬sõ ¿RÁWxqsVNRPVLiÈÁV©yõLRiV. @Li¾»½[NSNRP  LRiNRPLRiNSÌÁ gRi²T¶¸R¶WLSÌÁV 

@LiµR¶VËØÈÁV ÍÜ[¬sNTP ª«s¿yèLiVV. ÉÓÁ.. ÍÜ[¬s xqsª«sV¸R¶W¬sõ ÊÁÉíÓÁ NRPW²y 

xqsª«sV¸R¶W¬sõ ¾»½ÌÁVxqsVN][gRiÌÁVgRiV»R½V©yõLRiV.  µyùLóRiVÌÁ xmsLkiORPQÌÁV NRPW²y 

xqsª«sV¸R¶Vª«sVV \|ms®©s[ Aµ³yLRixms²T¶ DLiÉØLiVV. úxms¼½ xms¬sNTP N]Li»R½ xqsª«sV¸R¶VLi 

@¬s ¬slLôi[bPLi¿RÁÊÁ²T¶ DLiÈÁVLiµj¶. @LiµR¶VZNP[ úxms¼½ INRPäLRiV NSÌÁ¬sLñRi¸R¶V 

xmsÉíÓÁNRP©«sV »R½¸R¶WLRiVÂ¿Á[xqsVN]¬s µy¬s úxmsNSLRiLi ©«s²R¶V¿RÁVN][ªyÖÁ.             

gSLiµ³k¶ÒÁ,  @LiÛËÁ[µR¶äL`i ÍØLiÉÓÁ  g]xmsö ª«sùNRPVòÌÁV xqsª«sV¸R¶W¬sNTP FsLi»][ 

úFyµ³y©«sù»R½©«sV BÂ¿Á[èªyLRiV. ª«sV©«sLi Â¿Á[}qs G aRPVË³ÏÁNSLRiùª«sVLiVV©y ¼½´j¶, 

ªyLRi, ©«sORPQQú»yÌÁ \|ms®©s[ Aµ³yLRixms²T¶ ª«soLiÈÁVLiµj¶. @LiµR¶VZNP[ xqsª«sV¸R¶W¬sNTP 

@Li»R½   ÌÁVª«s. BNRP\®©s©y ª«sV©«sª«sVLi»y  xqsª«sV¸R¶W¬sõ  ª«sXµ³y Â¿Á[¸R¶VNRPVLi²y 

xqsµj¶*¬s¹¸¶WgRiLi Â¿Á[xqsVNRPVLiµyLi.

ÉÓÁ.  ª«sV©«szqs*, xmsµR¶ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½.
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THANK YOU ALL…

Thank You all for a wonderful chance
To work for the school

Bringing out our hidden talents
Creativity and no other tool

Thank you for this opportunity
To work in fraternity

We experienced wonderful harmony
And we will save it for ever with eternity 

Thank you for making us realize
That nothing can be better than teamwork

The dearest time costing no price
And we did find the playful fun that lurked

SPECIAL THANKS TO . . . 

• Rama ma’am who has helped us in every way desired. The 
support that she has extended kept us in high spirits. 

• Shashi ma’am who has constant unwavering faith in us. Her 
valuable inputs have helped us with so many features. 

• Reshmi ma’am for her affectionate care and support throughout 
the year.

• Augustine sir who has encouraged and provided us with the 
impetus to excel.

• Ms. Bindu, English faculty, for taking her valuable time to edit 
the articles and providing valuable inputs.

M. Lakshmi Gowri
Editor- in- Chief
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